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Not by platted hair, nor by family, nor by birth 
does one become a Brahma.na. 


- The Dharnm.apada, 393 (1) 


Neither by Yoga, nor by Sankhya, nor by work 
(Karma), nor by learning, but by the realisation 
of one's identity with Brahman is Liberation 
possible, and by no other means. 


To realize oneself as the Self of the whole 
universe is the means of getting rid of Bondage. 
There is nothing higher th.an the identity of oneself 
with the whole universe. • • • 


- Sa.nkaracharya in VIVEKACHUDAMANI, 
verses '6, 339 (2 


I. 


Hermann Hesse's grandfather Hermann Gundert spent over twenty years 
in India as a missionary and authored many scholarly works on the Orient. 
Hesse's father worked as a missionary for four years in Mangalore, 
on the south western coast of India. Hesse himself spent the 
impressionable years of his childhood in the Pietist Mission House 
in Calw,. where there was~ constant stream of visitors heading for 
or coming from India. "From the time I was a child," said Hesse, 
"I breathed in and absorbed the spiritual side of India just as 
deeply as Christianity." (J) 


' 
In 1911 Hesse made his own journey to India and in 1922 finished what 
he called his "Inciic poem," Siddartha. He said, in 1926, "For over 
half my life I was concerned with Indic and Chinese studies, -- or, 
so as not to get the reputation of scholarly authority, I was 
accustomed to breathe the air of Indian and Chinese poetry and 
piety." (4) In light of such a cultlµ:'al background for the author 
it seems very appropriate ~o view Siddartha from Indian perspectives. 


In this paper I ,will somewhat ar'Qitrarily assume that the novel 
Siddartha may be an adequate expression of some of the basic values 
and perceptions of r(R)eality present in ancient and medieval Indian 







culture. I will not try to show that Hesse was consciously aware of 
each element discussed as "lndic". Indeed Hesse's diary indicates 
that he thought certain concepts expressed in Siddartha were non
Buddhistic (possibly non-Indian), whereas modern ~cholarship has 
uncovered important Hindu and Indian Buddhist views very similar to 
the novelist's ideas. (5) Such unintended similarity may be due 


2. 


to independent parallelism in thinking, or it may be that because he 
breathed "the air of Indian ••• poetry and piety" (rather than become 
a "scholarly authority") the artist was more perceptive than he 
himself realized. Or, if, as Vedantic sages insisted, the Self of 
Hesse is that "finest essence (which) this whole world has as its 
Self (Atman)" (6), that Self may oe the source ot some of the novelist's 
thoughts when, like Siddartha, he "said things which he did not then 
really know." (7) Whatever the case may be, I have long been impressed 
with how well the novel Siddartha conveys a view of human life and 
r(R)eality which is basic to certain major streams of ancient and 
medieval Indian culture and spirituality. This paper is an initial 
exploration of that view in light of the Indian traditions. 


lI. 


There are several features of Indian philisophico-religious traditions 
which, according to such modern scholars as Heinrich Zimmer and 
s. N. Dasgupta, were accepted or assumed by all, or nearly all, other
wise differing sects or schools. (8) At least two of thes~s 
are so basic to Indian thought and to $iddartha, and are so alien 
to most Western philosophical and religious traditions, that;-I--use 
them to structure the two main sections of this paper. The two are 7 
(1) the doctrines of reincarnation and karma, and (2) recognition th~L 
awareness of Reality far exceeds the truths which can be accurately J ' 
stated in words. 


First, there are the elementary notions of karma and rebirth •. Variations 
among schools of thought and marked differences between naive popular 
views and sophisticated interpretations have introduced variety and 
even conflict in the detailed ways that karma and rebirth have been 
understood throughout Indian (Hindu/rluddhist/Jain/etc.) cultures. 
But certain implications have remained firm in the Indian view of 
man and the universe regardless of the diversity. One implication 
is that ultimate despair and/or tragedy in the Greek or Shakspearean 
sense cannot occur unless it be a purely subjective feeling on the 
part of someone who is ignorant of the fact of rebirth and the 
continuity of life. If the audience and Hamlet were both really 
convinced that his demise (and the deaths of o in the final 
scene o~as but the crossing from one tempora life into 
another.ctempor9 life (whether on earth or in \theav n" or in "hell"), 
would th~y still be a tragedy in our usual Western sense of that 
word? I think not. It has often been pointed out that tra~ed.Y as 
such is nQt- to be found in traditional Indian literature. (9) 
Terrible th:i.nge may and do occur in Indian pl.a.yo and atoriee, but in 
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a world where reincarnation is the fact no scene, however terrible, 
can be absolutely final. Even the "heavens" and "hells" known in 
Indian traditions are temporal. No punishment, no bliss of reward 
is eternal, although extreme cases of torture and/or bliss are said 
to last for billions and billions of years. 


Although rebirth is the inevitable result of death, unless one is 
enlightened or liberated, the pattern, or qualitative sequence, of 
reincarnations is not capricious out in accord with one's actions 
and attitudes, one's karma. Thus that one is oorn into such a 
family at such a period in time ahd such a socio-geographic place is 
understood as due to one's past actions and attitudes. If one is 
to realize liberation, or enlighterunent, the karma/rebirth pattern 
which he must resolve, or transcend, is just this particular pattern 
which constitutes his present existence with its preceding causes. 
He will be able to resolve, or transcend, karma and rebirth as such 
only by dealing appropriately with the karma/rebirth pattern which 
IS1iis. 


In the eighth chapter of the novel Siddartha, looking back over the 
earlier events of his life, observes how his ego-self, "his small, 
fearful and proud self" had "crawled into" his inherited identity as 
a Brahmin priest and his chosen identity as a wandering ascetic, 
"had crawled into this priesthood, into this arrogance, into this 
intellectuality. It sat there tightly and grew, while he thought he 
was destroying it by fasting and penitence." (10) He realizes that 
it was just because of this spiritual pride, this ego-centricity of 
the priestly and ascetic selves, that "he had to go into the world, 
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to lose himself in power, women and money ••• until the priest and 
the Samaria in him were dead." (11) Siddartha had to be "born" into 
"grosser" forms of ego-self fulfillment because he had become 
insensitive to the "subtler" forms of spiritual ego-centricity and 
unaware of the depth of suffering inherent in religious and intellectual 
pride. 


But we must note that mere experiencing of material sufficiency, 
even superfluity, does not bring the disillusioning insiEht. If 
mere experience were enough then Kamaswami, the ousinessman who 
taught Siddartha how to succeed in business, would have also been 
disillusioned. He is not. Siddartha does have the liberating 
disillusiorunent because he is, as Gotarna the Buddha had been, in 
t ouch with 11a voice in his own heart" (12), a "bright and clear 
inward voice" which "always guided him in his finest hours". (13) 
In his experience of nausea and disillusionment with money, power 
and sensuality Siddartha thought he had ex~erien~~~ the mortal 
silencing· of this inner voice, just as,':his 'tO'Ve-mate•s song bird 
was silenced in death. (14) But the "cle~ inward voice" is not 
dead, not even after Siddartha has almost committed suicide. Indeed, 
he is saved from suicide by a sound which is ultimately the same as the 
"bright ••.• inward voice," the sound of Om. (1.)) It is this 
inner voice of clarity that enables Siddartha to learn from, rather 
than be merely swept. along by, his karma. We shall consider the 







nature of this inner voice later. 


At this point there is another aspect of karma and rebirth that needs 
comment. In some streams of Indian tradition there is tho view that, 
while insight is certainly necessary to learn from karmic experiences, 
variety in those experiences is also important if one is to realize 
the true nature of existence in all its diversity. Closely associated 
with this notion is the view that if one cherishes a certain desire 
one cannot truly renounce the desire simply because its fulfillment 
is frustrated. True renunciation of desire can occur only when, 
having experienced fulfillment or having the full means of fulfillment 
availaole, one intentionally renounces by one's own choice. In his 
Commentary on the Vaisesika Sutras Sankara Misra says that yogins 
realize that a variety of practices are needed so long as one is 


• • • not freed and fulfilled. They learn that 
every form of bhoga or experience, whether agreeable 
or disagreeable, must be undergone, and that 
they will undoubtedly reach firm ground from 
which there is no fall, only after experiencing 
karma-asaya, vehicles of karma, i.e., physical 
organisms, previously merited or acquired, in 
different countries, divisions of the land, 
peninsulas, etc., by different births as horses, 
elephants, oirds, serpents, etc., as well as by 
existence as celestials(devas), sages or men. (16) 


Sankara Misra's view is exactly that of Siddartlawhen he reflects 


"It is a good thing to experience everything 
oneself. • • • As a child I learned that 
the pleasures of the world and riches were 
not good. I have known it for a long time, 
but I have only just experienced it. Now I 
know it not only with my intellect, but with 
my eyes, with my heart, with my stomach. It 
is a good thing that I know this. (17) 


As a Samana, a wandering ascetic, Siddartha experienced existence 
as animals, stone, wood and water experience existence. He did 
this oy special yogic powers which were known to Sankara Misra also. 
The Vaisesika commentator briefly describes such powers as necessary 
to the practice of the yogin who is not yet "freed and fulfilled." (16) 


Siddartha, having experienced as animals, stone, wood and water 
experience, moves on to experience the things of nature as a hwnan 
with fully functioning awakened senses experiences them. (18) 
Thence he progresses into experiences of the three lower goals of 
human life. 


Traditional Hinduism classifies the goals of human beings according 







to four major categories. Artha, literally "thing11 or "object," 
refers to property, possessions, wealth of all sorts, and power. 
Kama, literally "desire," refers to all forms of sense enjoyment. 
~ma (not easily translatable) refers to the rightness of deeds, 
relations and responses in all contexts of the individual's relation
ships to the gods, nature, other individuals and society. Moksha 
or mukti, "liberation," is the ultimate goal and is not definable 
in terms of temporal/spatial experiences. (19) 


5. 


With a rich merchant and a beautiful courtesan as "teachers" (20) 
Siddartha learns the "game" of artha (21) and the "art" of karna. : (22 ) 
It is very important to note his immersion in the experiences of 
artha and kama are according to rules of a "game" and principles of 
an art. In his father's house Siddartha had studied the Vedas and 
Up:Lnishads (23), regarded by tradition as the essential, highest 
part of the Eternal Dharma of Hinduism. With the merchant and the 
courtesan he is still in touch with Dharma. but with its "lower 
limbs. 11 Hindu classification of traditional works recognizes 
treatises on artha and karna as part of Smriti under the sue-heading 
of Upa-veda, or "lower vedas. 11 


That the beautiful Kamala was, in modern Western language, a 
prostitute did not in any way place her outside Dharma. As P. Thomas 
points out, Hindu society regarded the courtesan/prostitute as 
having her own Dharma to fulfill in learning and performing the arts 
connected with her profession. (25) ~rom Kamala Siddartha learns 
the full truthfulness of human sensuality -- its ecstasy, its 
transitoriness, its likeness to death. (26) Mere thoughtless 
indulgence of passion could never have revealed to him the su·otle 
depths and limitations of erotic love. One of the first lessons 
of Kamala is that such love "can never be stolen. 11 (27) In one of 
her last conversations with him -- before he returns to the river 
and the ferry -- Kamala tells Siddartha, "You are the best lover 
that I have had. • • • You have learned my art well." (28) 


There is another aspect of the goal of kama, "desire," which is 
clearly set forth in the Kalika Purana.----irfie class, or group, of 
writings known as Puranas belongf like the Bhagavad Gita, to the 
larger grouping of canonical Hindu texts called Smrirr:- As in the 
epics, to which the Gita belongs, the Divine Reality speaks directly 
through various of its forms. In the Kalika Purana the Creator, Hrahma, 
after emanating various male alter-aspects of Himself which are to 
help in the rest of creation and in world governance, unexpectedly 
gives rise to the primordial female form, a seductively beautiful 
woman who is named Dawn. Shook by her appearance, Brahma reflects 
back into His own eternal depths, seeking an understanding of Dawn's 
significance. Again he is surprised when from His own depths a 
handsome yoW1g male springs forth, powerful and beautifully formed. 
Again contemplating His own inner profundity Brahma is aole to name 
and assign the youth his role in the cosmos. The youth is named 
Kama and is told, 







"You will go wandering about the earth 
striking oewilderment into men and women with your 
flower-oow and shafts, and in this way brine to 
pass the contlnuous creation of the world. No 
god, no heavenly spirit, demon or evil spirit, 
sepent-divinity or nature sprite, neither man 
nor beast, neither the flying nor the swimming 
creatures, shall oe inaccessiole to your aim. 
And I myself, as well as all-pervading Vishnu, 
even Shiva, the rocklike immovaole ascetic, 
steeped in his meditation, We Three (the Hindu 
di vine 11 Trinity" or Trimurti), shall be given 
into your power. • •• You shall drive, impalpable, 
to the heart, and arouse there delight, in this 
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way provoking the ever-renewed creation of the 
living world. • • • This, then, is your task. 
It will perpetuate the moment of the world creation." (29) 


In this particular Purana no doubt is left as to the fact that on-going 
creation is moved by desire, kruna, which has an always-present un
predictableness about it. Here-is something which cannot be neatly 
handled by the established patterns of some preconceived convention, 
divine or human. Not only is Brahma, the Creator, surprised oy the 
appearances of ooth Dawn and Kama; He also later falls prey to 
Krona's arrows and incestuously desires His own daughter, Dawn. 
Brahama suodues His own desire for Dawn but arran~es that His 
alter-self Shiva, the divine archetype ·of ascetic monks, be seduced 
from His celibate hermitage by Da~m's charms. Only in this way 
can the destiny of the universe unfold. (30) 


Partially parallel to the Divine Comedy of the Kalika Purana is the 
way in which Siddartha, moved oy kama, contributes, unknowinely at first, to 
"the ever-renewed creation of the living world." When he abandons 
his worldly life in the city and returns to the river he does not 
know that Kamala is pregnant with his son. It is this son, un-
wittingly oegotten, who provides the key to Siddartha 1s full 
liberation/enlightenment. 


Beginning with his self-determination in choosing to leave his 
father's house, and with his training as a Samana, Siddartha had 
cultivated within himself "a stillness and sanctuary to which," 
in his own word:;i, ,"you can retreat at any time and oe yourself. • • •" (Jl) 
It is this inner sanctuary of self which enables him for a long 
time to avoid emotional entanglement in the realms of artha and 
kama even though he is eminently successful in his actions in each 
realin. From within this interiour fortress he viewed ordinary 
people as "living in a childish or animal-like way, which he both 
loved and despised." (32) The haughty security of his inner self 
prevents him from truly loving anyone, or anything, although he · 
oftens regards people and objects with ~ certain affection. 
Kamala, after telling him that he is the best lover she has had and 







that he has learned her art well, immediately adds, "you do not 
love me -- you love nooody." (28) 


Had Sictdartha been aole to pursue successfully the direction of the 
Samana path, had he then or later in his life been able to free 
the interior Self coMpletely fro~ all outer entanglements, he might 
have arrived at a form of liberation termed kaivalya, which is 
translated "isolation-intergration" by Zimmer. (33) In the traditions 
of Jainism and Sankhya-Yoga kaivalya is used to descrioe freedom 
or emancipation. (J4) 


Among the non-Hindu Jains, the early Sankhya and Yoga traditions 
and, with qualifications, the Hinayana rlud<lhists are understandings 
of liberation, or release from karma and rebirth, which have a 
number of points in common. First, release is of the individual 
self, for the individual self, and in some sensedue to things 
done orknol-m ~ the individual self. In connection with this first 
point a major qualification is needed with respect to Hinayana 
Buddhists, who insist that, while it is pragmatically meaningful to 
speak loosely of "individual self" before Nirvana is realized, there 
is in no sense any self-monad after Nirvana. But Hinayana followers 
are similar to-the followers of Jainism and Sankhya-Yoga in stressing 
that it is the individual, in the everyday psychological sense, who 
must do or realize sonething morally, meditatively and/or insightfull.1' 
if there is to be release from karma and rebirth. The Jain and 
Sankhya-Yoga traditions recognize an eternal individual self-monad 
which is free in the condition of isolation-integration (kaivalya); 
its liberation is of and for itself alone. 


Secondly, all three traditions -- Jain, Sankhya-Yoga and Hinayana 
Buddhist -- are similar in that each views the objective world, or 
the energy of which it is made, as continuine to exist in some 
"realistic" way even after · an individual or any number of individuals are 
liberated •• Since the goal is release for the individual, and since 
the individual is released from this worid of objectivity which 
continues on its merry way,-aII' moral and meditative efforts are 
ultimately of value only insofar as they free the individual. 
Even compassion has final significance only as a means to kaivalla• ~ 
Had Siddartlla sought or realized this type of peace and liberation, 
the fact that he was unable to be involved in love would have been 
an asset. In light of this perspective it is interesting to note 
that Hesse attributes a Hinayani«tic view to Gotama the Buddha 
when he has Govinda tell Siddartha that love "is just what the 
Illustrious One called illusion. • •• He forbade us to bind 
ourselves to earthly love." (35) There is no trace whatever here 
of the extraordinary Mahayana view that Nirvana is identical with 
Scinsara, a view that Mahayanists say is implicit in the fact that 
Gotama the ouddha himself devoted forty-four active years to 
teaching and guiding others after his supreme enlightenment. 







III. 


The second feature which is basic to Indian thought and to Siddartha 
is the fact that 


••• all of the schools of Indian philosophy, 
though greatly diverging in their formulations of the 
essence of ultimate truth or oasic reality, are 
unanimous in asserting that the ultimate object of 
thought and final goal of knowledge lies beyond 
the range of nama-rupa (i.e., beyond "name and 
form" and therefore beyond the ability of words 
to state precisely). (J6) 


Indian philosophy insists that the sphere 
of logical thought is far exceeded by that of 
the mind's possible experiences of reality. To 
express and communicate knowledge gained in moments 
of gra.mraar-transending insight metaphors must oe 
used, similies and allegories. These are then 
not mere embellishments, dispensaole accessories, 
but the very vehicles of meaning, which could 
not oe rendered, and could never have been 
attained, through the logical formulae of normal 
veroal thought. Significant images can comprehend 
and make ~anifest with clarity and pictorial 
consistency the paradoxical character of the 
reality known to the sage: a translogical reality, 
which, expressed in the abstract language of 
normal thought, would seem inconsistent, self
contradictory, or even absolutely meaningless. (37) 


Throughout many of his writings Hesse was intentionally endeavouring 
to express what he called "magical thinking, 11 which~be-characterized 
as "the capacity of the individual to see beyond th apparent disharmony 
of the polar opposites and to perceive the essenti 'Unity- and totality 
of all things, within the individual as within the world." (38) 
Siddartha, in the last chapter, tells Govinda, 


• • • a truth can only be expressed and enveloped 
in words if it is one-sided. Everything that is 
thought and expressed in words is one-sided, only 
half the truth; it all lacks totality, completeness, 
unity. When the Illustrious Buddha taught aoout 
the world, he had to divide it into Sansara and 
Nirvana, into illusion and truth, into suffering 
and salvation. One cannot do otherwise, there is 
no other method for those who teach. But the world 
itself, being in and around us, is never one-sided. (39) 


Similarly the great ninth century Vedantist Sri Sankaracarya notes in 
his commentary on the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad I. 4. 10 that were there 
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no superimposition of ignorance on Brahman there would be no reference 
to Br~hman being All, Brahman being the Self, and so on. (40) True 
understanding of Brahman transcends both Maya, the realm of illusion 
and ignorance, and drahman, the supreme Reality. 


9. 


Siddartha first oegins to suspect the inadequacy of words, of any content 
that can be conveyed in teachings, after he has been with the Samanas 
for a while. He understands the Buddha's teachings as showing the world 
to be "completely coherent, without a loophole, clear as crystal, not 
dependent on chance, not dependent on the gods," and he speaks of a 
"small gap" in this otherwise coherent picture of all events. The small 
gap is the Buddha's teaching that one can rise above the world, a teaching 
rooted in Gotama 's own experience of enligh~nt. (41) He does not ~ 
accept the Buddha's teachings, not because he has found a flaw in them, ~ 
but because "To nobody, O Illustrious One, can you communicate in words ,, 
and teachings what happened to you in the hour of your enlightenment." 
And Siddartha adds, 


"• •• I am going on my way -- not to seek another 
and better doctrine, for I know there is none, but 
to leave all doctrines and all teachers and to reach 
my goal alone -- or die. 11 (42) 


In addition to his growing distrust of words and teachings, Siddartha 
has from his youthful days in his father's house one awareness which 
is the Ariadne-like thread that leads ~im out of the labyrinth of ignorance, 
isolation and suffering. "Already he knew how to recognize Atman within 
the depth of his being, indestructible, at one with the universe." (43) 
But he alao recognizes that neither he nor any of the worthy Brahmina 
around him, including his father, is able to retain "in life, every-
where, in speech and in action" the unity of the innermost Self. Attracted 
by the non-verbal "atmosphere of still passion, of devasting service, 
of unpitying self-denial" which hovered around a group of wandering 
ascetics (44), Siddartha leaves his father who "lived a good life" and 
sincerely spoke wise words but who was not truly at peace. (45) Awareness 
of Atman, or memory of his awareness of Atman, returns clearly when he 
perceives that none of the Samanas have realized the real peace. (46 ) 
After his encounter with Gotama the Buddha Siddartha's recognition of 
Atman returns as he sees clearly that the real Self cannot be caught 
"in the net of thoughts" anymore than it can be perceived by the senses. 


The body was certainly not the Self, nor the play 
of senses, not thought, nor understanding, nor 
acquired wisdom or art with which to draw conclusions 
and from already existing thoughts to spin new thoughts. (47) 


This is exactly the point of the .Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, 2. 3. 61 
and 4. 5. 15, which says of the Atman .. Brahman, "there is no other and 
more appropriate description than • •• 1Not this, not thise•n (48) 


Siddartha glimpses more clearly than before the real Self, Atman, and 
at the same moment recognizes that it is not to be confused with "the 
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incidental Self11 which can be identified in tenns of t>ody, senses, thought, 
understandine or acquired wisdom. (49) It is like the two birds mentioned 
in the Mundaka Upanishad (3. 1. 1): 


Two birds, fast bound companions, 
clasp close the self-same tree. 
Of these two, the one eats sweet fruit; 
The other looks on without eating. (50) 


Vedantic tradition makes clear that the bird eating fruit :is the separate, 
"incidental Self , 11 and the on-looking bird is the universal Self (Atman • 
Brahman). As Siddartha first approaches the ferry at the river he hears a 
voice in his own heart, a voice like the one within Gotama the Buddha-to-oe 
which had led him away from all teachers and bade him sit under the tree of 
enlightenment. This inner voice within Siddartha is also spoken of as "the 
bird" in his breast. (51) The ending of his life devoted to artha and 
kruna is marked by the apparent death of the bird within him and the actual 
release by Kamala of a pet songbird. (52) 


Using the metaphor of the Upanishads we may say that Siddartha, approaching 
the river and ferry for the first time, glimpses the Atman bird clearly but 
is unable to relinquish his identity as the fruit-eating "incidental Self'' 
bird which crosses the river and gorges itself on the fruits of artha and 
kama. All desires for possessions and pleasures satiated, the "incidental 
Self" bird dies, and for a moment Siddartha, returnine to the river, believes 
there is no Self whatsoever left. "The bird in his own heart," "the songbird 
was dead." (52) For a moment he is aoout to fall passively into physical 
death by drowning, when "from a remote part of his soul ••• he heard a sound." 
(53) The voice of the deathless Atman bird sings forth as "Om." The 
Mandukya Upanishad, 12_, _declares, ".2!! is the Self (Atman) indeed." (54) 


Sid.dartha stays by and on the river, learning the ferryman's trade from aged 
Vasudeva, whom he first values as a wise listener and then recognizes as one 
who "realized the essential as well as Gotama. ••• , a holy man, a saint. 11 (55) k' 
As the years go by Siddartha becomes ever clearer in his understanding of Om, r/7 
which is the timeless Atman. To guide him in his final enlightenment he has}, ~'·, ,/, 
found two extraordinary gurus in the endlessly flowing river and in the old ) ~~~~Jr"" 
ferryman who knows how to listen. ~ 


From both ferrymen, guru Vasudeva and disciple Sicidartha, and "from the 
ferry," "something emanated that many travellers felt," and that led some 
to stop and talk about their troubles and to ask for comfort and advice. (56) 
Much as the five ascetics who tried to ignore the awakened Gotama could 
not because of his bearing and aura of wholeness (57), so the very presence 
of the ferrymen and their ferry awakened a certain spiritual sensitiveness 
in many of the travellers. 


In spite of his participation in this whole process, which a Mahayana 
Buddhist would see as oovious Bodhisattva-activity, Siddartha feels 
that most travellers are alien to him. This last, subtle trace of his 
arrogant, aristocratic Brahmin/Samana self yields only when he loves 
profoundly and spontaneously, when for the first time he loses himself 







"in another person to such an extent as to forcet himself ••• •" (58) 
He loves his ovm son, borne by Kamala, and suffers the profoundest pain 
of his life when the boy rejects him. Without supressing the bitterness 
and the pa.in of his wound he exposes it to the eternal flow of the river 
and to the ears of the master listener Vasudeva. Together the two men 
listen to the r i ver and for the first tL~e Siddartha hears Om in all its 
diversity and unity. "His wound was healing, his µain was disperS'Iiig; 
his Self had meq:~ed into unity." His smile is exactly like Vasudeva 1 s 
smile and both are indistinguishable from the smile of th~ Buddha. (59) 
Observing "the serenity of Knowledge" shining is Siddartha's eyes, 
Vasudeva tells him, 


"I have waited for this hour, my friend. 
Now it has arrived, let me go. I have 
oeen Vasudeva, the ferryman, for a long 
time. Now it is over. Farewell hut, 
farewell river, farewell Sidctartha. 11 (60) 


The untransmittable knowledge has been "transmitted." Vasudeva, an 
archetypal Bodhisattva, has acknowledged the spiritual maturity of his · 
successor, who is now perfectly able to run the ferry alone. 


What is the ferry? What is the river? (61) The Maha Pra.)la Paramita 
Hridaya Sutra, which is considered to be the condensed epitomization of 
Mahayana Buddhist wisdom, ends with a mantram which begins with a call 
said to be traditional with ferrymen in India: 


<;:'0"'"" 
11~, gate, paragate, paramgate ••• 11 


gone, gone, gone to the ot~er shore, landed 
at the other shore.) 62 


I have so far been llllable to document with certainty that the call was 
or is used by Indian ferrymen, but Buddhist literature is filled with 
references to the river of birth, suffering, disease, old age and death. 
To realize Nirvana is to cross over this flood, which is also called 
Sansara (see . the title of the fifth chapter in Siddartha). Sansara 
means, literally, "incessantly in motion, flux," (63) and is often 
specifically compared to a broad, flooded river. In Pali texts the 
Buddha compares his teachings to a raft used to cross a river. (64) 
Had Siddartha used the ferry to cross to a shore of isolated security 
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the image of the river and ferry might have matched per~~ the Hinayana 
Buddhist perspective according to which the enlightened ~ has crossed 
and left behind the flood of Sansara . But according to a most f'undamental 
view of Mahayana Buddhism Sansara e; Nirvana. According to the Indian 
Nagarjuna, whose writings are usually viewed as a sort of basic 11root" 
for later Mahayana schools, 


There is no difference at all 
Between Nirvana and Samsara. 
There is no difference at:all 
Between Samsara and Nirvana. 


What makes the limit of Nirvana 
Is also then the limit of Samsara. 
Between the two we cannot find 
The slightest shade of difference. (65) 







The fact that to the awakened or enlightened listener the river's voice 
is Om, in all its diversity as well as unity, clearly presents a Vedantic 
understanding that is close to -- if not the sw1e as -- the Mahayana 
"Nirvana ~~ Samsara. 11 In the Mandukya Upanishad Om is explained as 
including "this whole world." 


The past, the present, the future -
everything is just the word Om. And what
ever else that transcends threefold time -
that, tpo, is just the word Om. For truly, 
everything here is Brahma; this self (atman) 
is Brahma. • •• Om is the Self (Atman) 
indeed. (S4) ~ 


Siddartha ends on the river of Om. He knows by immediate awareness 
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that Nirvana and Sansara are indistinguishable in reality, as his own 
words affirm. (66) And this form- of enlighterunent has parallel symbols 
in both Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism. But Siddartha also is a ferryman 
and in the final chapter has quite an extraordinary effect on his old 
friend Govinda. 1 (67) That he does not just float contentedly on the 
river but works incessantly at the goal-less task of ferrying back
and-forth those ~ho wish to cross gives him an additional significance. 


I 
He might be what Hindus call an ishwarakoti, one who is free of the 
bondage of karma. but is willingly reborn simply in order to do good to 
mankind. ·(68) Even more evidently he seems 1 to me to be what Mahayana Buddhists 
would call a Bodhisattva. 1 


• 4 


In the Avatams~a Sutra an account is given of the career of a Buddhist 
pilgrim named µdhana. During a long pilgri.Iiage Sudhana meets many 
"teachers," only a few of whom are gunt.s, or teachers, in the usual sense . 
of the word. M~st of the "teachers" are children, women and men doing 
the many thing~ people do in everyday life. ;with their aid Sudhana 
finally m~ets ~e Bodhisattva Samanta b hadra, who is universal compassion 
(mah&karuha). Sudhana had begun the pilgr~e in quest of his own 
enlightenment. . His seeking ends when he discovers compassionate love 
and, moreover, ,realizes that he is not different from all Buddhas and , ' 
Bodhisattvas. In fact he himself is Samantabhadra, as are all his 
"teachers." Bodhisattva Sudhana is now ded:icated to the endless task 


· of helpllig all : beings cross the flood of Sansara (which is Nirvana). (69) 
1, 


Like Su<!fana, Siddartha, in quest of the liberating peace of Self-realization, 
learns from all sorts of "teachers" and end.S his seeking when love has 
removed the la~t subtle obstacle to Self Knowledge (Atma b~ the title 
of a short treatise by Sankara). Being the Self of iII'; his activity 
is the endless, patient work of an inconspicuous, loving old ferryman, 
helping all who wish to travel on the river of Om. 


( 


Like Joseph Kpecht (whose last name means •t:server," or "aenrant" ) in 
Magister ~; and "Leo the servant" in Journey to the East, and like . 
the BOdhisattvas Sudhana and Sa.mantabhadra) Siddartfii ha:S.tinally arrived 
at the true,· non-arrogant arist0cracy of the Spirit, the aristocracy of 
loving service. &!ch compassion, such sez-Vice, is as humble . and inconspicuous 
as the ,arth, as the ground. It is as basic. It is Om. 







(1) 


(2) 
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LAW AND MARXISM 
by 


Walter H. Koppelman 
California State University, San Diego 


Introduction 


Although two of the founders of the philosophical system known as 


Marxism were trained in both law and philosophy, and although these men, 


Karl Marx and V.I. Lenin, spent a considerable portion of their lives 


reflecting upon the fundamental or philosophical questions concerning 


the nature of law, little has been written on the general theme of 


Marxism as a contribution to Philosophy of Law. One of the main points 


of this paper is to remedy that situation and to state clearly the Marx-


ist philosophy of law. This clearly implies that Marxism is a philosophy 


of law and not one of anti-law as is commonly thought and it also pre~ 


supposes that the views are philosophical _and not merely apologetic for 


a particular political system. In this discussion, my aim is to demon-


strate the correctness of the foregoing presuppositions. 


In the preface to his book entitled A ContY"'~bution to the Critique 


of Political Economy, Karl Marx first refers to his own training in 


jurisprudence, philosophy, and history and then to the fact that his 


first serious work was a critical re-examination of the Hegelian phil-


osophy of law. He tells us that his inquiry led him to conclude that: 


" ••• neither legal relations nor political forms could be compre
hended whether by themselves or on the basis of a so-called gen
eral development of the human mind, but that on the contrary they 
originate in the material conditions of life"l 







.. 


:-
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Marx explains that by material conditions of life he means the 


same thing as what Hegel and English and French eighteenth century 


thinkers called civil society and he states that the anatomy of this 


civil society has to be sought in political economy. It is only 


after his reference to his background training in law, philosophy 


and history, and only after his reference to his first major work 


being on Hegel's philosophy of law that he wrote the passage which 


stands as the cornerstone of his own philosophy of law: 


"In the social production of their existence, men 
inevitably enter into definite relations, which are 
independent of their will, namely relations of produc
tion appropriate to a given stage in the development 
of their material forces of production. The totality 
of these relations of production constitutes the eco
nomic structure of society, the real foundation, on which 
arises a legal and political superstructure and to which 
correspond definite forms of social consciousness. The 
mode of production of material life conditions the gen
eral process of social, political, and intellectual life. 
It is not the consciousness of men that determines their 
existence, but their social existence that determines 
their consciousness. At a certain stage of development, 
the material productive forces of society came into con
flict with the existing relations of production or-- · 
this merely expresses the same thing in legal terms--
with the property relations within the framework of which 
they have operated hitherto •••. In studying such trans
formations it is always necessary to distinguish between 
the material transformation of the economic conditions 
of production, which can be determined with the preci
sion of natural science, and the legal, political, reli
gious, artistic or philosophic--in short, ideological 
forms in which men become conscious of this conflict 
and fight it out. 112 


What is required is a rational reconstruction of this argument 


of Marx's in order first to show that it is logically coherent and 







secondly to indicate just what Marx is arguing against. As the 


argument is made, it seems as if there are two different positions 


being maintained. It appears as if Marx is saying that law is 


both simply a description of social reality and an ideological jus


tification of that reality and for some writers these two cannot 


be consistent because one can justify the nonexistent as well as 


the existent. On the other hand some writers3 argue that law 


can not be a description of reality at all but rather must be under


stood as a system of norms which people ought to observe for other


wise it makes no sense that persons can actually disobey the law. 


Some Preliminary Comments On the Law 


Law is an aggregate of the rules of human behavior which are 


either set forth by the official structure of society called the state 


in the form of specific laws or norms or else, without being directly 


established by state power, are sanctioned by it as when customary 


practices are so sanctioned. Rules of law are mandatory in the sense 


that persons are actually expected to observe and fulfill them as 


obligatory so that when they are not observed voluntarily, measures of 


state influence, including compulsion, are applied. 4 The first 


conclusion we must arrive at is that the basic significance of law lies 


in its influence on human behavior and on the social relations of human 


beings. 


3. 
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The existence of law means that a considerable proportion of the 


social relations take on the character of legal relations such as 


husband--wife, buyer--seller, employer--employee. The participants 


in these relations can be said to possess legal rights and duties 


protected by or enforced by the state. Thus the aggregate of manda-


tory rules of behavior cannot be taken as something independent of the 


legal relations taking shape in the course of the lives of human beings . 


There is also an intimate connection between the rules of law and 


the activities of human beings. Thus there are always limits within 


5 which individual persons or their organizations may act , the nature 


and extent of these activities usually being referred to as the civil 


liberties and civil rights of the people or more simply the activities 


sanctioned by law . 


As societies develop the sphere in which law operates becomes 


more extensive embracing gradually the entire sphere of production, 


distribution and exchange of the products of the society . The law 


comes to a point where it fixes the existing property relations and 


regulates the forms of distribution and the relations between the mem-


bers of the society in the form of civil law and labor law. Law also 


comes ·to determine the administration of the state through administrative 


law and in most advanced societies there is a basic structure to the 


entire system which determines the legal status of ci~izens and is the 


basis for the entire activity of the state which is usually referred to 







as constitutional law. Law also enunciates what measures will be 


taken for combating encroachments on the state system as well as 


encroachments on the existing order of social relationships through 


5. 


the criminal law and the law determines the methods via which all legal 


relations will be tested and enforced through the procedural law which 


includes of course the institutions such as the courts as well as the 


rules for enforcing judicial determinations as well as the rules devel


oped over a long period of time for the conduct of trials. 


The Marxist Approach !.,£ Law 


One point is quite obvious from the quote from Karl Marx. He com


pletely severed himself from any view of law originating from divine 


principles or any other a priori set of ideas. He understood law as 


tied to social and economic systems. Law can not be said to have a 


history of its own if by that is meant that law can be understood in 


isolation from economic and political life. When so understood, a 


knowledge of the history and philosophy of law becomes one crucial way 


of understanding society and perhaps the most crucial because the law 


tends to encompass an extraordinarily wide picture of the complexities 


of inter-personal and inter-group behavior and law reveal8 the struggles 


as well as the ideals of various groups and individuals. What Marx 


emphasized was that law can only be understood as a product of economic 


and social conditions and that it is not law that creates society, but 


the other way around. His claim is that property relations do not exist 
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because there are rules of law defining property, but, on the contrary, 


these rules, in their historical development and subsequent articulation 


are a reflection of the relations produced by the economic system. Just 


as Hegel had emphasized that a philosophical world view cannot surpass 


a particualr historical period, Marx claimed that in its fundamentals, 


the law does not rise above a society's socio-economic system. 


If careful attention is paid to the view of Marx several ideas 


become clear. The conclusion that law is ultimately determined by the 


socio-economic system has has been presented by its adversaries as 


vulgar economism. These critics claim that Marx attempted to derive 


law directly from the economy. Marxism turns law into a simple adjunct 


of economic interests thereby doing away with the law as a moral force 


in society. This is not a critique but a caricature of Marxism. The 


fact that law cannot be explained in isolation from the socio-economic 


system was never intended to deny that a marked imprint is left on law 


by various factors such as the particular political conditions, the 


dominant ideology, the cultural history of a people; and in some coun


tries and in some eras of history by religion, tradition and life style 


of the people. There is also no doubt that once a state is well devel


oped it must take into consideration the existing system of law when 


new rules are enacted. 


Since property relations are expressed by the rules of property 


law, the core of the criticism seems not to rest on that but rather on 
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what Marx meant by the ideological function of law. Marx was saying 


simply that law regulates the most important relations between persons 


and groups and thus their behav~or. This means that law exercises a 


substantial influence on the course of social development since social 


development necessarily involves changes in the behavior and social 


relationships of the members of a society. Once a major system of 


law develops such as the common law in England and the United States, 


the system acquires a relative independence in respect of the socio


economic system, and the fundamental rules of the system may either 


enhance the social including economic development or run against it 


as was the case with feudal law hampering the new capitalist relations. 


It is this relative independence of the legal rules and the undoubted 


fact that certain rules of law protect the interest of certain groups at 


the expense of other groups such as when interest was considered illegal 


thereby taking sides against banking and mercantile interests that led 


Marx to conclude that law must be seen in an ideological perspective in 


addition to a perspective of directly reflecting the particular social 


economic system. 


Marx's historical studies led him also to conclude that the frame


work in which the rules of law tend to slow down social development and 


in a sense artificially retain survivals of the past, or else on the 


contrary, to skip the stages of development is limited. His analysis 


here is that to the extent that there are social or economic structures, 


... -"t 
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these structures themselves require certain rules to be formulated. 


The structures are not dependent on law but rather turn on the 


technological advances and these technological advances require 


in their wake certain laws. In any event legal rules would be 


quite useless once the new way of producing had demonstrated it-


self to be superior to the old if the purpose of these rules was an 


attempt to stymie the development. Rules of law restricting mobility 


of the population become quite unenforceable and will either be 


repealed or not considered laws once it is objectively demonstrated 


that mobility is necessary for enhancing the wealth and welfare 


of the particular socio-economic community. 


In the final analysis Marx wanted to point out that law is 


never passive in respect to the socio-economic system and operates 


generally as an important factor in consolidating the social relation


ships which have already taken a certain form. In some cases law is 


used to actively promote new relations but only when the conditions 


are ripe for such change. What is more to the point and quite 


relevant today, was Marx's contention that the law exercises a 


significant influence on the economy. A complex highly developed 


economy requires rules to regulate it lest the internal forces at 


work destroy it. Today it is quite obvious how the law regulates 


business, as well as labor. 


On the other hand there is nothing in Marx's analysis of the 


role of law which denies the need to assess law from the standpoint 







of justice, appropriateness, or correspondence to ideals. For 


Marx and his followers, values like justice are important but are 


not immutable ideas which are independent of the social system. 


9. 


The decisive point about justice is that this concept has a history 


and its content has changed from one major epoch to the next and seems 


to rest ultimately on class interest. Aristotle believed slavery 


to be a fair and natural state of affairs a part of natural justice 


but no contemporary philosopher defends slavery as naturally just. 


If one takes this as a mere error on Aristotle's part, then Marx 


is wrong but at least for Marx, Aristotle was the greatest mind of 


antiquity. Aristotle's greatness is demonstrated by his articulating 


precisely the class content of the concept of justice by his very 


defense of slavery. Marx claimed that the social conflicts between 


groups can be understood in part by the attempts of various groups 


to defend certain rules of law. This in no way denigrates such 


ideals as justice but rather elevates the concept as being an 


expression in ideological terms of existing social relations and 


conflicts and can be understood both as an expression of conservative 


and revolutionary forces at work. Justice then does not cease to be 


a value but the content of this value can only be understood in terms 


of the social context and the point of departure of the group seek


ing justice represents their vantage point. A consumer seeking 


justice is at odds with a manufacturer who resists his demands 


for a better product. 
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It must also be noted that Marx's claim that ultimately law is 


an expression of the socio-economic system is a defense of law 


against the notion that law is only repression. Law is opposed to 


a system of lawlessness and arbitrary acts. Although in cert~in 


periods of human history law did not aid in social progress, Marx 


never doubted that in advanced capitalist class society it was 


impossible to do without law in establishing the principles of 


democracy, equality, respect for personal liberty, and in general 


establishing institutions through which persons can assume some 


measure of control over their lives. This is the fundamental value 


of law and legality. Marx and his followers take the position that 


law should be invested with maximum human content and the charge 


made by those who say that it is a Marxist view which maximizes 


the social concerns of law and government .is quite correct. 


Another type of criticism against the Marxist philosophy of 


law states that law is always couched in universal language, 


that rules of law are applicable equally to all classes and all 


persons and that by its very universalism could not possibly be a 


reflection of the interests of a dominant class. To this criticism 


we must first take notice that were that view correct there would 


be no rational way of understanding the history of such laws as those 


which sanctioned slavery, or the political privileges of the 


propertied classes such as the laws restricting voting and the 


holding of office to men of property. Here we note that for 
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centuries under the common law, married women were not the legal 


owners of property. The individuals who rule in a society based 


upon class distinction are members of or at the very least represent


atives of the economically dominant alass, who relying on their 


wealth attain political power and proceed to lay down rules of 


behavior attuned to their interest. The rules to be effective 


must be binding on all members of the society. Individual arbitrary 


acts are quite damaging to the existence and functioning of the 


class as a whole. 


Early legal usage established inequality of men, distinctions 


between the various estates, and hereditary privileges. In con


temporary society one can be deceived because the class character 


of law is not so readily discernable precisely because by fixing its 


interests in the form of law, the ruling class lays down rules for 


the entire society and when the society is developing and the ruling 


class can be said to be progressive, its interests do at least to 


some extent express the interests of society as a whole . Secondly, 


neither Marx nor his followers doubt that every ruling class provides 


expression in the form of law to general rules of behavior existing 


in every society as a necessary condition for normal community life. 


Thirdly, Marx observed that in many instances, other classes manage 


to wrest various concessions from the ruling classes, such as mini


mum wage and social security legislation, which concessions are 


clothed in universal legal form. 







Evidence of the class character of law comes from the intimate 


connection of law with compulsion and various types of sanction. 


In primitive communal society, customs were not generally regarded 


as preordained rules of behavior, whose nonobservance carried the 


threat of coercion. However subsequently we discern.that a rather 


large proportion of social rules became compulsory despite the fact 


that consciousness as a whole of the dignity and worth of the indi


vidual rose as civilization developed. The necessity of compulsion 


then can not be a question of intrinsic human properties and in so 


far as explanation is possible we must judge that coercion proved to 


be necessary because the interests of the ruling minority, as fixed 


in law, clashed with the interests of the rest of the population. 


Of course this analysis does not mean that all behavior or even 


an extremely large portion of behavior in accordance with law is 


compelled. Men do generally carry out legal requirements freely 


because these requirements happen to coincide with their interests 


or because they act under the force of habit and training. Most 


persons most of the time abide by the rules even when they do not 


accept them, the threat of coercion being in itself a deterrent 


which results in toleration of the law. The point here is that if 


we set aside the requirements of communal living for one moment in 


the sense of a fundamental acceptance of the other person's right 


to live peacefully and by his own lights so long as he is not harming 


anyone else physically, the overwhelming bulk of legal rules and 
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punishments has to do with property protection and historically as 


well as at the present, a small minority have owned and controlled 


most of the property. 
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To further clarify the Marxist view on law, I suggest that the 


concept of the educational role of law is ultimately what Marx meant 


by the ideological aspect. Since law generally is a human achieve


ment, specific rules of law are expressions by human beings of the 


way they would like to see society function and thus it is decisive 


both as to who sets forth the laws and the interpretations,and what 


their goals are. However once this is understood as basic, we still 


have only a partial understanding because law also functions signi


ficantly as an influence on social and individual consciousness. 


The legal rules do not influence social relations automatically upon 


their adoption by those in authority but rather by exercising an 


influence on the consciousness and behavior of human beings. This 


is the educational function, or as it sometimes is called, the ideo


logical function of law. By making definite ideas, principles and 


rules of behavior namdatory for all, encouraging their observance 


and holding out the prospect of sanction or punishment in the event 


of non-observance, the law promotes the elaboration of definite views, 


principles, and modes of behavior. Law may not be the only or most 


important factor exercising an influence on human consciousness for 


if that were the case there would not be found social classes or 







groups in society disagreeing with an existing system of law. For 


Marx it was the social being of men, their practical activity that 


are the bases on which their consciousness develops. Law does, 


however, play an important role in human social consciousness. Law 


can become and indeed has been an important means of ~ocial trans


formation. An important example is provided by the legislation of 


the French Revolution of 1789, particularly the declaration of the 


rights of man. 


Since the rules of law are specific and may be guaranteed 


through state coercion, some persons draw the conclusion that the 


Marxist philosophy of law requires that the educational role of law 


boils down to the influence exercised on men's consciousness by 


repression and coercion. This interpretation would necessitate 


that citizens have no fundamental rights and freedoms and that all 


law ~s based on the model of criminal law. However that is not 


Marx but· perhaps Hobbes or John Austin. Marx's views lay basic 


stress on consciousness and very little on coercion. Marx was no 


legal positivist. The contrary is the case in view of his ideas 


that the sovereign state is not unlimited but is rather bound by 
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the needs of the socio-economic system. The prospect of legal 


sanctions being applied does exercise an influence on many persons but 


that is by far the minor role of law, the major role being reserved 


for convincing men that the prescribed behavior is correct s o that 
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the laws will be voluntarily and consciously observed. 


Although the interconnection between law and consciousness has 


been stressed in this paper, it would be a serious error to conclude 


on that note. The Marxist view is that law is a class phenomenon 


and that law is therefore another aspect of class divided society 


as is that state. Part of the speculative theory of Marx and his 


followers is that law will wither away in future classless and state


less connnunist society. Thus Marxism opposes the view that human 


beings as such require law as it is presently conceived and practiced. 


When there is great material abundance, society will accept as its 


guiding principle "from each according to his abilities, to each 


according to his needs." This cardinal principle of Marxism makes 


superfluous the premise that there is an inherent need to exercise 


control over the ways people utilize and consume the products of 


society. The absence of social poverty coupled with a cooperative 


frame of reference for human consciousness will lead on this thesis 


to an absence of the need for authroities to impose any special 


bans or sanctions. 


The withering away of law does not mean that there will be no 


rules of social behavior. No society is possible without an accep


tance of certain rules and particularly is this true of highly 


organized groups living at close quarters. What these rules will 


be, Marx made no attempt to predict although he was convinced that 







we carry our history wit~ us and will incorporate those modes of 


behavior found to have been most beneficial. 


Will there not be breaches of social rules under communism? 


Of course there will be but the expectation is that the scale of 


the breaches will be considerably reduced both qualitatively and 


quantitatively. These breaches may result from pathological be


havior and there may be breaches of reasonable expectations or 


even accidental clashes between men. It is an absurd charge that 


Marx was talking about a Utopia. However the point is not whether 


breaches are possible~or nos because based upon our present knowledge 


of human behavior they are not only possible but probable. The 


point is that because of the highly conscious attitude of the pop


ulation, the expectation is that breaches will be irrnnediately cut 


short, without the participation of any special state bodies. The 


theory here predicts that swift social reactions will spring from a 


sense of collectivism, but of course, it is just this deeply ingrained 


sense of collective interest, almost as man's second nature, which 


is a condition for the withering away of the law. 


The Marxist Contribution ~ Legal Philosophy 


The Marxist philosophy of law answers some long standing puzzles 


about the law. As to the question of what came first, the law or the 


state, and as to the question of which is logically prior, Marx 


postulated a dialectical unity of state and law. Concerning the 
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problem of why laws tend to last such a long time, certainly far 


beyond the lives of those responsible for their enactment, Marx 


indicated that classes have a very long history and once enacted, 


laws protecting class interests would naturally survive. The class 


content and the law's traditions also then become another type of 


dialectical unity since it is frequently considered a peculiar 


future of the law that it has a kind of tradition of its own. 


This is not to deny that there are professional standards of conduct, 


precision, draftsmanship, and dedication to legality. Marx's 


contribution here is to affirm the history of legal tradition rather 


than to mystify it by attempting to demonstrate just what the human 


content and discipline of the law has been all about. After all,-


a man's right to his property and life are no small matter. An 


additional strength to this view centers upon the fact that the 


struggles for liberty through legal means can be understood con-


cretely and the phenomena of law and changing law is comprehensible 


in terms of the practical activities of men and their divergent 


class interests. Finally, the so called moral content of all law 


becomes intelligible as the attempts as well as failures of men to 


obtain a legal sanction for their physical, emotional, and economic 


needs. 


A philosophy can be at best a guide. Like a map, this disci-


pline does not recreate all of reality. Its success must turn on 
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. 
whether it provides a better understanding than some alternative 


model. There are many specific and vital parts of legal phenomena 


not answered by Marx . He does not indicate specifically how from 


-
a political point of view, the fundamental legal rights of persons 


are necessarily more protected under socialism than under capitalism. 


His expectations that a transference of private property in the basic 


means of production to public ownership would enhance democratic 


freedoms has not yet borne fruit. He does not engage in any analy-


sis of the role of the courts in making law nor is there any discus-


sion of the problems of judicial or legislative decision making. 


In this regard he plys insufficient attention to the possible 


independence of the judiciary and the bar,although the possibility 


of independence is not frequently carried out in practice. He 


makes no attempt to discuss whether there is any content to the 


notion of basic human rights which any legal system would be expected 


to protect. However, when all is said and done, Marx certainly 


stands out as the most original contributor to the philosophy of 


law since Aquinas and Hobbes, and no one can understand the nature 


of law in modern society who does not know his Marx. 







. . . .... 


Footnotes 


(1) Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political 


Economy (New York, International Publishers, 1970) 20. 


(2) Ibid. 20-21. 


(3) Most noticibly the important legal positivist Hans Kelsen. 


See generally his discussion in The Communist Theory of Law (New 


York, Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1955) Chapter One. 


(4) The discussion here generally follows that of V. M. 


Chkhikvadze, ed., The Soviet State and Law (Moscow, Progress 


Publishers, 1969) 88-199. 


(5) Organizations here refers to legal persons such as corpora


tions, as well as political parties, trade. unions, social clubs, etc. 
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Experience and Faith in Buddhism 


by G. Ray Jordan 
Associate Professor of Religious Studies 


San Diego State College 


Because Gautama the Buddha refused to answer any basic metaphysical 
or theological questions (1), and because he insisted that what is 
essential is walking the path and the realization of Nirvana or Enlighten
ment, Buddhism has come to be widely described as a religion, or way, 
of experience not faith. Under conditions of modern life when traditional 
beliefs appear irrelevant and contemporary experiences all important, a 
way that seems to say "Never mind specif i c beliefs; have the great 
experience!" appeals strongly to many. Undoubtedly a major reason for 
the popularity of The Three Pillars of Zen, edited by Philip Kapleau, 
is the presentation of "eight contemporary enlightenment experiences of 
Japanese and Westerners." (2) Here are eight twentieth century people 
who have had satori (kensho, or "enlightenment"). What marvelous 
experiences! 


But in fact special exper iences are just what the Buddhist path leads 
away from, and in a certain fundamental sense "faith" is essential to 
walking the path. Enlightenment is not merely a belief or concept, but 
equally it is not what is generally understood as an experience. Using 
early sources from the Pali canon, part of a Mahayana sutra (Gandhavyuha 
section of the Avatamsaka Sutra) and Zen teachings, we will examine the 
function of faith and experience in Buddhism. 


I 


In Buddhist tradition faith came to be .considered one of the five 
cardinal virtues. (3) In the Sutta-Nipata the Buddha speaks of faith as 
"the wealth here best for man," and says, "By faith the flood is crossed; 
by earnestness the sea •..• " (4) In the Questions of King Milinda, 
also part of the Pali scriptures, the way in which faith enables one to 
cross the flood is made explicit. Suppose, says the Buddhist teacher 
Nagasena, that a great crowd of people were isolated by a flood 


and unable to s i ze up ei ther t he wi dth or the depth of the 
r iver, should stand f r ightened and hesita t ing on t he bank . But 
t hen s ome man .would come along, who , cons c ious of his own 
st rength and power, would firmly tie on his loin-cloth and jump 
a cross the river. And the gr eat crowd of people, seeing h im on 
the other side, would cross likewise. Even so the Yogin [one 
who follows a spiritual discipline], when he has seen that the 
fears of others have been set free, leaps forward, by aspiration, 
to the various fru i ts of the holy life, and he makes efforts to 
attain the yet unattained, to f i nd the yet unfound, to realize 
the yet unrealized . (5) 
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Throughout Buddhist literature a river, or flood, is one of the 
regular images f or the restless lives and experiences of those who, 
confused by blindness and ignorance, are not awake or enlightened. Faith 
in the Buddha means to have the clear conviction that the stream of dukkha, 
restless dis-ease and suffering, can be crossed because in the person of 
Gautama the Buddha is seen one who has crossed to the other shore of 
wisdom and tranquillity. 


Buddha's first disciples were five ascetics who were drawn to him in 
spite of their determination to treat him with cool aloofness. Gautama, 
now the Buddha, had formerly practiced extreme austerities with these five 
who had come to regard him as a backslider because he had restored his 
skeleton-like body to normal health. The impact of the presence of the 
Awakened One dissolved their determined reserve. They had to listen to 
him because of the quality of his existence. (6) 


In so listening and in giving heed to his words they became the first, 
as tradition puts it, "to take refuge in" the Buddha and the Dharma, and 
with Gautama they brought into existence the historical Samgha. In the 
responses of the five ascetics we see in action faith (sraddha) in the 
Buddhist sense. 


Edward Conze points out that faith has several components. Three of 
these components are the volitional, the emotional and the social . 


. . . Vofitionally, faith implies a resolute and courageous act 
of will. It combines the steadfast resolution that one will do 
a thing with the self-confidence that one~ do it. . .. the 
opposites to this aspect of faith are timidity, cowardice, fear, 
wavering, and a shabby, mean and calculating mentality. Faith 
is closely connected with 'determination' (adhimoksha), which 
consists in acting with resolute confidence, after one has judged, 
decided, and definitely and unshakably chosen an object, and is 
opposed to slinking along like an irresolute child who thinks, 
'shall I do it, shall I not do it?' 


Emotionally, faith is an attitude of serenity and lucidity. 
The opposite here is worry or the state of being troubled by 
many things. Someone who has faith is said to lose the 'five 
terrors', i .e., he ceases to worry about the necessities of 
life, loss of reputation, death, unhappy rebirth and the impression 
he makes on an audience .... (7) 


Socially, trust and confidence are plac ed in relationships with 
Buddha and Samgha. The opposite would be to be controlled by the con
cerns of the usual social environment. 


. To go for refuge to the Buddha and the Samgha means to 
turn away from the visible and tangible .... Reliance on 
spi ritual forces gives the strength neressary to disregard 
public op inion and soci3l discouragerneut. ... A spiritual 
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man does not 'belong' to his vis i ble environment .... A spiritual 
is substituted for the natural environment, with Buddha as the 
father, the Prajnapararnita as the mother, the fellow-seekers as 
brothers and sisters, relatives and friends ...• (8) 


In the three preceding aspects of faith--the volitional, the emotional 
and the social--it should be noted that belief in concepts, or assent to 
philosophical statements, plays no part. Conze does point out that 
intellectually "quite a number of doctrinal points must be taken on faith, 
since they are insufficiently supported by senses, reasoning or direct 
spiritual intuition." (9) It is, of course, the novice and/or apprentice 
who must take such teachings "on faith" since, as Conze puts it, "In due 
course, direct spiritual awareness will know that which faith took on 
trust and longed to know." (9) 


At this point, however, one must not assume that what is known "in 
due course" by "direct spiritual awareness" is simply the complete accuracy 
of concepts previously accepted "on trust". The concepts, or doctrines, 
in question are such teachings as those regarding karma and rebirth, 
no-self (anatman), emptiness (sunyata), conditioned co-production 
(pratityasamutpada), and so forth. They are the sort of items that any 
good course on Buddhist teachings would include. The Buddha makes very 
clear, however, that such teachings have an instrumental, or operational, 
value only and constitute "dhamma taught by me for crossing over, not 
for retaining". (10) The doctrines, and the practices they inculcate, 
are likened to a raft which is essential to cross a wide stream but is 
an embarrassing hindrance once the other shore is reached. The Buddha 
says 


And, 


... You monks, by understanding the pa rable of the raft, 
must discard even right states of mind and, all the more, 
wrong states of mind. (11) 


Of the one who has realized Nirvana the Sutta-Nipata says, 


And f or the brahman, passed beyond the bound, 
Who knows, who sees, there's no accepted view; 
Unmoved by passion, by disgust unstirred, 
For him there is naught f urther to accept. (12) 


Ri d of a ssump t i on a nd to naught a tta ched, 
In Knowledge even places he no trust: 
No party-man amid assumptions' strif e, 
Unto no view a t all ha th he recourse. (13) 


In hi m is na ught as s umed, r e jected naught, 
Wash d ha t h h he r e ind ed all views away . (14) 







And more, such a cleansed, awakened one does not even say, 'This is the 
final cleansing now!' (15) 
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In Buddhism, then, faith (sraddha) is necessary if one is to walk the 
Path at all, or, changing the metaphor, to trust oneself to the raft which 
can cross the raging flood. Faith in this sense involves (i) the convic
tion that one can cross the stream, inspired by the presence of an 
Awakened One who has crossed, (ii) the serenity and lucidity which are 
necessary for safe piloting of the raft and (iii) attentive reliance on 
very subtle, uncoercive energies and influences which require one's full 
cooperation, freely given, if one is to reach the other shore of Enlighten
ment. 


Finally faith also involves trust in certain doctrines and practices. 
It is very important, however, to understand that these teachings are never 
goals or ends. One follows them, relying on them, as one trusts his 
very life to a raft, but one must not mistakenly cling to them as if they 
were the "other shore." 


II 


But, it may be asked at this point, when one has reached the other 
shore (i.e., Enlightenment, or Nirvana) can he not state clearly, on the 
basis of experience, what the Great Reality is? In accord with the usual 
statements found throughout the Pali writings one can describe Nirvana 
only by indicating that it is not this shore and not the perilous flood. 
Thus the Buddha says, 


For those who in mid-stream stay, in great peril in the 
flood--for those adventuring on ageing and dying--do I proclaim 
the Isle: 


Where is no-thing, where naught is grasped, this is the 
Isle of No-beyond. Nirvana do I call it--the uttter extinction 
of ageing and dying. (16) 


It is called Nirvana because of the getting rid of 
craving. (17) 


The steadfast go out , (nibbanti) like this lamp. (18) 


The going out of the flame itself was deliverance of the 
mind. (19) 


Because of the preponderance of negative terms one must beware of 
assuming that Nirvana is merely nothing. What goes out is the flame 
of craving. Nirvana is negative in the sense that there is nothing to 
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be grasped. In what is perhaps the most "positive" characterization of 
Nirvana in the Pali canon it is made clear that Nirvana is not nothingness. 


Monks, there exists that condition wherein is neither earth 
nor water nor fire nor air: wherein is neither the sphere of 
infinite space nor of infinite consciousness ~ .£!.. nothingness 
nor of neither-consciousness-nor-unconsciousness; where there is 
neither this world nor a world beyond nor both together nor moon
and-sun. Thence, monks, I declare is no coming to birth; thither 
is no going (from life); therein is no duration; thence is no 
falling; there is no arising. It is not something fixed, it 
moves not on, it is not based on anything. That indeed is the 
end of Ill. [dukkha] (20) 


Since Nirvana is not "infinite consciousness," is not "neither
consciousness-nor-unconsciousness" and is "neither this world nor a world 
beyond nor both together," realization of Nirvana is not incompatible 
with the presence of ordinary sense functions. Of the one who has realized 
Nirvana with no basis still remaining, the Buddha says, "in him in this 
very life all things that are sensed have no delight for him, they have 
become cool." (21) There is also described a less complete realization 
of Nirvana "with the basis still remaining". In such a person not only 
are the senses present and operating but also through the senses "he 
experiences sensations pleasant and unpleasant, undergoes pleasure-and
pain." ( 21) 


In Theravadin Buddhism, which bases its views on the Pali scriptures, 
the remnants of pleasure-and-pain sensations and the totally detached 
sense functions present in the per-fected Nirvana are both simply viewed 
as Karmic patterns left over from an ignorant past. When the enlightened 
Arahant dies there will be no future sense activity because there will 
be no future separate existence. In Mahayana, however, at this point of 
Enlightenment, with Nirvana realized, the Bodhisattva turns back to the 
stormy waters of existence in order to help others across. 


In either case, that of the Arahant or that of the Bodhisattva, 
sense experience is not incompatible with Enlightenment (=Nirvana) . 
Incompatible with Enlightenment are the three poisons of lust (or craving) , 
malice (or anger) and delusion (or blindness) . In such a case is it 
accurate to say that Enlightenment is an experience? 


An experience can be located before or after other experiences. It 
belongs to one event, moment or period of one's life. I, or you, have 
various experiences--they come and they go. Nirvana (= Enlightenment) 
does not arise and does not fall. "It is not something fixed, it moves 
not on .•.. " (20) Experiences are based on the interactions of senses 
and/or mind with objects, stimuli, images or thoughts. Nirvana "is not 







based on anything." (20) It is "where is no-thing, where naught is 
grasped ••.. " (16) For these very reasons Nirvana is not incompatible 
with ordinary sense/mind functions as such, except the three poisons, 
which, a Mahayana Buddhist might say, are themselves foreign to normal 
experiencing. 


Enlightenment (= Nirvana) in the Buddhist sense is far more basic 
than an experience, or even a series of experiences. Perhaps it can 
best be termed "a mode of existing wholly with the Real," the Real 
meaning "what-is-and-is-not unmodified by egocentric desires, hostility 
or delusion." What is termed satori, or kensho, in Zen Buddhism is a 
sudden awareness of "whole existence with the Real." Usually the one 
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who has kenSho takes this sudden awareness itself with its accompanying 
effects to be the Enlightenment. Some students, believing that they have 
achieved the goal of Zen, give up their practice altogether. Kensho, 
Enlightenment as an experience, becomes a new sickness from which one 
must be cured. (22) 


In answers to questions from some of his students at Tassajara the 
Roshi Shunryu Suzuki said, 


Even though you have some special experience in your 
practice [of Zen discipline], that special experience is just a 
part of the reality of perfect enlightenment. Perfect enlighten
ment is something more, something greater than that, something 
beyond our experience. 


even though you feel good, that does not mean that 
your practice is good, and even though you don't feel good, 
that does not mean that your practice is bad. And if you don't 
feel anything about it, that does not mean that practice does not 
mean anything. 


Your real practice is something you cannot compare to some 
other practice. It is something greater than that, deeper than 
that. It is so great that you cannot compare it to your ordinary 
experience. This po~nt should not be forgotten. (23) 


The phrase "so great that you cannot compare it to your ordinary 
experience" must not lead one to postulate an unattainable Enlightenment. 
Pointing out that Nirvana does mean "reaching the world's end," and 
that "world's end" cannot be reached by taking a trip with the aid of 
extraordinary powers, Gautama the Buddha went on to say, 


•.. in this very body, six feet in length, with its sense
impressions and its thoughts and ideas, I do declare to you 
are the world, and the origin of the world, and the ceasing 
of the world, and likewise the Way that leadeth to the ceasing 
thereof. (24) 
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Similarly Suzuki Roshi warns 


. • . If you think you will attain something which is beyond 
our reach, or completely different from our everyday life, that 
is wrong understanding. In our everyday life there must be our 
way. (25) 


III 
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Although Enlightenment is not an experience and faith is fundamen t ally 
necessary if one is to cross the flood, experiences of ordinary life 
are of great importance in learning the Buddha's Dharma . It is crucial , 
however, to understand in what sense experiences are important. Merely 
having many experiences, or many various experiences, is of little value. 
The accumulation of memories, of the "traces" deposited by expE!riences, 
is by itself the accumulation of hindrances. Actually, as long as one 
exists, i n whatever form and whatever environment, experiencing is. 
The essential point is to be thoroughly alert and attentive in the whole 
process of experiencing regardless of what is experienced. 


This is not to say that it makes no difference what experiences 
are cultivated or sought out. The one walking the Buddhist path must, 
insofar as he can, seek harmonious environments and good friends . And 
he must assiduously develop good mental and conative conditions while 
discarding destructive, wasteful or slothful conditions . But, given 
that all is being done that can be done in seeking and cultivating the 
constructive and the integrative , it makes no difference whether actual 
experiences are extraordinary c,r trivial, pleasant or unpleasant, and so 
on. What is essential is that one be recollected, aware, mindful at all 
times . 


At the beginning of the Satipatthana Sutta it is said that "the 
four applications of mindfulness are the one and only way (ekayano) 
that leads beings to purity, to the transcending of sorrow and lamenta
tion, to the appeasement of pain and sadness, to entrance upon the right 
method and to the realization of Nirvana." (26) So important is mind
fulness in Buddhism that Conze comments 


If one were asked what distinguishes Buddhism from all other 
systems of thought, one would have to answer that it is the Dharma-
theory . and the stress laid on mindfulness . Mindfulness is 
not only the seventh of the steps of the holy eightfold path, the 
third of the five [cardinal] virtues, and the first of the seven 
limbs of enlightenment. On occa sions it is almost equated with 
Buddhism itself. (27) 







In the Satipatthana Sutta the Buddha says 


In the seen there will be to you just the seen. In the 
heard there will be to you just the heard. In the thought 
there will be to you just the thought. In the cognizing 
there will be to you just the cognizing. (28) 


A modern Theravadin writer connnents on these words, 


. In the practice of mindfulness one must therefore free 
oneself from all notions of self and self-interest and must try 
to fix the mind solely on the object without any assumptions 
and presumptions, bias and prejudice and all other preconceived 
considerations. (29) 


It is of interest to note that the man, a certain Bahiya, to whom 
the Buddha gave the four lines of advice about "just the seen," "just 
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the heard," etc., was killed accidentally later the same day, but before 
his death had realized Enlightenment with the aid of those four lines. 
Indeed, in the profoundest sense mindfulness is almost "Buddhism itself." 


Taking the Pali use of mindfulness in its profoundest sense one 
touches a notion that comes very close to being the same as the Mahayana 
"perceiving yathabhutam". (30) To perceive things yathabhutam is to per
ceive them as they really are, that is, "without any assumptions and 
presumptions, bias and prejudice and all other preconceived consideration" 
(29), without even the most deeply rooted emotional and mental habits 
or inherited tendencies. That which enables one to perceive yathabhutam 
is prajna (often translated "wisdom"). When one perceives with the prajna 
eye clearly open he is then fully Awake, a Buddha. Fundamentally prajna 
is the same as Enlightenment. (31) And, "it is the mother of all the 
Buddhas 1and Bodhisattvas." (32) 


Just as mindfulness is something that must be practiced from the 
very beginning if one is every going to move along the Path, but in its 
perfected practice is also what realizes Enlightenment, so prajna must 
stand at the beginning of the Bodhisattva's path in Mahayana, but is 
also what enlightens. 


In the Gandavyuha Sutra of the Avatamsaka a young man named Sudhana 
sets out on a Buddhist pilgrimage in the course of which he visits over 
fifty "teachers". Only a few of these were teachers in any usual 
(Buddhist) sense. Most were people from various paths of everyday life, 
such as a sailor, a physician, a perfume merchant, heads of families, 
children, etc. Nyogen Senzaki, a Zen teacher who lived in America from 
1906 to 1958, commented that one can meet many friends and teachers in 
one's everyday life even here in America, just as Sudhana did. But there 
is a very important point about the beginning of Sudhana's pilgrimage. 
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He was moved to set out on the pilgrimage, which is the quest for Enlighten
ment, when he heard the words of Manjusri. 


Manjusri is a personification of prajna. In Mahayana iconography 
the fullness of Enlightenment is often represented with Buddha in the center 
between Manjusri, who is the prajna which enlightens, and Samantabhadra, 
who is the boundless compassionate love which is the Enlightenment in 
action. Thus the prajna which eventually will make Sudhana an enlightened 
one is also active in starting him on the Path. After Manjusri caused him 
to set forth, intentionally seeking Enlightenment, Sudhana learns from 
encounters with all varieties of people. Finally he meets Maitreya, 
the Buddha to come, who advises him to go to Manjusri again and ask him 
to meet Samantabhadra. In other words, discovering the potential Buddha 
in himself in a direct meeting, Sudhana learns what it is most important 
to see through wisdom (prajna). Wisdom leads to full Enlightenment only if 
it reveals unlimited compassion (Samantabhadra). When he finally meets 
Samantabhadra he finds "himself in complete identity not only with Samantabhadra, 
but with all the Buddhas." His enlightenment, his love and compassion, "were 
exactly those of Samantabhadra and all the Buddhas." (33) 


The full significance of Manjusri (prajna) is realized by Sudhana only 
at the end of his pilgrimage. Yet it is an earlier meeting with that same 
prajna which caused him to become a pilgrim in the first place. To be a 
pilgrim means not to be inert in one place . It also means not to stray idly 
about. One is moving, acting in all experiences intentionally, with mind
fulness. Sudhana does not perceive the end of his pilgrimage, which "end" 
is the "other shore" of enlightenment, but, thanks to Manjusri, he is con
vinced that there is an "other shore." He acts with faith when he follows 
Manjusri's advice to set out on the journey . Under these conditions he is 
able to progress with the aid of everyone he meets. When he again meets 
prajna he is able to perceive clearly (not feel romantically, or emotionally) 
the reality of boundless compassion (Samantabhadra), and he discovers that 
he is not separate from Samantabhadra. 


Such realization of non-duality does not obliterate or reject the many 
diversities of experiencing. Rather, as D. T. Suzuki puts it, 


. • . as soon as the dividing-wall constructed by our imagination 
is removed, Samantabhadra's arms raised to save sentient beings 
become our own, which are now engaged in passing the salt to a 
friend at the table, and Maitreya's [receiving of Sudhana's visit] 
• . . is our ushering a caller into the parlour for a friendly 
chat .... This again reminds us of P'ang's [an ancient Chinese 
Buddhist] verse--


'How wondrously . supernatural! 
And how miraculous this! 
I draw water, I carry fuel! ' (34) 
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Marx's main philosophical concern was to understand why man is 
not in control of his . own life and his own destiny. h'hen ~e first 
become aware of ourselves as thinking, self-conscious beings, the 
first thing that strikes us is that there are a wide variety of things 
in our experience ,.,.hich overwhelm us and over which we can assert no 
or very little influence. The country of our birth, the religion of 
our parents, the social status of our parents, the color of our skin, 
the laws of our country, what we are expected to know, and how we are 
expected to behave, and what we are expected to believe in, are Jus t 
a few of the many facts of our lives which seem to be quite beyond 
our control. In addition to these external phenomena, we develop as 
moral beings confronted with social and individual moral problems 
which seem to be largely beyond our control. We abhore war, poverty, 
hatred, bigotry, oppression of all kinds, and yet seem to be able to 
do little if anything about these evils. Thus again we feel powerless 
before forces so gigantic and impervious to our desires. 


Under such burdens we are in dire need of both science and con
solation. We attempt to find the causes of our problems and to grope 
our way towards a rational resolution but the going has been ext:rcmely 
difficult and men have managed to survive by resorting to the belief 
that it is their finitude in the face of the infinite, their limita
tions, ·and their irrationality which prevent an ultimate solution. 


Marx refused to accept the second of the two alternatives. He 
denied that an ultimate solution was impossible. In order to drive 
man back to himself and away from the false consciousness which allows 
him to maintain that there are things beyond his control, he entered 
into a sustained critique of the phenomenon of religion. He bore no 
ill will towards religion or religious persons but he was convinced 
that no amount of religion could solve the pressing social problems 
of our time. On the other hand, Marx realized that religion did raise 
the fundamental problem of modern man; the problem of the alienation 
of man from himself, from the source of his human nature. For Marx, 
to solve the problem of alienation was simultaneously to rid us of our 
religious illusions and of our most pressing moral and social problems. 


In this paper, I will attempt to illuminat:e Marx's analysis of 
religion and to indicate his solution to the problem of alienation. 
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THE ROLE OF RELIGION 


:- ~.:?n live on two levels . We live on the level of soci.::il reality. 
This '.'brx c.::illed civil society, following Hegel's us.'.lp.e. On this 
l~vcl we cat, earn our livelihoods, enter into definite social r e -
1.:itions.lips such as friendships, marriage, professions,and engage in 
.:ill of til<! activities which collectively we refe r to as our lives. 
r- : ~1a .is the sum total of a ll of these relationships. Han is the sum 
total of his nctivities. Man is fundamentally what he does but what 
m;:n doc.s can only be understood historically. To understand man then 
is to understand the history of his social relationships. The history 
oi c.ivil society is the history of man. Ultimately we shall see that 
fo r ~ianc the alienation of man is in reality man 1 s loss of control over 
his civil society. The second level on which we live is the ideological 
level. Han as self conscious thinker devises a more or less unified 
set of ideas which serve to rationalize, to justify, to make plausible, 
the sum total of social relationships in which he is engulfed. Religion 
is one part of the total ideological frame of reference of modern man. 


Han is social. Man is a producer, a social producer. This has 
enabl<:!d him to struggle against an unfriendly environment. In the 
social production which men carry on they enter into definite relation
s !1ips and these relations of production correspond to a definite stage 
in the historical development of man's power to control his environ
ment and to devise t1eans of creating wealth for the community or nation 
in which he finds himself. The sum total of these relations of production 
constitutes the economic structure of society which for Harx is the real 
foundation on which rise legal and political superstructures and to which 
correspond definite forms of social consciousness. This method of pro
duction determines the general character of the social, political, and 
Siliritual processes of life and crucial here is his claim that it is not 
the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but, on the 
contrary, their social existence determines their consciousness. 


The basic set of social and economic relationships is not fixed but 
Guite the contrary is the case. As they chanee in the course of human 
history, new ideologies and with them new religions develop which aid 
in the chanr,e while the old ideologies and old religions of which they 
are a part attempt to prevent change. Thus religious ideology is neither 
intrinsically reactionary nor conservative but can become one or the 
other depending upon the particular historic situation. Most important 
then for :-!arx is that religion can not be a judge in its own court nor 
judged by its own teachings. We must always ask what specific role is 
the particular religion playing at a particular time in furthering or 
impeding the development of the social forces of production. 


Slightly more technically, Marx would claim that at a certain stage 
of their development the material forces of production in society come 
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into conflict with the existing relations of production, that is with 
the property relations in a given society. While at an earlier 5tage 
of development these property relations liad been an aid in the develop
ment of the forces of production, they have now become fetters and pre
vent the expansion of the productive potential of society. A period 
of social revolution follows. Harx claimed that with the change of the 
economic foundation, the superstructure is transformed. Ile never stated 
how long this would take. His own words were that it would occur more 
or less rapidly. 


A distinction must be made between the transformation of the eco
nomic conditions of production which can be scientifically and precisely 
determined and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic, or philosophic-
in short, ideological--forms in which men become conscious of this con
flict and fight it out. llere Marx observes that just as our opinion of 
an individual is not based on what he thinks of himself, so we can not 
judge such a period of transformation by its ovm consciousness; on the 
contrary, this consciousness must rather be explained from the contra
dictions of material life, from the existing conflict between the social 
forces of production and the relations of production. 


With the foregoing as background we can now turn to the specific 
characteristics of that segment of ideology designated as religion. 


THE NATURE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF 


The criticism of religion is based upon the proposition that man 
makes religion and that religion does not make man. When man seeks and 
finds his true reality in himself and what he docs, he will no longer 
be tempted to find in some fantastic heaven only a semblance of himself-
a non-human being. 


Until man has found himself or has lost himself again, religion 
remains man's self consciousness and self awareness. For Harx, the 
basic teaching of religion is the false assertion that man is some type 
of abstract being, squatting outside the world. However, man is the 
human world, the state, society. The society in which we live produces 
religion which is an inverted world consciousness because the society 
in which we live is an inverted one. Marx means here that we live in 


. a society over which we have no control and which is th~reby depriving 
man of his possibility of leading a truly human and responsible existence . 
To convince us that this way of life is correct and justifiable, we are 
saddled with a religious dogma teaching us th.at ultimately things are 
not ours to decide and we are held guilty of false pride if our aim is 
to insist that as human beings we are all that count and that society 
is answerable to us and we are answerable to society for everything that 
occurs,and that there just is no more than that to the story. 
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Religion is therefore the fnnt.:lStic realizntion of Lhc human be ing 
in.::i<:;much ..is the bumnn bcinr.; possesses no true reality. The strup,gle 
.'.l gninst religion is, consequently, a st rusgle against that world nnd 
that society which i s not directly in the contro l of man. To stru~gle 
against religion is to assert that l will not 11.llo"'. a society to exis t 
\·.thich I do not control. l will not pawn off my responsibility to myself 
or my fe llow human beinr,s to either a deity or to a sta te or to an 
economic order not subject to my requirements as a human beinz. 


Hore sympachetically, on the other hand• Marx knew that religious 
suffering W.:lS an expression of genuine suffering and also a protest 
against real suffering . In what is perhaps his most famous remark on 
religion, he asserted that relir,ion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, 
the sentiment of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless concli tions . 
It was in this context that he referred to religion as the opium of the 
people . People take opium when tney can not bear the pain, but opium has 
never cured any disease and religion can not cure but only help us endure 
genuine social evil. 


What must be done is to construct a society which will not require 
the illusions of religion. To simply shout against religion is both 
cruel and useless . So lone as man is w1fulfilled, so long as he feels 
some basic lack in his life, and so long as man is convinced that he 
is not the master of his fate , religious belief of some kind will flourish . 


As for the specific ways in which religious beliefs and religious in
stitutions constituted props for oppression, Marx made m.:i.ny fascinating 
observations. Time allows for only a few of these in this paper. 


Narx observed that in those societies which had a hierarchical 
structure such as feudal and slave societies, the religious beliefs 
were hierarchical. In societies having no strong central au hority or 
king , we find religions where there are many gods. Monotheism arises 
when societies have a strong tribal king or leader. Women have been 
socially oppressed historically and in the religions of societies having 
that type of oppression women have never or rarely been allowed equal 
status with men. Few societies have allowed them into the priest··10od 
and many religions segregate women at religious observations and require 
t em to cover their heads or engage in other activities demonstrating 
their inferiority. 1any religious leaders have found passages in our 
bible claiming to show that god is opposed to racial integration, but 
of course religious persons sympathetic to integration will find other 
passages claiming to ex-press the real truth of the matter. Historically • 
as in the Spanish lnquisi::ion and the Crusades, acts of the most inhuman 
type have been inflicted in the name of religion and the outright lie 
that the Jews killed Christ is still taught in many churches . Wit1 these 
few examples which could easily be multiplied it is no wonder that 
naturalistic humanists such as M.J.rx would think that much more harm than 
good has been accomplished in the na~£ of religion. 


Another main theme for P.arx was his claim that the ruling ideas in 
a particular society are the ideas of the ruliug class in that society . 
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Thus we can understand the distrust of the rulinr, ideas on t c port of 
thosl~ classes of persons who may be oppressed by the ruling class. For 
the proletariat, the claas of cit izens mos t oppressed in capitalistic 
society, as well as for other clns3cs of oppressed persons, the law, 
mor.:ility, and rclig·ion expoun·ded by the ruling class are just so nany 
bourgeois prejudices, behind which lurk in ambush just ar. m.:iny bourp,eois 
interests. This clearly is not an argument against morality, law, and 
religion. Persons who have not read Harx often accuse him of having no 
moral views and of being against all traditional notions of law a d 
community. However, what M;ir x tried to do was to explain historical 
change and to explain ideological chanze. When he asserted in the 
H:mifcsto of the Communist Party that when the ancient world was in its 
last throes, the ancient religions were overcome by Christianity, this 
obviously is not an anti-ancient religion assertion, but a truncated 
empirical assertion that Christianity was a better ideological support 
for feudalism than was polytheism. When he goes on to assert t hat when 
Christian ideas succumbed in the 18th century to rationalist ideas, feudal 
society fought its death battle with the then revolutionary bourgeoisie, 
he likewise is not making an anti-Christian statement. At least that 
is not his intention. Of course for persons who refuse to ask scientific 
questions about the source of religious beliefs, Marx is an exceedingly 
troublesome personage in the history of western thought. If the theory 
of evolution is taken seriously, it must be remembered that evolution 
was the great scientific and philosophical view of the 19th century, 
then man must be viewed as a becoming and not a completed being. He 
has a history which is not complete and for Marx the final evidence for 
a universally applicable morality was not available. 


There is much to be learned from what Marx called the real basis 
of history. Nen must first of all eat, drink, have shelter and clothing 
and therefore they must: work, before they can fight for domination, pursue 
politics, religion, and philosophy. To understand man's moral and re
ligious views it is necessary to understand that all previous history 
moved in class antagonisms and class struggles, that there have always 
existed ruling, and ruled , exploiting and exploited classes, and that 
the great majority of mankind has always been conderoed to arduous labor 
and little enjoyment. If one wants to be a moral person , then his task 
is to look for the causes of this state of affairs and to do something 
actively to change the conditions of society, the social and economic 
structures which perpetuate exploitation and misery. 


Viarx' s explanation of the previous history of human misery is well 
known. In brief, his contention is that in all earlier stages of de
velopment of manl ind production was so little developed that t \e histor
ical process could proceed only in the aforementioned antagonistic for~ , 


t. at progress as a whole was assigned to the activity of a soall, privi
leged minority, while the overwhelming majority remained con emned to 
producing by their own labor ; very meagre w£ans of subsistence while 
simultaneously making the few wealthy persons in society even wealthier. 
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Hm-1.:!ver, the same type of historical investigation which provides a 
natural and rc:isonablc explanation of: the previous class rule, other
wise only explicable from the relip;ious notion of the wickedness of 
man, .'.llso leads to the realization that in consequence of the tremen
dously increased productive f orces of the present time , even the last 
pretext has vanished for a division of mankind into rulers and ruled, 
exploiters and exploited. Historical leadership has passed to the 
prolet.'.lriat, a clnss which, owing to its position in society, can only 
free itself by abolishing all class rule. It is only under that con
dition that the society which men have built but do not control can be 
altered. The social productive forces, which have outgrown the control 
of the bourgeoisie, are only waiting for the associated proletariat to 
take possession of them in order to bring about a society in which 
every member will be enabled to participate not only in the production, 
but also in the distribution and administration of social wealth. 


THE OBJECTIVE ALIENATION OF MODERN MA.I.~ 


Man is by nature and necessity a producer, a producer of material 
objects necessary for his survival and well being, and a producer of 
ideas which can either aid or impede him in his quest for a fuller life. 
However, the society in which he lives at present has removed from his 
control, the very things which he produces. 


Money, which is the fundamental medium of exchange of commodities, 
likewise serves as a device for hiding the fact that we have lost control 
over our lives. Men do not work to produce a better autotrobile, or a 
better house, or a better suit of clothes. They r.:ither work to earn 
money and are not at all involved in the decision about whether to pro
duce this or that commodity, and they are not at all concerned with the 
quality or the quantity of what they produce. In our society it is the 
market which dominates the lives of the producers of both physical and 
mantal commodities. For the overwhelming majority of the citizens in 
a capitalistic society, their entire lives are devoted to the struggle 
for economic survival, and this fundamentally means earning money in 
the most legitimate way possible and if it is not possible to earn a 
legitimate living, they will resort to crime. Our society is structurally 
a commodity society and the basic laws of supply and demand and the 
struggle to control markets for the sale of these commodities dominates 
the activities of its members. 


Based upon the foregoing statement of the nature of our society, 
Harx concluded that a society based upon the production of commodities, 
that is, a society based upon the premise that one is to earn his live
lihood by selling what could be sold in the .market place rather than a 
society which produces consciously what is needed by the members of t;1at 
society and producing only so much as is needed, is basically anti-human. 
Despite the fact that men are basically productive, the decision as to 
what they produce has been taken from them and taken from them so thoroughly 
that on the whole they no longer believe that they can control production 
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:m most pcopl no lonf(Cr even care to reflect on the consequences of 
tllc.ir activiti s . It comes as a very great shock to the avcrar,e person 
tl at what they have produced :m<l the way they have p roduced it hns lee! 
tl) .:m atmosphere so polluted that we m.-iy not be able to survive on this 
pLmct . It comes as a shock to most people that our chemical and drug 
indu:.Hry have sold l arge qu~rntities of poisonous drup,s and that the 
billion dolla r t obacco industry r:iay be responsible for the tremendous 
rate of heart <liscnsc and cance r in our s ocie ty. A society which would 
r aq uire in advance that all of these products b carefully tested and 


' 
I 


that i f there is even the slightest doubt conce rning their utility that 
these products be banned would surely be a more human society, but would 
also surely run counter to the business interests which presently dominate 
our society. 


)tan is a species being for Marx. Man is not an island unto hirr.self 
hut by his very nature shares with his fellow men certain fundamenta l 
needs . A truly human society then would be one where we would produce 
quite happily what we produce because we would know that everything we 
do is for our welfare and satisfies either some personal or social need~ 
This can only be accomplished in a planned society, not in t he present 
state of economic anarchy where needless competition requires our business 
enterprises to produce far more than they can sell in order to survive 
\>hi le simultaneously paying out in wages as little as they can get away 
with, all of which is done not because business men are inherently evil, 
but because in a society based upon a competetivc commodity market, if 
they do not behave that way, they will be reduced to poverty. 


Men are truly alienated from themselves at present. Harx profoundly 
believed that the path back to humanity was through the restructuring of 
our society in such a way that by conscious human planning and self 
conscious human inquiry into the consequences of our activities we can 
attain a truly human rational way of life. If men still needed religion 
at that time, Marx would have been surprised, but about that he had no 
more to say. 
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I 


Widely known among many who know little else about Hinduism and Buddhism is 
the fact that these two major religions of Indian origin teach reincarnation. 
Among those westerners who have more than just a cursor~' knowledge of oriental 
be lief in rebirth two dominant attitudes are evident with respe.ct to the ex
otic doctrine. First, there are the modern scholarly students of eastern 
cultures and religions who are interested in, maybe even intrigued by, beJief 
in reincarnation, but who nonetheless approach the subject as a sort of museum 
object, an interesting anachronism in the contemporary world, deserving inter
est only as an example of the many odd concepts isnorantly projected by pre
modern human beings. 


The second dominant attitude is that of "true believers" who avidly accept re
incarnation as a fact, a literal truth, and who think it to be one of the most 
important elements in an adequate understanding of human personality and human 
problems. This second attitude has become more widespread in the last several 
years as writings on the occult and esoteric teachings have received wi.de cir
culation. 


In this paper I do not propose to go into the presentations of either of these 
two approaches. Those who wish a more detailed statement of each view may, 
for the first perspective, refer to almost any of the ~tandard Western stud1es 
of comparative religions which stands in good scholarly repute. For the sec
ond arproach one may re fer to many of the pubtications of' the West's various 
occult movements. The present raper will present as accurately ns possible 
the Buddhists' understanding of reincarnation and will endeavor to resolve 
from a Buddhistic point of view what appears to be a contradiction to many 
non-Buddhists. Sources will be Buddhist writings in the PaJi and Sanskrit 
traditions and interpretations by modern Buddhist teachers. 


II 


Etymologically "reincarnation" is of Lat)n origin and literally means "in
fleshment (incarnation) again (re). '" It is ordinarily understood to refer to 
the return of a soul to a fleshly body. There is a word of Greek origin, 
metempsychosis, which is usually · understood as synonymous with reincarnation 
but ' which etymologically means "to anfoate (empsychoun) beyond, or over (meta)," 
with no specific reference to "flesh," and could be used more broadly than
"reincarnation" to mean "the passing over of a sou] to ani.ma.te" with no limi
tation to fleshly bod)es implied. 


Belief in reincarnation and metempsychosis is clearly present )n popular Bud
dhism. Only n few characteristic examples need be mentioned. A llook known 
throughout Lhe Buddhist worlrl ls tilt> Jutaka Tales, "histories of the previous 
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births of Gautama."( l ) This collection conta ins a series of stories repre
senting various past incarnations of the Buddha before he became enl i ghtened 
as Si ddhartha Gautama. Not onl y such popular stories as the Jatakas but even 
the Suttas (in Sanskrit, Sutras) seem to speak of reincarantion and/or metem
psychosis. In the Pali Canon, f or example, are many references to the reco l 
lection of past lives by rec l uses and to effects in the present li fe as due 
to deeds done in other lives. In t he Samanna-Pha l a Suttanta of t he Digha 
Nikaya we read, 


With his heart thus serene, he directs and bends down his mind to 
the knowledge of the memory of his pr ev i ous temporary states. He 
recalls to mind his various temporary states i n days gone by--one 
birth, or two or three or four or five births, or ten or twenty ••• 
or a hundred or a thousand or a hundred thousand births ••• --thus 
does he call to mind his temporary states in days gone by in al l 
their details, and i n all their modes.( 2 ) 


These "temporary states in days gone by" include not on l y earthly conditions . 
There are "three [planes of] rebirths, to wit, the universe of sense-desire 
[or fleshly bodies], that of the l ower [such as various 'hells'] and that o r 
the higher worlds [such as 'lieavens']."(3) A good person of mora l behavior 
may think 


'Devas in the realms of t he four kings of the firmanent are long
lived, splendid in appearance and lead a blissful existence.' He 
aspires to be reborn among them ••• [and] succeeds •••• (4) 


The type of rebirth here spoken of is as a deva, that is as a being whose 
mode of existence is subtle, "heavenl y," in contrast to gross, "materialist i c" 
earthly conditions. Strictly speaking this is not reincarnation but it may 
be considered metempsychosis. In either case, what is it that is reborn 
again and again in the flesh or in subtle, non-earth l y ·. f'orms? 


Consider the following statement from the Digha Nikaya: 


In such a place such was my , name, such my family, such my caste, 
such my food, such my experience of discomfort or of ease, and such 
the limits of my life. When I · passed away from that state, I took 
form again in s ucl-1 a place. There I had such and such a name and 
family ••• , etc. ( 5) 


When dealing with a statement like this one naturally tends to assume that 
there is an individual person , a se lf , which "passed away" and "took form 
again." At the popular l eve l many Buddbists seem to imagine that there is an 
"I" which is reborn t i me after time. In the Pali Suttas, however, Gautama's 
di f ferent understanding is made very c l ear. Speaking of usages such as "I 
wus in the r:ast," ".!_ sha ll be i n the future," or".!_ am now," the Buddha says, 


These three modes of selfhood, past, future nnd present, ar e merely 
the conve ntiona l t erm!': o f ever:vday l flnguage. I make use of them my
se Lf, but I am not mi sled by them "( (>) 
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In the Sainyutta-Nikaya we are told that what is cal led "self," or "a being," 
is a heap of component parts, 


For as when the parts are rightly set 
We utter tbe word 'chariot,' 
So when there are the Khandhas--
By convention, 'there is a being' we say.(7) 


The "Khandhas" (Sanskrit, Skandha) are the five constituents of man's psycho
physical reality--form, feeling, perception, impulses and consciousness. In 
The Path to Purity Buddhagosha summarizes the Buddha's teachings in blunt 
prose • 


••• the words 'living entity' and 'Ego' are but a mode of expression for 
the presence of the five attachment groups [Khandhas], but when we come 
to examine the elements of being one by one, we discover that in the 
absolute sense there is no living entity there to form a basis for 
such figments as 'I am' or 'I' •••• (8) 


What is ordinarily called "birth" is the coming together of the Khandhas and 
what is called "death" is theiT dissolution. Buddhagosha tells us, 


He, then, that has no clear idea of death arid does not master the 
fact that death everywhere consists of the dissolution of the Groups 
[Khandhas], he comes to a variety of conclusions, such as, 'A living 
entity dies, and transmigrates into nnother body.' 


He that has no clear idea of rebirth and does not master the fact, that 
the a ppearance of the Groups everywhere constitutes rebirth, he comes 
to a variety of conclusions, such as 'A living entity is born and has 
~btained a new body .'( 9 ) 


Clearly Buddhagosha's understanding of the nature of self and Gautama's use 
of "I was.," "I shall be," or "I am" as conventional terms only can not be 
easily reconciled with the popular belief in reincarnation and/or me tempsy
chosis. 


III 


From at least as early a period as the Nikayas Buddhists made a basic distinc
tion between "conventional tr,uth (sammuti-sacca, Skt. samvrt i-satya) and u l 
timate truth (paramattha-~, Skt. 1)arame.r:th"a-satya."(10) In the Majjhima
Nikaya we read, 


Right Unders tanding is of two kinds ••• Mundane Rj ght Understanding, 
whi ch yields wordly frulls and brings goort results ••• [and] Ul.tramun
dane Right Understanding, which io no t of the world •••• ( 11 ) 


Mundane Ri1:ht llndersLnnding--or U1e conventionu l trutb--perceive~ 


••• tl111t alms nnrl nt't'erin1 ~s l!rt.' noL ur.elcsn; Lhut. Ll1 ere i: ; l'r11!1. fl lld 
rf'sult. both of t;ooc1 and l>od ucL"i on:-;; LlwL Ll1ere nr·p :rnch Lhin : ~r; ns 
Uti~ l i f'p und the ni:-x L l i f'e ••.. (I I) 


But Ultramundane Right Understanding is "conj oined wiJ:.:-i the Poth " of Ni rvana 
or E~ightenment.(11) 







Harivarman (c. 250 A.D.) of the early SPtyasidd.."ii branch of Buddhism, which 
has been absorbed by later d~velopmentc, states, 


There a.re two kinds of gates, viz: the conventional and the transce n
dental. In the conventiona"i gate, the existence of the individual is 
admitted, as is preached in the following Sutra--'A pudgala (man) en
joys good fruit, as a result of his own good karma, and receives bad 
fruit, as an effect of his own bad kn rma; mind and vijnana (conscious
ness) always exist ••• each one wi l l rec€ i ve the fruit of his deeds-- ••.• 
In the transcendental gate, however, the emptiness of everything is 
maintained as is preached in the following Sutra: 'There is nothing 
of me or mine in the five st:andhas; the mind is changing for ever and 
ever like wind or flHme. Although there is action and its fruit, we 
can never, at any instant, grasp the mind in one and the same state, 
for it is contin01ally changing through the law of causes and effects, 
which, side by side with such mutability, makes the series of five 
skandhas continue.'(12) 


4. 


Discussing karma and rebirth in the Visuddhi-Magga (Path to Purity), Buddhagosha 
gives what amounts to an elaboration of the "transcendenta l gate " or "Ultra.mun
dane Right Understanding." 


It is only elements of being possessing a dependence that arrive at a 
new existence; none transmigrated rrom the last existence without 
causes contained in the old •••• There is no entity, no living principle; 
no e l ements of being transmigrated rrom the last existence into the 
present one; nor, on the other hand, do they appear in the present 
existence with out causes in that one. ( 13) 


Just as the flame of fire "A" may i gnite fire "B" and fire "B" ignite fire 
"C," and so on, so that fire "B" is caused by, or derived from, f ire "A" but 
not identical with it, so one existence, one life causes another but does not 
transmigrate into another~l4) Pali writings offer many other illustrations 
of series of changes of which it can only be said 


Nur sameness, nor diversity, 
Can from that series take their rise.(15) 


Suppose, for exs.mple, says the teacher Nagasena while instructing King Milinda, 
that one man planted some mangoes as fruit, or seed, end that, after trees 
had grown to maturity from the seed and had borne new f'rui.t, another man 
were to take away the mangoes. , When apprehended the second .man said, 


••• "I did not take away this man's mangoes. The mangoes which this 
man planted were diff erent mangoes from those which I took away. I 
am not liable to punishment." 


Nagasena asks his royal pupil if the second man i s indeed liable to punishment, 
and the King replies, 


••• "he would be liable to punishment for the reason that the last mangoes 
derived from the fi r st mangoes." 







Nagasena says, 


"In exactly the same way, your majesty, with this name and foirm 
[e.g., Nagasena, or John Doe] one does a deed--it may be good, or it 
may be wicked--and by reason of this deed another name and form 
[e.g., Bodhidharma, or Suznki] is born into the next existence [which 
is conditioned by, derived from, the prior deed(s)]." 


Thus, says Buddhagosha, 


'No doer is there does the deed, 
Nor is there one who feels the fruit; 
Constituent parts alone roll on •••• 


'And thus the deed and thus the fruit 
Roll on and on, each from its cause; 
As of the round of tree and seed, 
No one can tell when ttey began.' 


5. 


Moreover, while there is no fruit (result) without deed (tree), and no deed 
(tree) but has sprung from a fruit (result now become cause), fruit cannot 
be merely identified with tree, nor results collapsed into the deed. 


'Not in its fruit is found the deed, 
Nor in the deed finds one the fruit; 
Of each the other is devoid, 
Yet there's no fruit without the deed. ' 


'Deeds separate from their fruits exist, 
And fruits are separate from the deeds: 
But consequent upon the deed 
The fruit doth into being come.'(17) 


What is popularly called reincarnation i.s more accurately termed "rebirth' 
(patisandhi) in Buddhist terminology and refers to the "reunion" or continual 
comin~-together of conditioned elements or energies which are "changing for 
ever and ever like wind or flame. "(12) "Birth-and-death," or the process of 
"rebirth," may refer to the conventional moments of biological birth and 
death, but the true Buddhist significance of the concept cannot be grasped 
unless one understands, as Buddhagosha puts it, that 


Stri.ctly speaking, the duration of the life of a living being is 
exceedingly brief, lasting only while a thought lasts. Just as a 
chariot-wheel in rolling rolls only at one point of the tire, and in 
resting rests only at one point; in exactly the same way, the life of 
a living being lnsts only for the period of one thought.(18) 


Lama Govinda, a modern Buddhist, accurately describes sel~ and rebirth as 
similar to a river in the early, and basi.c, Buddhist view • 


• • • The river, which I saw yes terda;',r, is not the same river I see today, 
because not a single drop of yesterday's water has remained in the 
same place. Also, the river is a different one at its source, in its 







middle, and at its mouth. Thus there is identity neither in its 
spatial appearance, nor in its duration in time. Nevertheless, there 
can be no question about the river's existence, and doubtless one can 
speak of its reality in a certain sense. But this is not objective 
in a material sense. It is the relations of material, temporal, and 
spatial kind, existing among the changing components, that f orm the 
coO.stant element. In the same way, the constancy of relations in 
the ever renewing process of becoming conscious (being conscious 
does not exist in reality, but is only a constant becoming-conscious) 
creates the illusion of an 'ego-entity' or an unchangeable person
ality. 


6. 


Schopenhauer uses the fact, that we are able to perceive the transi
toriness of things, as an argument for the eternity of the inner 
beinG--just as one is aware of the movement of a boat only in relation 
to the non-moving shore. Tqe Buddhist's interpretation is e'xactly 
the contrary. If the subject be self-same, it should always ree;ard 
an admittedly changing object as different at different times, but 
never as the same for two consecutive moments. But the fact that we 
can regard a changing object as identical at different times, even 
after a lapse of a long interval, shows to the Buddhist that the sub
ject cannot possibly remain the identical self for any two consecu
tive moments throughout that interval. (Shwe Zan Aung: Compendium 
of Philosophy, p. 11.) The relation between subject and object is 
that of two moving systems: if their movement is exactly of the same 
kind, it creates the impression of non-movement; if their movement 
is of different kinds, that system which is the object of perception 
appears to move, while the system of the perceiving subject seems to 
be stationary. Man generally makes the external world the object 
of his observations, and the more he becomes aware of the transitori
ness of the world, the more he believes himself to be constant. If 
he would make himself the object or his analysis, soon the opportunity 
would arise to see his own impermanence.(19) 


'fo see thoroughly--as distinguished from glimpsing briefly and believing 
conceptually--the conditioned, impermanent nature of self and of the ob
jective world is to enter the "transcendental gate" in Harivarman's sense of 
the term.( 20) In order so to enter the transcendentbl gate one must remember 
his past lives, not in the sense of recalling the content of former ego iden
tities, but in the sense of seeing clearly the process of consciousness and 
environment as changing, conditioned process. The sensory and mental data 
of the conventionally perceiving person who thinks that there is a permanent 
self are the same sort of data perceived by one within the transcendental 
gate. It is the awareness of relations and their dependent nature that is 
different. In the words of a Japanese Buddhist teacher, So-un, 


••• There is a crossroad between mediocritJ' [conventional gate] and 
the sages [transcendental gate). The one who recognizes self is 
mediocre; the sage neve1· recognizes self. The enlightened person 
has nothing that can be called ego or 'I' •••• (21) 
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IV 


In the Buddhist world there is a tension, even 8 contradiction, between the 
popular, conventiona l understanding of "re incarnation" or "metempsychosis" and 
the sophisticated, transcendental understanding of "rebirth." From the Bud
dhist perspective such a contradiction is unavoidable. To recognize that 
there must be 1m inherent tens ion in the Way of the Great Awakening is to 
recognize that, in the words of the Sixth Patriarch of Zen, all doctrines 
and all practices, "all Dharmas are made for men. "(22 ) Buddhism is a Way 
leadjng out of ignorance and bondage to Enlightenment and Liberation. The 
meaning or reality of that Enlightenment ca nnot be conveyed in the teachings. 
All that the teachings can do is to point out the Way which must be followed, 
and to point out a direction to someone the pointer must be situated within 
the vision of the one who is to follow the way indicated. The Way to Enlight
enment is for those who need En,lightenrnent , who are in ignorance, and when 
they once start out on the Way they create a tens ion between the i gnorance 
by which they are bound and the Enlightenment to which they aspire. The Way 
itself has no meaning apart from this tension. There would be no Buddhism if 
it were not for this tension. The sole reason for Dharrnas, Buddhist teachings 
and practices, is that there are ordinary men, those who are enslaved by ig
norance. 


"Ignorance" as contrasted with Enlightenment does not mean the lack of cer
tain abstract or technical knowledge which can be learned from b.ooks or the 
instructions of others. "Ignorance," avijjs., is literally "not seeing," 
"igno~~ing." 


When one first glimpses what transcension of self, Enlightenment, might be 
he must recognize some distinction between the way he has been perceiving and 
the way an awakened one perceives. This is a recognition tbHt is i.nevjtable 
if one is to be a Buddhist in any sense other than by conventione I. I 1-J be I.. 
Nagl:irjuna, the Indian Buddhist philosopher whose tea chings are of funrlumentul 
importRnce to most Mahayana schools of Buddhism, said, 


''rhose that are unaware of the distinction between these two truths 
[i.e., conventional and absolute or transcendental] are incapable of 
grasping the deep significance of the teaching 'of the Buddha.' (23 )· 


But, as most of Nagarjuna '.s work is dedicated to explaining, ~he recognition 
of the "two truths" is just a beginning. The distinction "conventional/trans
cendental," or "wordly/higher" is itself conventional, or worldly. To make 
this very clear Nagarjuna developed the distinction between the two gates be
yond its simple two-fold formulation. Professor Takakusu has summ.arized 
part of Nagarjuna's teachings as follows: 


1. When the theory of being [i.e., assertion of atman in the conven
tional sense] is opposed to the theory of non-being, the former 
is regarded as the worldly truth and the latter the higher truth. 


2 . When the theories of being and non-bel.ng are opposed _ to those of' 
neither being nor non-being , the former ore re1.~arded as the worldly 
truth and Lhe latter the higher truth. 







3. If the .four opposed theories just mentioned together become the 
worldly truth, the yet higher views denying them all wil l be re
garded as the higher truth. 
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4. If the theories expressed in the last stage become the worldly truth, 
the denial of them al l will be the higher truth.(24) 


This process of negation will be carried on "until the tinge of worldly truth 
is utterly washed off."(24) When "the tinge of worldly truth is utterly 
washed off" there is no more tension between atman and anatman, no more ques
tion of whether there is a self or i s not a self. ·There is no more "Buddhism" 
for, according to the Lankavatara Sutra, "from the night of Enlightenment till 
the night of the Parlnirvana, the Tathagata in the meantime has not uttered 
even a word, nor will he ever utter."(25) "Ah, but," says the practical man, 
"you do admit there is a Tathagata, the Buddha is real?" Nagarjuna replies, 


What is the Buddha after his Nirvana? -
Does he exist or does he not exist, 
or both, or neither? 
We never will conceive it! 


What is the Buddha then at lifetime? 
Does he exist, or does he not exist, 
Or both, or neither? 
We never will conceive it!(26) 


.• 


• 
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Hesse's Siddartha in Light of Indian Spiritual Traditions 
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Not by platted hair, nor by family, nor 
by birth does one become a Brahmans. 


1 Dhammapada, v. 393 


Neither by Yoga, nor by Sankhya, nor by 
work ~armi} , nor by learning, but by 
the realization of one's identity with 
Brahman is Liberation possible and by no 
other means. 


To realize oneself as the Self of the 
whole universe is the means of getting 
rid of bondage. There is nothing higher 
than the identity of oneself with the whole 
universe. 


/ 
Sankaracharya, Viveka-


2 chudamani ·, vv. 56, 339 


I 


Hermann Hesse's grandfather Hermann Gundert spent over twenty 


years in India as a missionary and wrote many scholarly works on the 


Orient. Hesse's father worked as a missionary for four years in 


Mangalore, on the south western coast of India. Hesse himself spent 
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the impressionable years of his childhood in the Pietist Mission House 


in Calw, w!1cr there was a conr;tant: strea."'T\ of visitors heading for or· 


comlt•3 fror.: India. "From the time I was a child," satd Hesse, "I 


brc<2thed ::..n anrl absorbed the opiritual side of India just as deeply ae 


Christinnity."
3 


In 1911 Hesse made his own journey to India and in 


l92~ (1.niehed what he called his "Indic po~m, 11 Siddartha. He said, in 


1926, "!'or over h.-ilf my life I was concerned with Indic and Chinese 


etudice, ·-or, so as not to get the reputation of scholarly authority, 


I was accustomed to breathe the air of Indian and Chinese poetry and 


4 
piety." In light of such a cultural background for the author it 


seems appropriate to view Siddartha from Indian perapectivee. 


In this paper 1 will somewhat arbitrarily aeeume that the nov l 


Sidd111·tha may be an adequate expreeaion of aome of the baaic value• .and 


perceptions of reality 1 or Reality, present in ancient and medievol 


lndian culture. I will not try to show that llease waa aware of each 


element. dheusaed ae Inrlie. Indo~d lleeae•a diary of 1920 indicate 


that. he thought. certain conceptit expreeecd in Siddart.ha were non ... 


Bud<ll'11~ i:..:.c, po8s1bly non-Indian. H~ atatea hi• opposition to a •et 


pat:ter'1 for apir 1 tual dave 1opmcnt 1 auch as the Buddha 1 "teat.ling about 


tho Four Noble Trut.ha and Eightfold Nob • Path.us Th absence o~ tlt~se 


and other traditional formulQe from aom of ·h ~arlieat texts cf 


r. . 11 i 
6 


1 h i 11 , h h h .iu ... ;:.. 1 s;n :·· ua t u cnnon ca y prosorved J.ns-r.atenc'• o,. t e Budd a t at 


all his te5cl1ingG were like a raft> to be dl~crrded cnce th river is 


7 
cro sed, t:rnngly tu~seet that the atc.it1.~<ltl thn hhtorica.l Buddha, 
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Sid<lartha Gotama, may have been°closer to the 1pirit of the fictional 


Siddartha than Hesse realized. In any event Mahayana Buddhism had 


developed all of it& basic views ia India by the third or fourth 


centuries A.D., and Mahayana taught that unlimited skillful device• 


(upnya)--implying unlimited ways or patha--are necessary to guide 


beings to enlightenment. 8 Although, as Ziolkowski points out, there 


are many parallels between Siddartha' s life and the traditional ace unt.• 


of Gotama's life, liease seems not to have had any great knowledg of 


Ilaha yi na teachings and practice. Nonetheleaa, Siddartha's •piri ual 


development is in close accord with Mahayana per•pectivea, aa well •• 


¢ertilin Hindu ideas. Such unintended similarity is perhaps due to 


inde?endent parallelism in thought or experience. Or it may be that 


because he breathed "the air of Indian • • • poetry and piety" (rather 


than became a "scholarly authority'') the artist waa more perceptiv 


than he himself realized. Or, if, aa the Vedantic aageo inaistedt the 


Self of HftGBe is that "finest eoeence" which "thia whole world ha• aa 


9 
its Self," that Self may be the source of eoma of the novel.iet'G 


thoughts when, like Siddartha, he "said things which he di.d not thell 


10 
really know." Whatever the caao may be I have long been impreaeed 


with how well tle novel Siddartha ~onveya a vi•w of human life an 


reality, or Raality, which ie baoic to C6rtain major atreama of 


ancient and medieval Indian culture and piritualit7. Tl preaent 


paper is an initiBl xploration of t e ncvel in light of the Indl&n 


traditions. 
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II 


There are several f eaturee of Indian philosophico-re ligioua 


traditions which, according to such modern scholars as Heinri h Ziimner 


and S. N. Dasgupta, were accepted or assumed by all, or nearly all, 


11 otherw se differing sects or schools. At least two of these fea ur • 


are so basic to lndian thought and to Siddartha. and are so alien to 


most Western philosophical and religiou• tradition•, that I use •t to 


btructure the two main sections of thi• paper. The two are (1) tb. 


d\'.>Ctrtnes of reincarnation and karma, and (2) recognition that awe.re• 


ucsa of Reality far exceeds the trutha which can be ~ccurately stated 


in words. 


First, there are the elementary notiona of karma and rebirt o 


Variations &m0ng schools of thought and marked differences between 


r.aive popular viewa and eophiaticatod interpretations have introduc.od 


variety and even conflict in the detailed way• that kanrta nd r~birt.h 


have been understood throughout Indian {Hindu/Buddhist/Jain/etc,) 


culture. But certain implication& have remained flrm in the Indian 


view of man and the universe regardless of the diver•ity. Ou irapli-


cation h that ultimate deapair And/or tragedy in the Greek. n' 


Shakespeat'e6n eenee cannot occur unl~•., it be a purely subjective 


feeling on the part of orneone who 1e ignorant of. the fact of rebirth 


and the continuity of 11 fe. lf tho audience and Hamlet ,,·e1· buth 


really convinced that hi• d 11111 e • and the deaths of ot..,.;,rn • 1n the 


final scene of act \ vae but the crouina from onfJ te1Dpora1 l if into 
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anothc~- tcrnpor"l life (whether on earth or in .. heaven" or in "hell"), 


would ~h r:~y stil! be a tragedy in our usual Western sense of that 


word': I think not. Tragedy as such ia not. to be found in traditional 


Indian literature. Terrible things mny and do occur in Indian plays 


and s~orica, but in a world where reincarnation is the fact no scene, 


however terrible. can be absolutely final. Even the "heaven•" and 


"hei..ln" known in Indian traditions are temporftl. No puni•hment, no 


blioi of reward iB et~rnal, although extreme cases of tort~re and/or 


bliss are said to last for billions and billion• of year•. 


Although rebirth is the inevitable result of death, unlees one 1• 


Pnlightened or liberated, the pattern, or qualitative sequence, of 


rcincArnatlons is not capricioua but in accord with one's actions and 


-.u;.tudeo, one's karma. Thus that one 1• born into such a family ilt 


·uch a period in ti~e and such a socio-geogra?hic place 1• underetood 


c>.s due to one'a past actions and attitudes. If one ie to realize 


liberr.tion, or enlightenment• the karma/rebirth pattern which he muat 


resolve or transcend, is juat this particular pattern which conetitutee 


his present existence with its preceding causes. He will be abl to 


rceolva w or tr . .macend, karma anti rebirth ae such only by dealing 


approp~i~tely with thu karma/rebir~h pattern which ia his. -
In the eighth chapter of the novel Siddartha, looking bock over 


the earlier C1Vent1J of his U.f e • observes how hie eso•eelf, 'his small, 


fearful and proud eolf" had "crawled in.to" hh inherited identity aa a 


Brahmin prieut mid his chosen identity a a wandering ascetk, "had 
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cre~·led into Lhia priesthocJ, into thie arrogance, into this intellec-


l~1al1ty. It sat there tightly and grew, while he thought he wav 


<lestroyir.£ it by fasting and penitence," (pp. 60f.). He realize!'! thut 


it waa just because of thin spiritual pride, this ego-centricity of the 


priestly and escetic selves, that "he hnd to go into the world. to l ose 


h lmsf-' 1 f t n power, ':omen £\nd money • • • until the priest and the 


Ss.numn in him wer'? dead" (pp. 80f .). Siddartha had to be .,born" into 


gro1Her forms of ego-self fulfillment because he had become in1en•ith 


to the subtler forma of spiritual ego-centricity and unaware o~ th~ 


depth of suffering inherent in religious and intellectual pride. 


Although within the context of the story Siddartha has only en 


biological birth, he actually lives several lives; (l) as u Brahmin 


priest in his youth at his father's house, (2) as a wanderin.g ascetic 


o• s~mana, (3) as a wealthy businessman and worldly playboy, and (4) aa 


a ferryman. At each transition the novelist describes the chans~ o~ 


identity as also involving a change of clotbes (pp. 10, 43-46, 48, 53, 


75f., 83f. 1 114) wlth auch cmphaaia that one cannot help recalling the 


!:b;.,,3av11d .£1..!:3., chapter 2, verse 22: "Even as a person casts off worn• 


O\:t c lothe:a and puts on othera that are new, so the embodied Self caste 


12 off worn-out bodies and enters into othera that are new." At least 


by the fifth c~ntury A.D. (!Ome Buddhistl understood that in a oophiati• 


c.at:ed sense the transiti.on from one life to another was not limited to 


the change marked by biological d~ath and rebirth. In the Visuddhi----
~ the great B\.Oddhist. communtat.or Buddhaghoaha writ••• 11Strictl1 


-.?eak!.n&, thi? du,·ation of the life of a living b~i. ns h exceedingly 
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13 bde!, lac.ting only while a thought lasts." The Buddhist view 


e~philsizca the trnn~itorines& of every form. of every identity. 


Siddar~ha, by intent, approximates this awareness when ~e tella 


Govincl a, "Remember • • • the world of appearances is transitory, the 


(<t)'lc of our i:l~th-::?s anJ hair is extremely transitory. Our hair and 


our bodies ore themselves tranaltory" (p. 76). Hesoe•s early concept. 


of tn1..: novel that finally emerged as !l!!_ Glau ~ ~. or Magi&t,!!. 


.1.::&• was of a book containing "several biographie• of the 881118 m4n, 


·tio lives on earth at different ti.mes--or at least think• that he haa 


.-.nc . 14 1 !iluch existences." The prototype for •uch a pattern is at east 


g<tt"Tlll.r .. lll:' present in Siddartha. 


The mere experiencing of any number of live•, even livea of 


complete hcrldly fulhllment, doea not by itself bring the diaillu ion-


ment which leads to enlighterunent. If mere experience were eno gh theo 


Kamaswarni, the businessman who taught Siddartha how to succeed in 


businc.ss, would have been disillusioned with material auccess. He w • 


not so freed.. Siddartha, however, had tbe liberating disillusionment 


because he, like Gotama the Buddha, wae in touch with tta voice in M.• 


own heart" (p .. 39), a "bright and clear inward voice'' which "alway• 


guided him in his finest hours" (p. 63). In hia experience of nauaea 


and disiltuaiorunent With money, power snd sen•uality Siddartha thought 


that he had experienced the mortal ejlencing of this inner voice, ~uet 


aa he dreamed thnt his love-mate's rare song bird W48 aileneed in 


death (pp. 66£.) . But the 11clear inward voice" vae not dead, not. even 


after Siddartha a lrnoe committed aulcido. Ind ed, h woe eaved from 
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suicide 'oy c'.l vound which is ultimately the same as the "bright • • • 


imrnni v._ i ce 1 " tht' s .'.)ur.d of Cm (pp. 7(), 72). It was this inn"r vcicr? 


of cl3r ·t ~ th8t enabied Siddar~ha to learn from, rather than be merely 


swept along oy, his karma. We shall consider the nature of thia inner 


voice ln ::er. 


A~ rl1io point ther~ ia nnother aopect of karma and rebirth that 


H'!Nh -:.:m.;nent... T.n some st.rc:arns or Indian tradition there ia the view 


thut, while insight 18 certainly necessary to learn from karmic 


exµ~r7~nces, variety in those experiences · is also important if one ia 


to ;:eaHze the true nature of existence in all ite diversity. Clos ly 


associdted with this notion 19 the view that if one cherishes a cert~in 


<les~re one cannot truly renounce the desire simply becauae its fulf illM 


m .r•t 1& fr:Jst.ratcd. True renunciation of desire can occur only when, 


h.nr1n, l!;..:;-ericr.c ~!d fu.lfillment or having the full means of fulfillment 


ovatlable, o~e intentionally renounces by one's own choice. ln hi• 


/ ~ -
C_v:r::"1<'nt1n.·y on c.he .Y.ai,;e9ika Sutras Sankara Miera s.nye that yogina 


realize that a variety of practices are needed eo long au one ia 


• • • not !reed and fulfilled. They learn that 


every form of bhoga or e::perience, whether agreeable 


or dioagreeable, must be undergone, and that they 


will undoubtedly reach firm ground from which there 


is no fall, only after experiencing !anna~asaia, 


vehicles of kartna, .!.:.!..:..• physical organisms, previ


ously mei.·ited or acquired, in diffi:rcnt countries, 


diviGiouo of the land, penineulatJ, etc.,, hy different 
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births as horses, elephants, birds, serpents, etc., 


as tJell as by existence as celestials (devas), sagea 


15 1)r men. 


SankArG Misrn's view ia exactly that of Siddartha when he reflecta 


lt is a good Lhing to experience everything 


o~e2~lf. • •• ~s a child I learned that the 


pleasures of the world and riches were not 


good. I have known it for a long time, but I 


hav~ only just experienced it. Now I know it 


not only with my intellect, but with my eyes, with 


r:ij' heart, with my :;tomc:.ch. It ia a good thing that 


I rn0w thia.(p. 80). 


As a Samana, a wandering ascetic, Siddartha experienced existence 


as .animals, stone, wood and water experience existence. He did thi by 


/ .I' 


r.pec ir1 l yogic power a which were known to Sanko.ra. Miara a loo. The 


Vaise~ika com.~entutor briefly describes such powers aa necessary to 


the prcic Lice of the yogin who is not yet ttfreed and fulfillcd. 1115 


Siddartha, h&ving experienced as animals, atone, wood and water cxperi• 


ence, moves on to experience the thing& of nature as a human with fully 


:'."unctioning awakened senoea experience• them (pp. J7f.). Thence e 


progi:-~caee into experi~ncea of the three lower goals of human life. 


Traditional Hinduiam classifies t.he goals of humnn beings 


according to four major categoi·ies. .Artha, literally "thins'' or .............. 
"obj :.:ct." refcra to property, poGf!essionr., wealth of all eorta, and 
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power. Knm3., literally "desire," refers to all forms of aenee 


enjoyr,,,_,nt.. Dharma. (not eaeily translatable) refers to the rightnese 


of de~ds, relations and responses in all contexts of the individual'• 


rela~ionf>hips to the gods, natur-e, other individuals and soci.ety. 


tt.c·:'.~·~. or mukti, 11 liberation," is the ultimate goal and ie not 


16 
in termn of temporal/spatial experiences. 


WJ th :: rich merchant and a beautiful courtesan as teachern ( p., 114) 


St .1dartha learns the "game" of artha (pp. 54-58) and the "art" vf !.,~ 


(pp. 44':..f., 50-5'•, 58f.,). It io very important to note that hie 


1 m:nere1.on in the experiences of artha and ~ is according t.o the 


rule& of A game and the principles of an a.rt. In his fathcr'o ho?.tse 


Sia<.iartha had studied the Vedas and Upanishads {pp. 2-5), regarded hy 


tra<li::ion as the essential, highest part of the Eternal Dharrua of 


Hiud i11m. Under the guidance of the merchant and the courtesan he i 


still in touch with DhaA:'ma but with its "lower limbs." Orthodox 


clesaifica.tion of traditional work• recognize• treatiaee on er\:ha a • -·-
kt:':n:i •n part of ~mri ti, ur.der the sub-heading of Upn ... ·!!!!,, or "lower 


Vedas." That Si<ldartha, who began as a Brahmin'e son, now learns a 


Dhnrma, u right way of doing, baaed on the lower Vcdaa is not n~ceu• 


sarily in c.onf liet wttil traditional Indian concepts. When ho embraced 


the pa~h of the Sannnaa he turn~d away fro~ orthodox Brahminiem, for, 


as early Buddhist sow:·c~ make clear, Sama.no.a ur nrec 111ae " were 


aacetica differen frC!m both ol'thodox Hindus and Buddhists. 17 


Relinquishing his life as a Stlmana. Siddarth.a dilcovera that he hu no 
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t>ucial identity and, "childlike," .. nters a new life (pp. 33, 38). He 


ia truly reborn and must: learn t. new Dharma. He becomes a merchant. 


Equally important for Sidd~rtha'• karmic development during thi• 


"life" is his m.:i:.otel"'y of senounl enjoyment. That the beautiful Krunala 


is, in modern language, a prostitute doea not necessarily place her 


ei:.tivitiea outc>icle Dharma, outside the right way of doing thinge. As 


P. Thomas points out in Kimn Kalpa, Hindu society regarded the 


courteean, or pro•titute, who wa• a member of the love•t caste. the 
.; 


Sudrae, aa having her own Pharma to be fulfilled by learning and 


18 
performing the arts associated with her prof eaaion. In Buddhist 


tradition the same idea is clearly presented in a story from the 


:·Ii l.indapaOha. Decause ehe had served all her ~uetomera with equal care 


regardless of their aoeial etatue, an old courtesan named BindumatY 


posaessed the "power of Truth11 by which she made the Ganges f lo-w back 


upAtrea~, much to the aatonislunent of the righteous Buddhi•t kin Atoka. 


So ~reot ls her unusual spiritual power that should •he so desir~ ahe 


19 
"cc.. ... ld tu;.:n the world of men and the world of gods upside down." 


1~tlJTl!lln, who donates her pleasure garden to Gotama' e monks and becomes 


a lt1y I3uddhist before her death, hao something of an hiatorical proto• 


type in Ambapil~ of Vaieal1, who built a monastery in her pleasur~ 


garden before donating it to the Buddhist Sangha and who became a 


Buddhist nun. Kamala has a son who unwictingly lay• ~n important part 


in Siddartha' s final, com? let~ enlightftnnl nt.. ~mbnpalt had a aon vho 


became a monk and taught the Buddha's W y to hh mother. Ka:uala 


becomu a Buddhiat 'lhen loaa of bea ty throuKl gitl.g f )J.'cea h r to 
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recognize the transitoriness of life (pp. 59, 65. 90). Ambapalt 


bcca~c enlightened by "studying the law of impermanence as illustrate~ 


in her own ageing body. 1120 In The Wonder That Was India A. L. Basham - --
writes that knbapiill, renowned throughout civilized India, 11wae one of 


the most treasured possessions of her city, and mixed on equal terms 


with princ~a. On hio last journey to the Hills, ao he passed through 


Vaisalf, th~ Buddha accepted her invitation to dine in preference to 
. 21 


that of thP. city fathers, who wt.shed to give him a civic reception.~ 


In the Mahabharata courtesan• are c lasaif ied according to five 


types, and in Vatsyayana's Kama Sutra according to nine typea. Ka;n•l ----
and AmbapalI seem to qualify as the "nagari0 according to the tit·at 


22 system and ae the "ganika" according to the latter. In each ca•, 


the woman must be skilled not only in physical love-making but ala«> ln 


other arts such aa music, dancing and literature. Thomaa COIJ!menttt• 


"A good courtesan had also conaiderable literary taate 1 and often com-


peted vith poets and authors in the art of compo•ing veroea extempore. 


She patronized men of l~ttere, painters and sculptor• who often. viait 


her establi::ihments for the ple1.1sur~e of the intellect and the ~rui • '
23 


Stddartha first wins Kamala' s nood pleasure nnd a kis by red.ting an 


extempore poem (pp •. 46f.). De ':nuae he is skilled Jn the var lou a ·ta 


a~nociatcd with her vocation Kamala is able to hialp Si.d<larthn realize 


\.he full truth of hu;. 11n &ensuali ty ... 1te ecstasy, its trunsitorineG , 


its likeness to death (pp 59, 65, 67f.). Neither 8tiX performed 


dutifully to conttnue the race nor w 1·e thought le a indulience of 


passion could have r~vealec to him r.he aubtJ..e d pth• nd Umitaticna 
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of erotic love. One of the f irat leasona of Kamala is that such love 


"clln never be stolen" (p. 46). In one of her last convereatione with 


him--bef ore he returns to the river and the f erry·-Kamala tell• 


Siddartha, "You arc the best. lover that I have had • • • You have 


learned my art well" (p. 59). 


There is another aspect of the goal of k"iiina "desire 0 which ia _, . 
clcurly set forth in the Kaltka Purana. The class, or group, of 


writings known as Purinas belongs, like the Bhagavad ~' to the 


larger grouping of canonical Hindu text• called Smritl. Aa in the 


epic•, to which the £!l!. belongs, the Divine Reality &peak• directly 


through varioue of its forms. In the Kiilika Purana the Creator, 


Brahma, after emanating various male alter-aspect• of Himself which are 


to help in the rest of creation and in world governance, unexpectedly 


gives rise to the primordial female form, a seductively beautiful 


woman who iu named Dawn. Shaken by her appe~ance, Brahma reflect• 


back into His own eternal depeha, aeeking an understanding of Dawn'• 


significance. Again He is eurpriaed when from Hi• own deptho a 


handsome young male springs forth, powerful and beautifully formed • 


.Again contemplating llie own inner profundity Brahma is able to name and 


aaaign the youth hi• role in the cosmoa. The youth is named Kiila and 


ia told, 


"You wi 11 go wandering about cile earth •triking 


bewilderment into men and vomen tirith your flower-bow 


and shafts, and in thie way bring to pass the con-


t1nuoua creation of the world. No god, no heavenly 







spirit, demon or evil spirit• serpent-divinity or 


nature sprite, neither mnn nor beast, neither the 


flying nor the swimming creatures, shall be inac:-


cessiblG to your aim. And I myaelf, aa well as 


all-pervading Vishnu, even Shiva, the rocklike 


irrmovable ascetic, steeped in his meditation, We 


Three Cthe Hindu divlne "Trinity" or ];rimUrt(], ahall 


be given into your power. • • • You •hall drive, 


impalpable, to the heart, and arouse there delight, 


in this way provoking the ever-renewed creation of 


the living world. • • • This, then, 1• your taak. 


24 It will perpetuate the moment of the world creation." 
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In this particular Purana no doubt i• left aa to the fact that on• 


going creation i• moved by de•ire, ktcma. which baa an alwaya-prftlent -
unpredictableness about it. Here ia something which cannot be neatly 


handled by the establiehed pattern• of some preconceived convention, 


divine or human. Not only is Brahma, the Creator, aurpri•ed by the 


appearances of both Dawn and KEiJDa; Be also later falls prey to K~ma'• 


arrows and incestuously desires His own daughter, Dawn. Braharn8 


subdues Hie own desire for Dawn but ar~angoa that Hi• alter-self Shiva. 


the divine archetype of ascetic ~onka, be seduced from Hia celibate 


hermitage by Dawn's chat'ma. Only in this way can the destiny of the 


i . f 25 un verse un ·old. 


Partially ~~rallel to the Divine Comedy of the K8L1kll' Purana i• 


the way in which Sidd~rtha, moved by kama, contribute•, unknowingly at -
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first, to "the ever-renewed creation of the living world." When he 


abandonn his worldly life in the city and return• to the river he doea 


not know that Kamala is pregnant with his son. It ia this son, unvit• 


tingly begott~n, who provides the key to Siddartha'e full liberation or 


enlightenment. 


Beginning with his self •determination in choo1ing to leave hi• 


father's house, and with hie training as a Samana, Siddartha had 


cultivated within himself "a stillnaH and aanctuary to which," in hil 


own words, "you can retreat at any time and be yourself" (p. 58). It 


i• this inner sanctuary of self which enable• him for a long time to 


avoid emotional entanglement in the realm• of artha and !.!!!:!.!. even 


ti~ough he 1a eminently successful in his action• in each realm. From 


within this interior fortress he viewed ordinary people aa "living in 


a childish or animal-like way, which he both loved and despised" (p. 57). 


The haughty security of hi• inner self prevents him from truly loving 


anyone, or anything, although he often regard• people and object& with 


a certain affection. Kamala, after telling him that he i• the be•t 


lover ahe haa had and that he haa learned her art wella immediately 


adda, "you do not love me -- you love nobody" (p. 59). Had Siddartha 


been able to pursue to a aucceasful completion. the path of Samana•lik• 


aloofness. had he been able to free the interior Self completely from 


all outer entanglements, he might have arrived at a form of liberation 


termed kaivalya, translated "isolation-integration" by Zinmer. In the 


traditions of Jainism and Sankhya-Yoga kaivalya i• used to deacribe 


26 moksha, the ultimate goal of liberation. 
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In the e11rly :·':inkhya-Yoga tradition, Jainism and, with qualifica• 


tions, among Htnnyana Buddhists are vieva of liberation, or release 


from karma and rebirth, which have a number of points in cotllllon. Firat, 


releaee is of the individual self, for the individual aelf, and in eome - -
sense due to things done or known .!?l, the individual self. In connection 


with this first point a major qualification ia needed with respect to 


Hinayina Buddhists, who insist that, while it is pragmatically meaning-


ful to speak loosely of "individual self" before Nirvana is realized, 


there la in no sense any self-monad after Nirvana. But Kinayina 


followers are aimilar to the follower• of Jainism and Sidkhya-Yoga in 


stressing that it is the individual, in the everyday psychological 


sense, who must do or realize aomething morally, meditatiyely and/or 


insightfully if there is to be raleaee from karma and rebirth. Th• 


Jain nnd Sankhya-Yoga tradition• recognize an eternal individual •elf• 


monad which i• free in the condition of ieolatl~lntearation (kalvalya); 


it• liberation ie of and for itaelf alone. - -
Secondly, all three tradition• -- Jain, Slikh7a-Yoga and 1ltna7ina 


Buddniet -- are e1m1lar in that each vieve the objective world, or the 


energy of which it ie made, •• continuing to exist in aome "realiatlc" 


way even after an individual or any number of individual• are liberated. 


Since the goal i• release !.2!. the individual, and aince the indlvidu~l 


ia reloaoed !!.2!:! this world of objectivity which continues on ite 


merry way. all moral and meditative effort• are ultimately of value 


only in•of ar as they free the individual. Even compa1eion ha• final 


significance only ae a m~ano to kaivalya. llad Siddartha aouaht or 
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realized thia type of peace and liberation, the fact that he was 


unable to be involved in love would have been an aaaet. In light of 


thi• perspective it 1• interesting to note that He••e attribute• a 


Hinayanietic view to Gotama the Buddha when he hae Govinda tell 


Siddartha that love "i• just what the llluetrioue One called illuaion. 


. . - He forbnde ua to bind oureelvea to earthly love" (p. 119). 


There is no trace whatever here of the extraordinary Mahiyioa view 


that Nirvana 1• identical with Sansara, a view that Mahayanlet• aay ia 


implicit in the fact that Gotama the Buddha himself devoted forty•four 


active years to teaching and suiding others after hie supreme enliaht• 


enment. 


III: 


The aecond feature baeic to Indian philoaophy and r•ligion and to 


SiddarthA, but strange to moat Western tradition•, ta the fact that, in 


Zinner'• words, 


all of the achoola of Indian philoeophy, though 


greatly diverging in their fonnulationa of the 


essence of ultimate truth or baeic reality, are 


unanimoue in asserting that the ultimate object 


of thought and final soal of knowledge liea beJond 
L 


the range of nima-rupa (j..e., beyond "n411Mt and 


form" and therefore beyond the ability of word• to 


atate preciael~ •••• 







Zimmer continues, 


Indian philosophy insists that the aphere of 


logical thought is far exceeded by that of the 


mind's possible experienceo of reality. To 


express and com;~unicate knowledge gained in 


moments of grammar-transcending insight metaphor• 


must be uoed, similes and allegories. These are 


then not mere embelliahmenta, diapenaable 


accaseortca, but the very vehicles of meaning, 


which could not be rendered, and could never 


have been attained, through the logical formulae 


of normal verbal thought. Significant image• 


can comprehend and make aanifeat with clarlCJ 


and pictorial consistency the paradoxical 


character of the reality known to the eage: 


a tranalogical reality, which, expressed in the 


abstract language of normal thought, would seem 


inconsistent, self-contradictory, or even 


27 absolutely meaningleae. 


Ziolkowski points out that Siddartha aa a whole i• really an 


allcgor)·· Moreover, throughout many of hie writing• lleaee vaa 
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intentionally endeavoring to express what he called "magical thi ng," 


which may be ch.J.racterized as "the capacity of the individual to tee 


beyond the apps.rent dbharmony of the polar opposites and to perceive 
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the essential unity and totality of all things, within the individual 


28 as wlt.hi.n the world." Siddartha, in the last chapter, tells Govinde:, 


• • • a truth can only be expressed and enveloped 


in words if it is one-sided. Everything that 1• 


thought and expre1eed in words i• one-eided, only 


half the truth; it all lacks totality, completeneea, 


unity. When the Illustrious Buddha taught about 


the world, he had to divide it into San•ara and 


Nirvana, into illuaion and truth, into suffering 


and salvation. One cannot do otherwise, there i• 


no other method for thoae who teach. But the world 


itself, being in and around u1, is never one·•ided. 


(p. 115). 


~ --Similarly the great ninth century Vedandllt Sankaracarya ine:J.lta 


that the Real, Bralunan, "18 beyond the range of mind and speech," and 


that "Bondage and Liberation are attribute• of the Buddhl (.'intuitive 


intelligence!] which ignorant people faleely euperimpoae on tho 


29 Reality," and which "never belong to the Eternal Reality, Brahman.11 


In the Mahiyina Lankr.i'vatira Sut a the Buddha wa~n• that Qne 0 11 not to 


become at.tached to the word• of the canonical text•, 0 becauee "truth• 


&t'e not dependent on lettera, 0 and becauee "the realn1 of eelf-realizat1.on 


i• free from word• and diacriminatlona .... 11 For th1e reaann, aaya 


the Euddha, "it ie stated by m that from the night of the Tathagata 1 a 


Enlightenment till the night of hie enti:anca into Nit'vana Q..e., hie 
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death], he has not in the meantime uttered, nor ever will utter, one 


30 word." 


Siddartha first begins to auapect the inadequacy of words, of any 


content that can be conveyed in teachings, after he baa been with the 


Samanas for a while. Later he underatande the Buddha'• teaching• &• 


showing the world to be "completely coherent, without a loophole, clear 


as cryatnl, not dependent on chance, not dependent on the gods," and he 


speaks of a "amall gap" in thia otherwise coherent picture of all 


events. The small gap i• the Buddha's teaching that one can rise above 


the world, a teaching rooted in Gotama'• own experience of enlighten• 


meat (p. 26). He does not accept the Buddha's teaehinge, not becauae 


he hes found a flaw in them, but because "To nobody, 0 Illuatrioua One, 


can you communicate in words and teachings what happened to you in the 


hour of your enlightenment." And Siddartha adda, 111 4'11 going e>n my way 


-- not to seek another and better doctrine, for I know there ie none• 


but to leave all doctrines and all teacher• and to reach my goal alone 


or die11 ( p. 28). 


In addition to hia growing distrust of worda and teachings, 


Siddartha has from hie youthful rlaya in hia father's house one aware• 


n .~.as which 1e the Ariadne-like thread that lead• him out of the laby-


rinth of iznorance, isolation and euffering. "Already he knew how to 


recognize Atman within the depth of his being, indeotructible, at one 


with the universe" (p. 2). But he also recognize• that nei.ther he nor 


any of the worthy Br ahmi.na around him, including hia father, can ret•in 
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"in life, everywhere, in speech and in action" the unity of the 


innermost Self (pp. 4f .) • 
.... 
SankRr~carya sayo th4t in the blindne•• of the unliberated man 


there is one awarencaa that is, in a sense, ultimately valld••the 


sense of Self. What seem• to be an individual aelf i• in reality the 


Self that is Brahman, t!rroneously "colored" or diatorted by its 


apparent association with illusory limitations. Just as an uncolored• 


white conch shell may seem to be a yellow conch or a blue conch when 


seen through yellow glass or blue glaaa so the non-dual Self may aeem 


to be distinguished aa this individual or that individual eelf. The - -
awareness of Self••conch ahell••il valid, but the no~ion that Self i• 
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a separate individual•-yellow, or blue--is ultimately illuaory. 


Since neither he nor any of the learned Brahmina he know• can 


retain awareness of Self, of Atman, in each moment of life, Siddartba 


does not know where to turn to find unshakeable peace (p. s>. 
Attracced by the non-verbal "atmosphere of atill passion, of devaatating 


service, of unpitying self-denial" which hovered around a group of 


wandering ascetic• (p. 6), Siddartha leaves hie father who "lived a 


sood life" and aincerely apoke wiae words but waa not truly at peace 


(p. 5). Awareness of Atman, or memory of hi• awarenesa of Atman, 


rcturne when he perceive• that none of the Samanaa have realized the 


real peace (pp. l4f.). After hie fiucounter with Gotama the Buddhft 


Siddartha•a recognition of Atman return• ae he ••e• clearly that the 


real Self cannot be caught "in the not of thought•" any more than it: 







can be perceived by the aeneea. "The body wae certainly not the S~lf, 


nor the play of senses, nor thought, nor understanding, nor acquired 


wisdom or art with which to draw conclusions and from already eXi6ting 


thought.a to spin new thoughts" (p. 39). Thie i• exactly the point of 


the !'..=Ji.-.~ii"ranvoka Up:::nishad, 2., 3, 6, and 4, 5, 15, which saye of the 


Atman:= Brahman, "there il' no other and more appropriate description 


h 'N hi hi •1132 
t an • • • ot t e, not t a. 


Si<ldartha glimpses more clearly than before the real Self, Atman, 


and at the same moment recognizes that it ie not to be confused with 


"th~ incidental Self" (p. 39) which can be identified in terms of body, 


e~noee, thought, understanding or acquired wiadom. It ia like the two 


bird• mentioned in the Mundaka Upaniahad, 3, 1, l: 


Two birds, faat bound companion•, 


Clasp close the eelf-eame tree. 


Of these two, the one eats sweet. fruit; 


33 The other looks on without eating. 


Vcdantic tradition mal~es clear that the bird eating fruit ia the 


1:ep•.1rc.te. "incidem.al Self," and tho on•lookj.ng bird ie the univeraal 


Sc lf (Atman =::=Urahmnn). As Siddartha first approachea the ferry at the 


riv~r he hears a voice in his own heart, a voice like the one within 


Got.ama the Buddha-to-be which had led him away from all teacher• and 


bade him sit under the tree of enlightenment. Thie inner voice within 


Siddartha is also spoken oi ae "the bird" in his breast (pp. 39, 80). 


The ending of hi.a life devoted to arthn and kiima ia mnrked by the -- -
apparent death of tl~e bird within him and the actual rcleaae by Kamala 
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of ~ ?ct Gongbird (pp. 66, 69f .). Using the metaphor of the Upaniehads 


we maJ say thnt ~iddartha, approaching the river and ferry for the 


f irat time, slimpaes the Atman bird clearly but is unable to relinquiah 


his icient.:..ty aa the fruit-eating "incidental Self" bird which crosaes 


the d ver Llnd gorges itself on the fruits of ertha and !.!?E!• All 


det>ires fnr poascosions and pl"a&ures satiated, the "incidental Self" 


bird diPs, and for a moment Siddartha, returning to the river, believe• 


there is no Self vhatsoever left. "The bird in his own heart," "the 


songbird was dead" (p. 70). For a moment he is about to fall passively 


into physical death by drowning, when "from a remote part of hia eoul 


, •• ua hc.'\rd a sound" (p. 72). The voice of the deathless Atman bird 


sings forth ao "Om." The Ma9cfiikyn Upanishad, 12, declares, "Om i• the 


Si;lf (Atman) indced.1134 


Siddar~ha stays by and on the river, learning the fer-ryman's trade 


from aged V~3udeva, whom he first value• ae a wise listener and then 


recognizes as one who "realized the essential as well as Gotoma ••• , a 


holy mnn, a saint" (pp. 109, 114, 118). To guide him in hie final 


cnli~htcnmcnt he has found two extraordinary gurus in the endle•sly 


f i?ving rive4 and in the old ferryman who knows how to listen. This 1• 


& pcricd of diacipleship, of non-verbal learning, in which Siddartha 


lcnrn; to live in the Eternal Present and, "above all, • • • to listen 


with a &till hear:, with a waiting, open soul, without passion, 


wi.thout desire, without ju~gment, without opinions" (p. 87}. Such 


contemplative a~r~reneaa, not diGcurf.oive reason as Serrano seems to 
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~mply, progresaively clarifies his perception of Reality, of Om (p. 88). 
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lie is t> :~31ged in the "repeated practice" of a form of contemplation 


(dhy6~, in Sl•nskrit) by which direct kno..,·ledge of the true Self 


( 0rr. -::.:. /.tir.an) can be rC'taincd "in consciousness, in life, everywhere• 1n 


c10Pe.:h and in i;ctton'' (p. 4). As Slddartha mr;tures spiritually hi.a 


r.:.,1lc 'L ~ ccr..~.c more .-:>:ld more like Vaoud.:va's smile. From both ferryr:ien 


a. ~ ·.i from thl' f~rry "something emanated thnt many travellt'!rs felt," and 


t .. .;.t j.:;..-1 nome to stop and talk about their trot1blea and ask for comfort 


etrd a.!·.r ce. /\a the very bearing of the awakened Buddha caught the 
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11:t.enlion of five aacetics in spite of themselves, no the very 


pre&c.-,1,;e of. the ferrymen and their ferry il"1akened a certain &pi.ritual 


•~·r,r,lc.1.venecs in ir.'"ny of the travellers (p. 89). 


Although he hae begun to know the meaning, of love (p. 76), nod 


ul..though hia :tnner peace is evident to many traveller• including 


Kamc,la, who diea in his arma (p. 93), Siddartha still feeb that moat 


orcinary people are alhn to him. Thi• last• aubtle trace of his 


arro3.nt, aristocratic Drahmin and Samana aelvea yielda only when, for 


th•~ firr.t t"mc, lu~ loses himself "in another person to such an extent. 


as to fc:-g'.!t hi.msclf ••• '' (p. 99). He lovee hie own son, borne by 


i."J:c,al11, and suffers the profoundaat pnin of h1.s life when the boy 


l"~J~<:t.n him. Hit.bout u rei;sin~ the hitterneftu and the pain of hi· 


wound he cxpoGeo it to the eternal flow of the river and to the ears 


of t.h<: :::aster liutener Vas1;.deva. Together the two men liuten to the 


:dver anti. for th~ first time Siddartha hears Om in all itn divcr&ity 


had UIN"S•d into i;nity. 11 Hia ,;i,1ll.e 1 exactly u:·.e Vaaudevu'& Bffi1.le 
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and bot.n are :.~ .. i6tinguishable fn .. the smile of the Bud<ih.a (pp. 111, 


122).. Observing "the serenity of :nowledge" shining in Siddartha'e 


eyP1, Vnsudeva tells him, "I have . aited for this hour, my friend. Now 


~t has ar.ivP-d, let me go. I have been Vaaudeva, the ferryman, for a 


long time. No"' it is over. Farewell hut, farewell river. farewell 


s.:.ddartha." (p. 111). Tht? untrcnsmitts.ble kr,owledge has been °trans-


mltted. 11 Vesudeva, an archetypal Bodhisattva (on Bodhisattva see below)• 


ha• ac.kno~l~dged the spiritual maturity of hit auccesaor, who is now 


·lei·fectly able o run the ferry alone. 


lv'l-H1t: is the f.~rry? What. 1a the river? The Mah~ Prajna Piramit:' 


Sutrn, w ich i~ ~onsidered to be the condensed epitomization of 


lfahb.y11.1a R~ddhist wisdom, ends with a mantram which begin• with th 


wor<lfl, "gone, gone, gone to the other shore, landed at the other 


"8 
:.thorc.":.i Buddhiat writings are filled wit.h reference• to the river 


~f birth, suffering, disease, old age and death. To realize Nirvana 1• 


'o crose over this flood, which ii alao called Saneara, the title of 


thu fifth chapter of Siddarth11. Ssnsara meana, literally, "ince• antly 


1.n motion, flux." and ie often co1,tpared to a broad, flooded river. In 


Pali t.exts the Buddha compar~s hia teaching• to a raft uaed to croas a 
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river. Th~ nIZir.a," of Mahayana and Htnayina c11n be tranelatt1d, aa 


40 Coom.:..'"aawt1my do~a, 11 raft." Mahayana is than Great Raft nnd H!nay'ina 


Sr.1al l Raft. Had Sidda?:'tha used the ferry to cross to a shore of 


icolatcd cecurity the icage of the river and ferry might have matched 


p~riectly the H!nayi'na Buddhiat pe!'spective 11ccording to 1'fhich the 


enlightened saint hae croaaed and left. bel .lnd t e flood of Sansar~ .. 
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3ut acco~ding to a most fundamental view of Mahayana Buddhism Sansara'S: 


Nirvanu.. According to the Indi:m . ~i'garjuna, whose vritinge are usuall.y 


viewed na e b:rnic "root" fo;: later M~hayana schools, 


There ts no <lif ference at all 


Between Nirvana and Samsara. 


There ia no difference at all 


Between Samsara and Nirvana. 


What makea the limit of Nirvana 


lo alco then the lirait of Samsara. 


Between the two we cannot find 
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The slightest shade of difference. 


The f~ct t.hat to the awakened or enlightened listener the rivor'• voice 


is ( 1m, in all ito diversity aa well aa unity, clearly presents a 


Vcdantic understanding that 1• close to •• if not the •ame aa -· r.he 


Hahuy<?na "Nirvana:.= Sarosara. 11 In the Map?iikya Upaniahad Om i• exphined 


ae including "thia whole world." 


The past, the pr"aent, the future --everything 


is just the word £s:.• .And whatever else that tran• 


scends threefold time -- that, too, is just the wo1·d 


~· For truly, everything here is Brahma; thio aelf 
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(at.man) is Brahma. • •• Om ia the Self (Atman) indeed. -- -


!:>iddart.ha encla on the L"ivet of Om. He knows by immediate a'«o.re• 


nees th&t N1rvA~~ and Sansara are in reality id~ntical (pp. ll5-ll 6). 


~his fo; •. 1 of er.lightenment lu.u; parallel syr.iboh in Hinduism sr.d 
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Mah:l;·ana Buddhism, as we hnve just indicated. But the enlightened 


Siddartha is also a ferryman, h~lping all who wiah to croGB the river,. 


:.nc< 1 n tnc last ch -..;;ter he i.s nb e to communicate an immediate ep1r1.t-


ual awareness of timeleRs unity to his old friend Govinda (pp. 12lf .). 


A si•,ilnr nLtlity to irapart a r.piritual awareneaa directly to another 


~ '!rtion, ,:s an aid t" his own gro..,th, was evident in the life of Sri 


Ranwkrislina, according to the reports of several different individuals 


who were on the receiving end of the ability. The follower• of the 


sr~at nineteenth century Hindu aaint regard the ability a• so extraor• 


! n.1r.y that i.t is considered to be one sign of an avatar, ao. incarnatio~ 


~ 1.3 
ct God. Siddartha i& no avatfir, Cod become intentionally incarnate. 


};e comes c. loser to being what Hindus call an ishwarakoti, one who is 


fr c f the bondage of karma but is willingly reborn in order to do 
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g :>'id to othM" cicn. However t in his goal-leas work of ferrying back 


and forth ac:roso the river all who wish to cross, he seems to m! moat. 


cleuly to be what !fahayana Buddhists would identify as a Bodhhattva. 


The Bodhisattva ie the guiding ideal of Mahayana Buddhism. He, or 


ohe iG being, human or otherwise, who aeek• the ••.apre.ne uh1dom of 


enl'ght nm nt not to end his own rebirth in Sanaara, but compaasionately 


to help othors toward bnlightenrr.ent through endle 8 rebirths willingly 


accepted. In the Avatafu1rnk~ £t£.! ll.n account is given of the career of 


~ ~ui<lhist pilgrin. named Sudhnna During a long pilgrim4ge Sudhana 


:ncetG 1. any "toachera, 11 only a f e'W of whom are gurus, or t:eacher s, in 


tha usual &<!nse of the word. Loot of the "t:eacheraa" arc children. 


W'm:-n nd m~n doing tl many thii gs pcopl do 1 veryday lifa. With 
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their :iid Sudhan£\ !:-ially m~ets the Bodt-. ...... Attva Samant11bh11dra, who ia 


·o..1ni·,,,~r1:ial compassic .. . {:nahilkaruna). Sudhana hnd begun the pilgrimngc in 


quec11. of his own en~. ,i'ltenr.1cnt. liis seeking • nds when he discovers 


compaosio~nt~ lo~~ '-~d, rno~eovcr, realizes th8t he is not diff~rent from 


all l)-;,,1drlh:rn and Bodhir.nttva&. In fact he himaelf is Samantabhadra. aa 


.irf' ,,11 hir; "tcD.<:here.'' nodhisattVil Sudhana is now dedicated to the 


~n·l1 r·s:i task of nelping all beings crosa tho flood of Sanaara (wf\1.ch ia 
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Ntrv.:ma). 


Lik~ Sudhnna, Siddartha, in quest of the liberating peace of Self-


rl'.!aliu•t:ion. learns from all sorts of "teachers" and ends h.i.s seeking 


when lcve has rE:moved the last subtle obstacle to enlightcrunent, or 


kr,ow·lcidge of the true Self. Being the Self of all, he does the ndleH, 


pat.i e r .... work of an inconspicuous old ferryman, helping all who 'W1 aih to 


trav~l on the river of Om. Like Jooeph Knecht (whose last neme neane 


"server, 11 ~r "•ervant11 ) in Magister ~ and Leo the aervant in 


~~::...!:.l. J..2, lb!;. ~. and like tho Bodhi eattvae Sudhana and Samantabha• 


dra, ~iddartha hao finally arrived at tho true, non-arrogant arii.tocracy 


of tnc S~irit, the aristocracy of loving service. Such compuo ion, 


such i:;ervice, is as humble and unaaauming aa the earth, a1 th ground .. 


It io ar, baaic. It ia Om. 
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THE FULLNESS OF BEING 


(Prepared for the Religious Studies Colloquium of May 14, 1970) 


by William S. Snyder 
Professor of Philosophy 
San Diego State College 


My purpose in this paper is not philosophical, i.e., it is not 
to quest for wisdom. I use the fruits of philosophical reflection to 
point toward something of root importance in human life. I often 
speak dogmatically; sometimes, I indicate a line of argument. These 
statements and suggested arguments are to be taken as indicators in 
two senses: first, they point back to positions and arguments which 
I consider defensible, and more importantly, they are used to point 
toward something which lies outside of philosophical inquiry. 


Some would say that my purpose is religious and that I am 
pointing toward religious truth. I resist the name religion, because 
to call oneself religious is to link one's being with a group of 
historical traditions which appear to me to consist in large part of 
beliefs and practices with which I experience no kinship, and I have 
no understanding of what it is to be religious except that provided 
me by those traditions. 


My purpose then is, in the common meaning of the words, neither 
to quest for wisdom nor to point toward religious truth. My purpose 
is to point toward the rootedness in the fullness of being of all 
human activity which does not manifest itself in demonic and 
destructive ways. This does not mean that I seek to give you truth, 
or knowledge, or feelings about being. On the contrary, I believe 
that the fullness of being grounds and, hence, precedes all authen
ticity, intellectual or sentient. Being is not something to be 
attained as the result of a line of thought, or a sequence of exper
iences or feelings. It is that in which all thought, experience, 
and feeling, that is not subjective dreaming, is rooted. It is that 
out of which they flow; only if they flow out of it, can they lead 
you to it. 


A. 


1. In what is the practical value of cognition, thought, 
reason, etc. grounded? Presumably, in the fact that knowledge 
about the world in which we live results from the exercise of these 
functions. To act on the basis of knowledge is to act in terms of 
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how the world is, hence the practical value. But how are we to explain 
how knowledge can be about the world? How can it show us how the 
world is? 


la. Some things that we know, we know by virtue of their relation
ship to other things we know (we know about electrons because of 
their explanatory value in accounting for things we know about electric 
lights, e.g.). But clearly this is not the case for all instances 
of knowing. Knowledge is always of something, of a world, of a thing 
which is not itself a part of knowledge. If all knowledge were 
grounded in other knowledge, then it could be the case that what we 
call knowledge refers to no world at all, that it is a closed system, 
a dream with no referent. If knowledge is genuine, i.e., is know
ledge of the world, then it must finally be grounded in some non
knowing relationship with the world. 


2. Perhaps, then, knowledge is ultimately grounded in certain non
cognitive psychic states, functions, or reactions, in the flow of sen
sation, emotion, attitude, or feeling. One problem with this suggestion 
is that taken in themselves these non-cognitive psychic states are 
arbitrary and capricious. They are the dwelling place of ideology and 
sophistry. To ground knowledge in such psychic states would not be to 
solve the problem but to compound it. As with knowledge, if these non
cognitive psychic states are to relate us authentically to the world, 
they must be grounded in something which is not arbitrary and capricious, 
i.e., they must be grounded in something which is not sensation, emotion, 
attitude, or feeling. 


2a. It is clear that knowledge modifies sensation, emotion, 
attitude, and feeling. These in turn modify and shape our cognitional 
activities. Hence, one suspects that knowledge, sensation, emotion, 
attitude, and feeling when authent i cally relating us to the world, 
i.e., when not capricious and arbitrary are grounded in something not 
to be identified with any one of them or with all of them together. 


2b. It is clear that the various functional aspects of subjective 
human existence are interrelated. What we think, speak, believe, 
feel, undergo, etc. shape each other. If these functions mutually 
ground one another or if one is primary and grounds the rest, the 
situation would be as for cognition considered by itself. (See Para. 
la). The subjective aspect of human existence would be self-generated2 
self-conditioning, self-ruling. The world, if it appears at all, would~ 
be but the objective projection of our own self-grounded and self
generated subjective structure. I f our subjective make-up relates us 
truly or authentically to a world which is not merely a projection of 
that subjective make-up, then that subjective make-up must be grounded 
in something other than itself, somethi ng not subjective nor objective 
either. 
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3. If our subjective states, our thoughts, knowings, believings, 
feelings, attitudes, emotions, etc., are to be taken as relating us 
correctly and authentically to a world of which they are a part (i.e., 
a world which includes them but which is not a projection of them), then 
they must be grounded in something which is not any one of them nor 
group of them nor all of them taken together. If human subjectivity 
is not to be mere subjectivity, a way of cutting ourselves off from the 
world, but is rather to be a way of being in the world, then it must be 
grounded in something other then itself. 


B. 


1. It may be that the world is a dream and that human subjectivity 
has no grounding or is self-generating and self-grounding. The world 
is where we are, and if we generate our own world or even if the world 
is generated through us by complex stimulus-response mechanisms, then 
the world is no more than a dream and insanity is merely an unusual 
dream. 


la. One could elaborate at length on the mechanisms whereby we are 
brought to participation in the social world about us. Thus are gener
ated images of ourselves and of our world. Are there only images of the 
the self and images of the world, but no self and no world? Or if there 
is a self and a world and our only relationship to it is through images 
which we generate or which are generated in us, then of what use is 
such a world? It is a myth, an allegory, through which we distinguish 
sanity from insanity. If there is no immediate participation in the 
world, there is no mediated participation either. If there are only 
images of the real, then truth, reality, validity, goodness, ~al. are 
dreams of a kind of philosophical and religious insanity. 


lb. Then, is there only ideology; only various opiates, philoso
phical, religious, scientific, artistic, whereby we create for ourselves 
illusions of reality? Is the only truth that which over the long run 
is expedient in the way of belief? So that the real is that which 
fulfills our needs, satisfies our desires? Is the real merely that 
which conforms to the most deeply rooted illusions generated by us or 
in us by patterns of social conditioning? 


2. Human subjectivity is something to be overcome and transformed, 
not to be done away with. It is not overcome by denying its frailty, 
its conditioned nature; it is not overcome by glorifying any one aspect 
of our subjectivity, be it reason, experience, or emotion; it is not 
overcome by converting subjectivity into its opposite, so that the 
objective becomes the inter-subjective, and subjective states are all 
there "really" is; these devices cannot give us the grounding we seek. 
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No element in or aspect of human subjectivity is unconditioned nor 
can bring us to the unconditioned. It can bring us to see that there 
are two choices, either (1) human subjectivity is alone in the world 
spontaneously and capriciously giving rise to its contents each of 
which is conditioned by a myriad of relational dependencies on other 
contents of subjectivity or (2) human subjectivity is grounded in some
thing other than itself, something which in relation to human subjec
tivity is unconditioned, but is that which is the condition for human 
subjectivity. 


2a. To put his last in another way: either (1) human subjectivity 
is ontologically independent and hence cannot be overcome or (2) it is 
ontologically dependent on something which is not a part of or an item 
within human subjectivity; i.e., something which is not emotion, 
thought, experience, feeling, reasoning, gut reaction, cognition, or 
any other element present in human subjectivity. Evidently then it is 
not something of which we (in our subjectivity) are aware. 


3. I have spoken of two "choices"; better (though still defective) 
would be to speak of two ways in which human subjectivity may regard 
itself. On the one hand, if it is ungrounded, then it need no longer 
seek to ground itself; indeed if it is ungrounded it makes no sense to 
speak of needs, demands, or requirements on it of any kind. It merely 
is what it is, what it has been made, or become, or what it is being 
made or becomin . On the other hand, if human subjectivity is grounded 
in something outside itself, then a quest is initiated to allow that / 
groun ing to t is c ear that, for most of us, even if we say that 
human subjectivity is grounded, we have been cut off from that grounding 
and we must seek to renew or re-establish that grounding. 


c. 


1. The only possible grounding is in being itself. It cannot be 
in knowledge of being, in the experience of being, in feelings about 
being, or in attitudes toward being. Our being in the world must ground 
our thinking, feeling, and experiencing the world and ourselves. But 
that being in the world cannot be regarded as a knowing, a feeling, or 
an experiencing, or any of the other categories through which we seek to 
assimilate the fullness of that being either to something that is within 
human subjectivity, or to something which is objective standing over 
against subjectivity. 


la. In the first case we seek in the intensification of certain 
aspects of human subjectivity, in a more intense experiencing, in a more 
encompassing knowing, or in deeper feelin~ to free the fullness of being. 
But the reverse is the case, genuine intensity of experience, the 
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comprehensiveness of knowledge which we call wisdom, and real depth in 
feeling exist only when they grow out of and remain rooted in fullness 
of being. 


lb. In the second case, we seek an Other Thing which will provide 
us with grounding. We seek in the polar opposite of subjectivity the 
grounding of subjectivity. But this is not to remove arbitrariness, but 
to substitute an objective arbitrariness for a subjective one, or to allow 
one subjective possibility to masquerade as an objective ground. What
ever being itself is, it is not something encompassed within the objective 
world nor within human subjectivity. It is something which encompasses 
and grounds both, something in relation to which they are conditional, 
something by reference to which they may be compared to abstractions, 
i.e., useful tools, but possessing no substance taken in themselves. 


2. How does it happen that one can be cut off from the world? from 
the fullness of being? Is not being cut off a mode of being in the world? 
Which is to say that being cut off is not being cut off. An explanation 
of how this is possible, of how it happens, would require a natural 
history of human subjectivity, its initial differentiation from the 
animal, its conditioned character in relation to the social structures 
in which men live, et al. For my purposes, only one point need be made: 
being cut off from the world is not being cut off from something out 
there, nor from something in here. It consists in being unable to ~ 
participate in the world of which we are a part. ] 


2a. We always are in the world; we are never cut off from it. Our 
subjective make-up, our mode of being in the world, may obscure that 
fact, may confuse and warp our apprehension of the fact, but it cannot 
remove us from the grounds of our own being. Our subjective make-up can 
so warp and blind itself that it shows itself only demonically. Either 
we live in the fullness of being, our lives structured by and rooted in 
the world, or that same fullness of being, so to speak, takes revenge on 
the human subjectivity that seeks to escape it, this revenge grows out 
of a kind of turning in on oneself and away from the world which results 
in the starving and withering of various aspects of human subjectivity, 
the outcome of which is a kind of demonic quest for nourishment, which 
is really a flight from nourishment. 


D. 


1. Suppose we live in the fullness of being, do we know something 
others do not; do we experience something others do not; do we feel 
something others do not. Clearly this is impossible, for the fullness 
of being is not a kind of knowing, nor of experiencing, nor is it to be 
grasped and classified under any other category borrowed from the structure 
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of human subjectivity. It follows, that its opposite is not a kind of 
doubting, disbelieving, or the like. Nor is it a particular inclination 
of the will nor of the intellect. Then specifically the fullness of 
being is not a kind of wisdom. It is the ground of all wisdom. It is 
that without which practical wisdom becomes cleverness at manipulation, 
that without which theoretical wisdom becomes a dilletantish professional
ism in scholarship, that without which full deep conviction becomes 
dogmatic imposition of beliefs on others, that without which love becomes 
possession and exploitation of others, that without which the scientific 
attitude and the religious posture both involving a humility before what 
the world is become ridiculous parodies of themselves bogged down in 
sterile formulae and debased and debasing practices. In short it is that 
without which human subjectivity becomes demonic and destructive, instead 
of being the creative fulfillment of our being in the world. 


2. The fullness of being is not distant from life as ordinarily 
lived. It is not strange, weird, unusual, esoteric. It is certainly not 
what is ordinarily meant by mystical experience. It does not arise in 
specially cultivated situations, though such situations may be an aid in 
its cultivation and flowering. Indeed, it does not arise at all; it is 
always there either rooting and grounding our activity in the world and 
through that activity our subjectivity or functioning as an increasingly 
demonic goal or ideal quested through the labyrinths of our subj~cti~ity 
or projected into_th~ objective structure of the cosmos. T~ullnessji.L 
~eing is our~edness:Jn the world; or, that same fulln~being 
when pervert~ito a=goal or ultimate aim or meaning, to be sought or 
created, functions as a demonic will-of-the-wisp calling us to grosser 
illusions, larger opiates, more extravagant ideologies, greater and 
greater gymnastics of introversion, i.e., to anyone of the multitude of 
devices that human subjectivity has invented and projected onto the world 
in order to avoid letting that world be what it is and us to act in it 
as what we are. The fullness of being is there in our daily ordinary 
activities, first of all, or it is nowhere in any of our activities. It 
is in our coming and going, giving and taking, loving, thinking, hoping, 
desiring . It is there rooting and generating our daily lives, our 
decisions, our attitudes and emotions, our thoughts. It is there or 
nowhere. 


•, 
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Empti.neas j.n Mahayana Buddhism 


l. The role of philosophical i:eflection in Budd.hiS'&ll 


Buddhism is a reliqion1 it is not a. ph.Uosophy or s. way of 


looking at thinqs. It is not a set of propositions. It is some-


thing closer to what we sometimes call a way of life, but even that 


is mialeacUn9, as if there were alternative ways which one could 


formulate, evaluate, and choose among. I suppose one could say thst 


Buddhism .(i.e., the body of organized doctrin~ and p~ cti~e) provid s 


a. path towards liberation, but a path that i no-path and a libera:tion 


that is no-libaration. Indeed, tha Buddha is very explicit: O bhikku , 


I have taught a doctrine similar to a raft -- it ie for crosaing over, 


and not for carryillCJ (lit. getting hold of). In other \'ft)rdo if by 


Buddhism you mean a set of beliefs to be gl'.·asped and clung to, then 


· · Buddhiem is r.ot the path of the Buddha. The doctrL"les and practices 


have no value other than as a ni.eans; they have no value in themselves. 


In a world where there were no broken bones, we would have no n ed of 


splints. 


Involvec1 with any reliqion {underE>t.cc..'d a a bo<ly of doctrine and 


practice) will be attempts to ~ender t:J:>.at body of GO~trinc and p: otice 


intelligible, to explain why and how it achieve its e.nd, and t;t) qive 


an acoount of ..-r..at that end ia. Philosop..uci'\.l ref~ecticn may heco 


relevant to rsli9ious practice in tne sense that it aids in clarlfyi119 


tha mearlS by wh..i .. ch liberation (in the c11ae of D dd! 1 sm) is ttaL"led. 
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But notice viewed from within the Buddhist perspective philosophical 


reflection has no value other than as a means1 indeed for the Buddhist 


it is at best a eans and at worst a positive deterrent, a block to 


the wisdom (prajna) that is liberation. Philosophical r fleet.ion is 


neither a necessary nor a sufficient meaJUl to the end of liberation. 


Still since philosophical reflection is an9aqed in both in 


scriptural materials in the Buddhist tradition and in the course of 


conunentary and elaboration on the s.iqnif icance of that material, one 


way into the heart ot the Buddha's path at least in so fu as it is 


open to intellectual comprehension, may be !g£ !.~!.people the eumina


tion of central philosophical conceptions and position~ in the Buddhist 


tradition. Emptiness (sunyata.) is perhaps t moat central of all 


conceptions, at least in the Mahayana. It is the ~9'inn.i~, the ground, 


on which all speculation and elaboration of doctrine is ba throughout 


the entire history of the Mahayana. 


2. Emptiness ~~ th@ Prajna Parami~a literature. 


The beginning& of the Mahayana are obacure1· the l.Ast two centuries 


B.C. saw the br ak-up of Buddhism into a nu:nber of schools, which 


differed from one another in their intellectual intorpretation of the 


teaching of the Buddha1 th9y may also have differed in practice as well, 


with the emergence of ~ more devotionally oriented praQtice in sar.e 
. 


schools. Be that ns it may, by 200 A.D. the Mahayana had em rged 
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together with its fo~ational literature, the Prajna Paramita Sutx s, 


and its fir t •philosopher," ~a9arjuna.. What I have to say in the 


rest of this paper is based on ~agarjuna • s ir1terpretation of 


11Emptiness," a central conception in the Prajna Paramita SUtraa. 


(I shall refer primarily to tw of the ~utras, the Dia!llOnd Sutr& and 


the Heart SUtra, both of which ar~ late "Clisti,\lation • of the lengthy 


earlier. literatur - they may be la.tor than 200 A.D., and to one 'flllQrk 


of Naqarjuna, . the Mul!J!!!dhxa.makakarikal!.,1 the ·Fut"ldamentala ·~ ~ 


Middle Way.. 'l'he name Prajna Paramita means basically th vi.ado 


which has reached the other l!hore or the perfection of wisdom. Since 


my aim here is not th explication of the s_ignif icanc:e of this entire 


literature nor of the mne.rqence of the l'.ahayana, e~ugh has been said.) 


One of the aims of the Prajna Pa.:rmnita sutr.aa and of ~ garjuna is 


to show that much of the Buddhiat philosophiei.n9 which bAc1 arisen in 


the 400 years following the de th of Gautama is empty of any ulti11ate 


significance. It would appear that scme of the sbhbols which Md · 


arisen clunq to particular interpretations of the Buddha'• t aching 


as expressing ul.timato truth. 'the v.>:d dhnrma is used to r fer tc:; 


both the Buddha's teaching and to the ultimate constituent parts of 


existence; in this second sense the identification and clas ification 
- . 


of dhuma.s becazne one of the chief aims of Buddhist thollqht. Dhexmaa 


(or basic real.iti a) fell into two ma~ ~ups, th r.::onditi.oned dharmas, 


those which arise and pacs w y, and whosa risinq and paas~ng away is 
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conditioned {ordered) by other dharmas, an4 the unconditioned ~s, 


which neither arise nor pass away. Tha unconditioned dharma.s include 


at leaat twos Ni.nan& (liberation, Buddhahood, etc.) and apace. 1'he 


conditioned dbamaa include all that w can •qet in touch with" 


through sense experience and ~ht. p~cesses. grounded in scmse 


Prom the ~ilmi;ng it had been Bud4h!st doctrine that ll 41mma• . 
are anatman (without en4uri_ng self or substance). But in spite of 


that Buddhist tbinJcera bad developed realistic interpr•tatd;on of 


the constituent.a of human personality~ so that the be~ of a person 


is diuolved into the bei:l'.19 of the c:onetituenta of bi peraoMlity 


which are cluaifiod.into five skandbaa (heaps or bundlea), phy•i~l 


foxm, feelings, perceptions, impulses, a.nd consciousness. What 


person ia i an everch&nq~ bundle of phy•ical tatea, feelings, 


perceptions, etc:., which mutually condition and order one another. 


'rhua a feeling or & tbcuqht ia real u .thia feelinq or this thou9bt~ 


but th.er~ is no f ler or thinker over and above tho f eli;n9 er thought,. 


other than the bunclle of feelings, thoughts, etc. o;f which the fa ling 


or the thought is part. The pereon i · ana~ (without endurinq 


substance). 


It appears that eome ~cbools of Bud4bist thought aasd.qn-4 a 


separate reality to the conatituenta of personality, thua they. are 


called dhaxmaa, anc1 







appear that early BtJddhiat tho.ught hel to the doctri.n f 


as we pass from moment to nt: but vithi~ th lflOmentuy exist nc 


of each moment sometbi:ng re l endur d, wh.k:h appears to conflio 


with the doctrine of anatman. 


At this point the I?r jna J?arami. tc, SUtr.a • insist t..liat all d!lu"m.:1 


are anatman or sunya (empty). Not onJ.y is the Person pty of 


any separate enduring being, but eo to<> A.'Cft tho aha.ma (tho 


skhandhas) that make up thti salf. J'1ot only is th t noe 


of a self an illusion s-~pported by lanquaqe and eon ptualization~ 


so too is tho separate existence of a: · lin.g aensed, th "il'J , or 


felt. All dha.rmas a.re empty, ALL~ ?:i.d.~ t<all cTh.altifa .. .i.~c '.des 


everythinq that was ~en by early Buddhi "ts "·s rsal , inal ding N:i.r-· 


van.a, Buddhabood, tba Buddha's Path, as ll e.s i<Jnoranc ~ u!!ferin.1, 


etc. 


What is meant by "empty" (s~~, the adjoct:t.val · forl!l1 su.rqata 


"emptiness" the nominal form)? How can we chow that "all dha.rm,,s 


are empty?" The explication of e-nptine s and tbe d 1we of ll 


dha.xmas are empty is a chief task und r,;aken by 6f:E .t"juna in the 


Fundamentals 2f ~~- Middl!,_ :Wai:· 


(Before gtvin9 an account of tiagarj·• 1a' enpl · ca.ti n, iL t ' 


remind you of a point Wide earlier 4 ?htlosophi ''"al · fl c . ·or. in 


Buddhism is not eng.!lged ir1 for i ta o '1'h aim i not to pr.t 


powid a true xy or p>.."O~Gi ion 1 ru i to rov· 







Relative to the discuasion of emptinesa:;, -·e ~\.ght state tiw i:im as 


two-fold: to br~g one to sse directly into the emptine~a of r..ll 


dhaJ:mas anc1 to live in the mnptineas of all dhrns; ·eajna l-wi&doml 


ana karuna {compassion)-not two ~ng-s, a.it on-a 'thi;n9 two-foldedly 


named. But this seeing into and living in is not a mat' .. - ol intallec-


tual conviction nor oan it: grc.m out of ~tollectual con•lic:tion. Tl-


moat t.ha:t philosophical reflection can do is to .olear .a~y intelleo-


cl.i.n9in9 and qraspi_ng to our own intellect.11al oons'U1lctions a if 


they were ~ignificant r~&lit.iuu in their O'i.T!. x:ic;;hi; or wo;r. Q&pAhla 


of qrasping that which is beyond. Seen in this "4Y philciaophic .... l 


refleotion ~ be the bo9inning oi ~ troadinc; of tlle f irstfold 


In this section I treat of &mptineas in oo .,.~ar 1.1a it can be qo 


tures which ara themselves held to be mpty~ 


has no speci&l privileqed stat''1SJ in so fc.u: aa it i con id red ·• ~ 


a device for grasping ccnceptua.ll.y the ult.ir;ute xe li'ty of things, 


emptiness is itself empty. Iilnptinesr. is not a Ud.n.g or a proper'j;y 


about which statements can bt-1 n:.ad~, N~qro:jt!l4"\ ·a ··s ; . ._ ~v~ "::'d 


Buddhist foxmula to show thie (22tl1), ';One Day :n t ~ "''i tl~· re i 







"emptin as•, nor that there is "non-emptiness." Nor that both exist 


simultaneous~y, nor that neither existe.. n El:i];)tiness ici not n 


ultimate ptinciple, a firat principl cf l.!1CJ1 ·2. ~nq1 it is rat.her 


d.vice for denyi;nq of &ny~g that it i a.~ ult te princiJ;·••• 


Naga.rjuna's teahnicr~• for estahliebi~9 the ~..r.iptin s of a..tl 


dharma• (i.e., all iating re litiea) provides two way cf ing 


into the intellectual point of anptinesa. If a concept is pr sented 


to l\im by eana ot' which it is claimed ono c:a,n qrcu:ap cond.iti.o< ed, 


he shows (a) that its very Maninq m&kes it rafor to A conditioMd thing 


or (b) that it ia mea.ninqle a or self-oontradictory. or f ~ nreality111 


is poin~..ed out which it is claimed J.s uncondi t.ionad., he howz (a) t.'t\a 


it depends on conditions or (b) that it cannot h .. aid to m:iet. The 


first of theGe interdeper.Qent techniques stabli hea that all concepts 


a.re arbitraey concepts in the ense that tbiiiy h~«ro no absolute validity, 


their meaning re.ferrinq only to what arises and pa ses way, to the 


conditioned wrold, and that the meanin9 itself dependc, on condltioru1, 


i~e., &.risas ~ ass~a way. 't'he second appxoac est.ah'-:f .. G\hee i;.h! ~ 


whatever c n be a11.i4 to xiat or not ithin the COlldit.ion d 


world, thu::; th ur;:ondi !oned can not ba said to exi1> or no~ e· '· t1 1 


whatever oa..'"l be point 1:.<' or W.fo ed lie~ 11it.hi.n the n:'Ftion 


worl4, o.nd arises and pase.es away. 


(j1) Emptin· co nee 


In the ____ ·t,!!_.,!. ~ ~-Middle ~ .. tll! _21'~~ r k~ , 


I 







~aga.rjur~ examines concepts ~hich. h.~d b.coma centr·l to the Bucahist 


tradition, many of which had attained an almost "sacred" statu~. I 


the second section, ~.g., he exainines the i.dea of ."goi.ng to';t in the 


sense of "traveli.nq toward a.l.ong a path," ~ ·s_ate of th~ gr~a.t m!!nt.t -


in the Hea:t t ~· "~•. ·sate, ~.u:a~at.e_, "~~te." He find"' 


that the various interrelated conceptions of go~ng, goer, place to w}\ich 


going, place trom which goi.ng, etc. are an intgrrelat.ed network of con


ceptions, none of which have any me nin9' iu its .lf, and hence non of 


which has any reference to an unconditioned xeality whfoh ists by 


itself. Thus the oonoept of the "path that the Buddha ha. 'i:rod" or f 


the ,,path which the Bodhisattva is treading" car.no~ be taken as refer~iny 


to unconditioned realities. We might say that the irterrelated network 


of concepts provide a structure by means of which we interpret ou.r 


world to ourselves. Through the rest: of the ~amentala, he ~.xamines 


other central conoopt:.ions ill the Buddh.'..~t traditiold :t..lie sk··ndha ... ~ 


desire, karma, dukkha, ~elf-existence, ariaing, pamd.ng a ay, t.ati1a.gata, 


the Holy Truths, Nirvana, Samara, et al. All must b>3 understood in the 


same way, they are devices for irite ... preting the ~ld to ourselves, 


and our intcrprei.:aticn is frO\n. !!}~- J2lace .!:.._~.! !!.!. !E.~.: If that place is 


a conditioned place, then the conceptions ha.'W only " conditional 


validity. If we have a broken l.e9', a splint is useful. 


But suppose that the place wher.a wa a.r.e is unco1d:tio ed, i., 
. 


Nirvana itsalf 1 not my inadeq ate de..!. ded imaginings abo t ~ h:van 
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but NirvCU'.a itself; what stat.us do the conceptions .. 'la there? 


Nagarjuna's answer is clear1 only the status they had before, only a 


conditioned status. From. the standpoint of the unconditioned they are 


empty delusions. But that means that Nirvana is an illusion as 'Cell aa 


Sa.msara, both e empty. 
~ 


J:nde 4 they are identioala 


19. The~·· is nothin9 whatever which differentiates samsara 


fr~ riin-ana; 


And ths~e is nothing whatever which differentiates ni.~a.na 


from s.amsara. 


20. The extreme limit of nirvana is the· extreme limit of. samsara~ 


There is not the sl.ightest bit of difference bet?nro<en th.e t·oo. 


From the standpoint of the unconditioned, there are not two thi~e, 


ignorance and :enl.iqhtenment, i.e. , what is no{: the ctandpoint of tha 


unconditioned ~d what is the standpoint of the unconditioned. In the 


last section of the Fundamentals, Nagarjuna brings hia point home: whet 


must be given up is all standpoints (dr.sti), all conceptual structtU"es, 


all intel.lectual interpretation: 


30. 'L'o him, possessing compassion, who .t.a.u.g:·rt th><= • •'lal d.harma 
---...... ~ln<• 


For the destruction of all vie\!e - t.<1 him, Gautam.a, I ilt"Jlilily 


offer reverence. 


What Naqarjuna is saying he~e is a recurring theme tb:rouqhout nll 


Mahayana Sutras, i.e., an enl.ighteneQ. one: an Arhat, a Buddha, er .. t.erta.h1s 


no thought of his ·anl.iqhtenment1 the Eodhi'3attva has no t::. a l~'ht ·~f I\ ) ttn, 
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nor of a being to be saved {although he has vowed to save all bei_ngs). 


If he has such 'tho.u9htc, than he is not an Arhat, a Buddha, or a 


Bodhisattva. If you conceptually interpret. yourself to your3elf a 


enliJhtened (or unenlightened), then you 5.?:e liv~ng in delusion. 


(b) Emptiness as laclc of sbabha.va (own-beln9) 
. 


That is said to have sbabhava (own-bei.n9 ~ absolute existence) , 


\Jh:i :h:stands by itself, which is what it is ind.apsndently of anyt-.hinq 


el •1. Clearly things .which arise and paos :way on the basis of conditions 


are empty of sbal:>hava. A world exclusively composed of conditioned 


bei:igs would as a whole lack sbabhava. There appears to be ~ possibil-


iti~s: (l) SOD\e elements or factors witkµn tbe conditioned 11.!0rld poss~s 


sb<ihhA'la or (2) that which possesses sbabhavo. is \!t.torly beyond all 


cor.di tions. 


Naqarjuna &X&mines several key concsptione in terms etf ·., B<! two 


poi:1sibilities, e.9. th!! Tathagata {Section 22), Nirvana {Section 25). 


His r.:onclusion in each case i& that if it exists in the conditionsd 


world, it is conditio~ed. 


E.~~, if one con at on~ time not be in Nirvet.na, aoo then latu can 


. be, i.e .. , if one can enter Nirvana, then Nirvana can.~t be aaid to be 


n unconditioned thing. If one can follow a pat:h tl1at l ads to Nirvana, 


if one can enter into. the path, then it "10Uld appear that Nirvanu is a 


conditioned thing, attained to on the basis of cont!!itiona within oon-


ditioned existence: On the other hand, if N~ana uttei:·l)' transcends 


- I 
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the conditioned order, there is no path, no entering into, Nirvana. 


Nirvana is merely there, unborn, not arisi_nq nor p;.asin<;r away. But 


where is it? It is utterly beyond conditioned existence; hence it can 


have no spatio-tiempor!ll reality; it cannot even b1 said to exist or not 


etiat. It would s~etB th.at to thoaa of us >fho live within th~ condition


ed world, such a Nirvana. wouJ.c1 appear as a dr~ er ted by a magician. 


Where does thia leave us? It would Appear . tllat if I ara not now in 


Nirvana (the unconditioned), I wi!.l never !.:K!t. .H: I am now a conditioned 


beinq, and hence in Sti.t4S&ira, I ~ball ~lways be. What then is the point 


of following a path1 of 5eekin9 li:oeration, and all t.h~ r~~t7 T'ha problem 


should be clear, we ara atterr.pting to conceptu.ali:r.e, to interpret to. our


selves, what is utterly beyond concep·don. Ev;arytb.inq that exist; ia 


empty of sba.bhava1 all dharinas a.re an tnum, are uunya.. The qu•st for the 


unconditioned Within t..'ult hich can be talked about, Ci~oc:::ribed, conceptual-


. ized is futile. The quest for something utter.ly beyt'.>nd •'.'!cmditJ.ons cannot 


be talked about, denc:ribf!d, or conceptualized. 


{c} Summary 


Then, by way of summary, the conceptual aspects of emptbietnll can. be 


grasped in two waysz (a) as the assertion that shah..'1a.va cannot be founl 


in any of the objects of human experience or in an~, part of a. world the 


kno'fledge of whioh is qrou.."'lded in human exparieuc;e; exietence is by its 


very nature conditioned1 "unconditior..e existence'' is <?. .. ont.radiahi.on; 


and !b) as the aas ::tion ?;hat linguistic e:itpres:Jion ir1 !.-10 far (12 it. 







articulates conceptual understanding cannot he used to speak of or 


describe or refer to or characterize the Unconditioned.1 conceptual under-


standi.ng is restricted by its very nature to tha conditioned. 


4. The point of sunya~ 


•The highest sense is not t..auqht apart f'rom praetical beMvior, 


And without hav~ng understood the b:l9hest sense on cannot under


stand nirvana.~ · (Fundamentals, 24 :10) 


· The us that t.heae conceptual aspeot.s of emptine13s have is to 


enable us to understand that our ordinary way of looldnq at truth, 


knowled~e, existence, et al. ~ not only limited. to the conditioned 


order but also actually prevents oz interfares w~th our realization of 
I 


the truth which is tho JA.J.ddle Wa.y (the B\Jd·:lha • c path) • 


In order to make clear soxne of tho consequence , I must introduce 


uiothex distinction: that betw n world-ensconced or mundan truth and 


the Unconditioned or Ultimate T>:uth. WO.dd-ensconced truth is t,ruth that 


exists within a "world'lt wllich'U\a& arisen for us throti9h our interpretative 


activity based on con~eptual. arid li_nguistic strucr:ures1 it ia the trut.h 


{and falsity) fo~ Y.i.th:i.n th t'Mgc of ordina:r: • human experience i.. it; 


grounded in intellectu~l refle~tion on mater)a a acquired through experi-


ence. Budd.hi.st th cry of kr.ovlfldge in the axo. of world-enoconoed truth 


is not unlike modern t:ragmatism. The Uncc rli"tioi Truth is tl~ t wh .ch 


lies beyond all condit:V:ms, that;. wluch cc.n 01 ly be "realized" or .. lived" 
. 


but not "grasped" by the intellect. 
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We may compile a list of world-ensconced truths, ~.9.: 


l. There are a numbar of people in this room. 


l.J 


2. The distance that a freely falling body will fall in a · 


vac:uwn may be expressed as a funct ·cm of the scr..iare of the 


time (s•l(2gt2). 


3. Every existent has tw aspects: how it !s actually func


tioni.ng (act) and how its functionf:n9' can cM:ng~ (potency). 


4. The ideo~ogical st.rl>:ggle~ go~n9 on in a 9iven social oxder 


refle~t the class str~~gle as it develops wiclrl.n that social 


ordeii:. 


5. The permanent endt1'l'.:'in9 self (atman) .is .an illusion1 what· 


a pe.raon is is a collec11tion of inte.rdeper.d~t el nto 


(thoughts, feelin9 , attitud~s, etc.). 


6. The Bodhisattva•s path is the realization of the !'our 


Noble Truths. 


7. Samsar .i.s Nirvana o 


Is it pos6ible to c~ile a list ~f Uncondi~ion&d "Truths"? Clearly 


not; if you have understood what wen .. b~ ore, you will se that any lin


guistic expression of concep ilal meaning ia "!.!t1pty of aU relevance to the 


Unconditioned. The Unoondi.ti<med cannot in the usual ..aense ~ said to be 


known. Indeed to speak of Unconditioned '.b:uth iv to oay t.Qo much, ainca 


it suggests a contrast between two separate thingsr \>1hlcli ara cist.f.nct it1 


concept. "Unconditioned ttutht: must be undGratcod ao a proper namo,. 2mpty 
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of all conceptual. meani.ng1 if it expreaseo conceptual meani.nq, it ia 


empty of all :r.eferenco to the unc nd.itioned. 


Hov can we then "9et at" tha urAconditioned? The queation itself 


expresses d lu•ions which ar~ qroun4ed in conceptualization and lan~qe, 


i.e., dualistic delusions. Xt 8_U:gqests that the unconditioned is "'out 


there" separ ted somahow from the conditioned, or perhap even "in here" 
. 


in soo.e special part of the self. What Wt! have to do is hunt it out, 


grasp it11 appropriate it, become on with it. ':he iJI\\llication is Ui.at 


thing. 


But if it is separate, th nit ce.n't h~ got at1 and even a ~special" 


sort of thing is a sort of t.bing. ~ point of Emptinesa is that all of 


these way of looking at ourselves, our wrld, our quest, \Ast be 9iven up. 


They ar delusions1 they entrap us int.o a process of evarlast~ reinter-


pretation of O\\realvos aDC1 our world to ourselves. Even to aptJak of un-


aonditioned truth lln4 of world-&n."!CQ:Q.:"'t;'.ld tx'Uth is to do that.. Even to 


think about susp&ndinc; th~ process of ::e1.nt rpretation i te do th~t. 


The limits of ~ '&;;lle¢r.ditio14ed truth (ttirvar14) are identical with 


the limit of 'it10rld-esconced truth {swnsara) ; 


There. is no the slightest difference betwcten them. 


ffThe ~ghest senEe is n-:.t ~ught apart from prac~ical behavior." 


Neither is the lower eense. 


The di£farantiation of th.$ hiqher s-anse (unconditioned truth) from 







the lower sense · (world-enaconced truth) is not the b:ishest eense1 that 


differentiation is within world-ensconced truth. The point of emptineEs 


is that the ~ghest aense cannot be differentiated from the lower sens<1 1 


if it is, it is not tho h:!qhest sense. 


'l'hua tM unconditional truth is no~ somethi.n<J sepuata f'rora the 


world-enaeonc:ed truth1 it is th• world-ensconced truth seem ric.;htly, 


i:•·, as empty. And the. ¥qhest aens io not ~ugnt apart from pracdc:al 
. 


behaviorr and tlw world-ensconced truth riqhtly s en i• not tauqht apart 


from practical behavior. Nor are they unclerst:ood apart ~ram practical 


behavior. 


What then i• pract.ica.l behavior? Presumably eatinq, •leaping, 


lecturing, wa~ diahes, drinki.nCJ cof.fee, lovin9, h :ving babies, raising 


children, entedJ\CJ a monaatery, you namo it. Bven trying to figure out 


the point of emptizleaa or ~ in a picket l!.n$. But uch single item 


Of behavior does no~ at&nd alone, wt as part Of tho CQCD.plex network of 


interrelate4 behaviors which constitute one's path. '1'be conditioned world 


i where one lives. Ono'• lite ia a ocmplex ne'b«lrJc; of choices, acts, 


paths, impulses, temptations, etc. Living each IDClllent •• 'one acts, 


chooses, r aiata or yield.a to temptations, or batever one 4oes, without 


clinqin9 oi: graspi:zlg to th moment or the deed, liberated from greed, 


hat.red, .ignorance, froa soci lly induced illusions center~ around the 


illusion of ••lt-hood, from the conmon &n11e world of value-filled 


objectives; moving from moment to nt each u full and complete as 
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those before and thoae after1 that is liv~n9 in emptiness. That is 


following one's path. When at crucial moments one seems to be able to 


reorder the patterns of one's life (this i really posaibl• t every 


moment - ao every moment ia crucial), one goera a.bead on tbe path with 


heart. 


Wba.t then of tho world-ensconced truths, these deeariptiona, summaries, 


abst.rac:tiona, principl•s. qrounded in the flow of life? Of what use are 


they? A~ quidea to choic , to a.ction1 as r vea.lers to ourselve of 


aspects of our world and of ouraelvea. They nable life to move on1 th&y 


further realization of the path when they .ue rightly •een and r .J.9htly 


us.cl. It is ~ugh the wrld-onsoonced truths that the Unconditional 


Twth is ~uqht tc realization. An,y world ansconcod truth y be the 


occasion for that movsiment forward on the path which is the realization 


in act of the Unconditioned 'rrutb, of Nirvana. But, notic , the world .. 
l 


ensconced truth &nd its realiution in act (s•29't2 au a9 inst a body 


fallin.q) oa.n be separated1 tho truth itself is an Abstraction, a state-


ment1 the rea.lU&tion of the truth is a real paas\\9e in the world1 the 


same passage may be the r alization of :many truths at onoe ( .• q., the 


fallinq body is brown, if it hita the window, it will break.it, etc.) ., 


But for the Unconditioned TrUth, there is only the realization of it; 


the realization of Nirvana as Nirvanas there is no unconditioned truth 


about Nirvana apart from its realization. There are mar.y world--ensconced 


truths about an abstraction e.xpr •sed by the same WO.l:'d ''Nirvana.• And 


these max be An id towo.rd the realization of Nir<1ana. 1 
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Thus one mi9bt explain that all is dukkha, but that there can be a 


"dying down" of dukkha, thio.uqh the elimination of cravi_nq, clinging, 


qreed, and that this pr~qressiva snuff~ng out of cravinq, oli:J191.nq, and 


greed is the •dyinq dawn• of dukkba, and that that is Nirvana. By care


ful explanations of those tna.tters in psychologica.l terms, one may bring 


one lf or another person to realize in act the necessity to ~in now 


the pr&ctice ot snuffi_nCJ out. One has never left the realm of world


ensconced truth in th se explana.tions1 yet they may be the vehicle of the 


Unconditioned. That depends (ia conditioned by) who the explainer is and 


how he liv s, And to whom the xplana.tion i~ qiven and bow he lives. 


Th& point of Sunyata then is clearr it liberates ua from the queet 


for a formula, &. proposition, hich would show us the unconditioned, for 


a theory or view '1bout ultimate questions which captures the truth. It 


liberates ue to turn aqain to the world- nsoonced truths to employ them 


as best we can to point the way to the :realization, the mov t forward, 


which is the Unconditioned. BY, givi.nCJ up the futile quest for a. airaCJe -


and intellectual qraap of th unconditioned - w are liberated to loy 


the intellect in its proper role as one among a number of mean.a which can 


brinq ua a f\lller r alization of the path which we a.re traveli;nq • 


. I 








Priest, Prophet, and Professional Man: 


Three Types of Contemporary Religious Leadership 


by C. Dale Johnson 
(San Diego State College) 


An attempt has been made to formulate a comprehensive scheme for the study 


of contemporary religious leadership. Specifically, ideally conceived, or 


"pure" types of priestly, prophetic, and professional religious leader roles 


have been characterized with the intention that nearly any specific instance 


of contemporary religious leadership can be analyzed in terms of one or a 


combination of the three types. The starting points for tynthesis of the 
1 


types were Wever's familiar analysis of legitimate authority and Parsons' 
. 2 


discussions of professional authority and professionalism. Analyses of 
3 . 


historical prototypes of priest and prophet, a survey of the literature on 
4 


the clergy, and twenty-five detailed, exploratory interviews with clergy 


representing various religious bodies provided an initial empirical basis for the 


typology. Subsequent research resulted in t'urther refinement of the typology. 


In what follows, the characteristics which differentiate the three types 


of religious leadership are delineated for each of a number of the major f'unc-


tional areas of the clergyman's role. In differentiating between priestly and 


professional leadership, the criteria of professionalism are applied somewhat 


more narrowly than is usually the case. Actually, the types as presented below 


are theoretical extremes which constitute possible but admittedly improbable 


5 role configurations. 
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Authority 


In the ideal-typical case, priestly authority is a combination of legal-


6 rational, traditional, and routinized-charismatic authority. The priestly 


status to which such authority is attached is above all an official status but 


one .of such long standing that acquiescence to its authority is habitual and 


traditional. While the aspirant to the priesthood characteristically enters 


upon the path to~rd priestly status through a personally charismatic call and 


pursues a standardized course of study which will presumably make him competent 


in. the performance of his priestly duties, the decisive validation of his autho-
7 


rity is tlfrough ordination, by means of which the official portion (as distinct 


from the laity) of the religious group ascribes to him legal authority and those 


charismatic qualities over which it possesses a traditional monoply. Further-


more, it is throligh ordination that he is placed under its legal discipline. 


While the characteristics of priestly authority indicated here obviously apply 


to the secular priesthood of the Roman Catholic Church to a much greater degree 
' 


than to the priesthoods and ministries of most Protestant denominations, the 


ministry of almost any organized religious group (assuming it has a ministry) 


will exhibit some or all of these characteristics to some degree. For example, 


most such groups recognize and use some form of ordination; in most the status 


of the minister is official; and in most the minister possesses at least a 


practical monoply over the duties he performs. 


The authority of the professional-type religious leader, while he may 


be ordained by a religious body, rests mostly decisively upon his technical 
8 


competence within the religious sphere and it is in terms of such justi-


fication that he assumes the rights and obligations of his status. It is 


primarily in terms of his trained and practiced competence with respect 


to such matters that his congregation accept his authority, though they 


have no more obligation to do so than the patient is obligated 
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to accept the advice of his physician or the client that of his lawyer. The 


only sanction available to him is withdrawal of .his professional services. 


The mutual obligations of the professional-type religious leader and his 


congregation are specified in a contract entered into voluntarily by both 


parties, a contract which can be terminated by either upon presentation of 


written notice. The functional areas within which such religious leadership 


exhibits technical competence may include any or all of the following: 


interpretation and presentation of religious knowledge and ideology, administra


tion of the affairs of the congregation, conduct of ritual and liturgy, pastoral 


visitation and counseling, etc. The professional religious leader regards him


self, and is regarded by those whom he serves, basically as a layman who is 


differentiated from other laymen only on the basis of his competence in the 


specialized role he plays. 


While the prophetic-type religious leader may have some technical training 


and may be ordained, the decisive factor in his authority is his personally 


charismatic call to preach the message of salvation. The congregation to which 


he ministers may consist primarily, or only, of charismatically endowed (i.e., 


"saved") members whose own charismatic qualities deprive him of any secure 


monopoly over the duties he performs or the authority he claims. Prophetic 


authority, with its dependence upon the perceived and/or presumed special 


qualities of the leader, is thus viewed as inherently unstable. 


Recruitment and Training 


With the traditional orientation of the priesthood and its high and 


holy status, the presumably divine cell to a priestly vocation is likely to 


be stimulated by the hopes end expectations of the potential candidate's 


family, particularly his parents. Similarly, his priest and others who are 
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officially connected with the local parish may do this, especially if he 


appears to have the appropriate qualities. Of course, such may be the case 


with respect to recruitment into almost any favorably regarded occupation. 


From the present perspective, however, the professionally oriented clergy


man, more likely than the priestly type, would have made his decision to 


enter the ministry on the basis of a rational evaluation of his own qualifi


cations and interests. The prophetic-type religious leader is likely to 


have experienced what he interprets as a divine call as the result of some 


inner struggle or dilemma which reflects either his personal character, his 


social milieu, or both.9 


The training for the priesthood is long and rigorous and emphasizes the 


moulding and testing of character through a specified style of life as well as 


through intellectual training. Of great importance in priestly training is 


the inculcation of the official doctrines and legal rules of the religious 


body as well as the standard arguments by which these are to be defended. 


The candidate is trained in both the techniques and official doctrines of the 


rituals he will perform, including the liturgy of the worship service and the 


administration of the various means by which divine grace is dispensed, i.e., 


the sacraments recognized by the religious body. The substance of the training 


is rationally organized into a coherent whole which carries great force, 


partly because it is hallowed by long tradition. 


The training of the professional-type religious leader may touch on all 


of the topics, duties, and issues covered in the priestly type of training but 


the emphasis will be on the topics, duties, and issues as such rather than on 


official doctrines and regulations concerning them. In the study of theology, 


for example, the training will go beyond the theological contributions of 


representatives of the particular religious body and its tradition to include 
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consideration of the writings of any or all theologians presumably in terms of 


their merits as determined by the rational, technical canons of scholarship 


rather than in terms of their agreement or disagreement with officially consti


tuted standards. Priestly training may include study of religious writings 


which are officially unacceptable but these will be studied with a view to 


exposing their errors rather than for the sake of examining their possible 


merit. 


A substantial portion of the training of religious leadership of any of 


the three types consists of examination of the Bible itself but the kind of 


biblical training varies among them. The priestly training in the Bible will 


present an officially approved and rational methodology (hermeneutics) for 


biblical interpretation (exegesis). The biblical training of the professional 


type will not be confi~ed to a standardized approach but will bring as much of 


modern historical, literary, linguistic, archaeological, and other critical, 


scholarly methods as possible to bear upon the problem of biblical exegesis. 


The sum total of the training of the prophetic leader, however, is primarily 


in the literal expression of presumed biblical truth. The complex issues with 


which the priestly and professional types must deal, and their methods for 


dealing with them, are regarded as subterfuge and a perversion of the original 


message. His special revelation is the recovery of ancient but eternally 


relevant and sufficient truth as it was originally given to men by God. Thus 


he can, presumably, train himself for whatever tasks he must perform simply 


through prayerful reading of the Scriptures in translation, preferably archaic 


translation. 


Preaching · and Teaching 


The priestly type may devalue preaching as a means of expounding and 


preserving the faith in favor of early training in the doctrines and practices 
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of the religious group, and in favor of ritual and liturgy, to the point where 


the sermon is only a minor part of the worship service or perhaps absent alto-


gether. Furthermore, the preaching he does will consist largely of exposition 


of biblical texts. He may also preach on the doctrines and rituals of the 


particular religious group. The professional type, however, will emphasize 


preaching over teaching, the latter perhaps involving primarily a few essentials 


regarded as necessary for f'ull participation in the religious group. Since the 


professional-type religious leader is oriented toward performing services for 


his clients (i.e., members of his congregation), his preaching tends to consist 


not of exposition of biblical texts or of doctrine but rather focuses on various 


topics which he judges to be of particular relevance for the problems and situa-


tions of his members and upon which he brings to bear his technical competence 


in the religious and morel sphere. 


Sermons are characteristically related in some manner to a biblical text 


which is read before the sermon is delivered. The priestly type is guided in 


his selection of text by a pericope or lectionary which designates a text appro-


priate for the particular day of the liturgical year on which the sermon is 


preached. The original purpose of the pericopes, apparently, was the rational 


development of a means by which the most important elements of religious faith 


might be systematically presented through Scripture. Through long usage, the 


pericopes have become part of what many regard as a sacred tradition. The 


professional type may ref'use to be tied to any such procedure, preferring 


instead to use his own professional judgment in selecting an appropriate text. 


If a professional-type clergyman does follow a lectionary or perkope, he does 


not do so for the sake of conforming to official standards or to a sacred 


tradition but rather tor his own intellectual discipline, or perhaps simply 


as a convenient answer to the ever recurring and anxiety provoking question, 
10 


''What shall I preach about?" 
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The preaching of the prophetic type is in contrast to both of the above 


types. He will, in a nontechnical sense, preach expository sermons in that he 


will expound and enlarge upon biblical texts, but he will do so on the basis 


of his charismatic inspiration rather than on the basis of scholarly prepare-


tion. He may caref'ul.ly study the Scriptures, it is true, but he will do this 


as a means of opening himself to divine inspiration rather than as a rational 


technique~ His inspiration is a burden upon him which can be lifted only by 


preaching its message. The priestly type may also claim divine inspiration 


for his message, but un,ike prophetic inspiration, priestly inspiration inheres 


in the office rather than in the person of the priest. In the case of the pro-


phetic leader, the overt responses of the congregation to his preaching may 
11 


help convince him of the validity and power of his presumed inspiration. He 


certainly would not limit himself to so formal and contrived a device as a 


lectionary or pericope. Following prophetic tradition, his message will center 


about the alternatives of doom or repentence, the way of the world or the way 


of Christ, etc., all with great emotional fervor, seeking to keep the saved 


within the fold and to convert the unsaved. 


The prophetic type may emphasize teaching as well as preaching with the 


teaching being extended to adults as well as to children. Unlike either the 


priestly or professional types, he will not regard satisfactory completion of 


a course of study as qualification for membership in his congregation. 


Ritual and Liturgy 


It is chiefly around the administering of the sacraments and the conduct 


of liturgy that the role of the priest centers, his other tasks being subsi-


diary to these central tasks. In the Christian tradition, the sacraments 


i nclude especi ally baptism and conununion but may include other rituals as 
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well. Generally, the more important the sacraments are as a means of dispensing 


divine grace, the more priestly is the clergyman's role, the tighter is the 


priestly monopb~ over such means of grace, and the more rigidly upheld are the 


ritualistic qualifications (~., confirmation in the particular religious 


group, etc.) for those who receive them. In the case of communion, special 


preparation of the recipient {confession, meditation, etc.) may be encouraged 


or required. 


The professional clergyman will devalue the sacraments as a means of 


grace but may regard them as symbols which are helpful to the maintenance of 


faith, peace of mind; etc., for the member, or for anyone else, regardless of 


ritual qualification. 


The prophetic leader will administer the sacraments of baptism and com


munion, possibly with the assistance of lay members (the professional-type 


leader may have such assistance, too) but will do so primarily in faithful, 


literal obedience to Scripture with the formal aspects minimized. Since 


ritual, for him, cannot of itself have value, he will baptize only those who 


have experienced conversion and are able to testify concerning it. He may 


follow the same practice with respect to administering communion. 


The ·liturgy of the worship service as conducted by the priest will be 


highly formal and in accord with a traditionally prescribed pattern and may 


occupy most or all of the time allotted for the service. The professional 


type will give liturgy a less im;portant place in the service. He may p0ssibly 


favor some liturgical richness in the service but then would also feel freee 


to make experimental and pragmatic departures from the prevailing pattern. 


His judgment concerning what is or is not appripriate, liturgically, will be 


in terms of its presumed "effectiveness." The service conducted by the 


prophetic leader will probably have 0 typical but by no means fixed form 
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The service will be one in which free and spontaneous participation by the 


co~gregation is both permitted and encouraged. 


Pastoral Work 


In pastoral work as well as in other aspects of the work of the religious 


leader, the distinctions between the three types holds, In his calling, the 


priestly leader performs an official duty which has both a ritualistic and a 


disciplinary function. His visits will emphasize Scripture reading and prayer 


and possibly questioning and admonition concerning neglect of ritual oblige-


tions. The professionally oriented minister will have no set routine for his 


pastoral visits but .will proceed according to his judgment concerning the 


requirements of the situation. Much of his calling will serve the function 


of keeping the church a going concern by reinforcing the relationship between 


minister and parishioner and between church and parishioner. The pastoral 
~ 


visits may also be the occasion for discussion of church business. The 


professionally oriented clergyman will not be concerned with church discipline. 


The prophetic-type clergyman will, in his visitations, emphasize prayer and 


Scripture reading but the context in which he does this is simply a more 


intimate extention of a religious fellowship that is carried on in other ways. 


In counseling, the priestly and prophetic leaders both will emphasize 


strictly religious (though different) interpretations of personal problems 


and life crises. The counseling of the prophetic type may be quite spontaneous 


or may rely upon literal biblical truths to provide resolution of whatever 


problem the parishioner faces. 13 Certainly the prophetic type will seek to 


induce conversion and/or repentance if he believes the situation calls for 


i t. The priestly leader will bring to the counseling situation the tradi-


t ional doctrines of the church and may employ ritualistic (i.e., sacramental) 
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means if he thinks it is appropriate or if the parishioner requests it. 


The professional type will tend to structure the counseling situation in the 


manner of a psychiatric interview and, while he will not disregard the 


religious aspect of his parishioners' problems, he will attempt to look 


beyond whatever manifestly religious problems there are for underlying 
14 


psychological and/or interpersonal problems. 


Difficulties both ideological and practical may beset the minister who 


attempts to model his pastoral work too thoroughly in the professional mould 


described above. Many ministers and laymen alike would regard such a ministry 


as a caricature or monstrosity, a contradiction in terms, i.e., a nonreligious/Y~l,~<~ur 
15 


counselor. Those who desire such counseling are likely to by-pass the 


minister and go to a psychiatrist. Thus, Luke Smith reports that parishioners 


prefer the services of a religious mediator, not a counselor, during life 


16 crises. Apparently resolution to these problems within the professional 


framework is sought through attempts to erase or minimize the dualism between 


the explicitly spiritual or religious realm and the mundane. What this 


seems to mean is that the pastoral counselor must make religious interpreta-


17 
tions of what is manifestly nonreligious in the counseling relationship. 


On the basis of the interviews it would appear to be precisely at this point 


that the minister who attempts to formulate his total role in professional 


terms will experience some of his greatest difficulties. It may be difficult 


for him to avoid either the priestly or prophetic attitudes on his own part, 


or it may be that those who seek his services cannot look upon him as other 


than a "moral model and a censor. 1118 
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Relations With Colleagues 


The priestly type can regard as colleagues only those who share his 


doctrines and faith, his ritualistic qualifications, and his organizational 


attachment, i.e., other clergymen who are of the same denomination. He may 


manage friendly relations with others but he cannot accept them as peers 


because they are fundamentally in error concerning matters of ultimate 


importance. He is thus not likely to be deeply involved in any ihter


denominational association of ministers, in any interdenominational 


association of churches, nor is he likely to favor regulation of interper


sonal relationships through a professional code of ethics. The certainty of 


his convictions outweigh any possible values of tolerance, cooperation, etc. 


The professional type will be more tolerant and will accept as colleagues 


those whom he regards as technically competent and ethically responsible, 


regardless of other qualifications. He will see himself first as a clergy


man and only secondarily as a clergyman is a particular denomination. Of 


course, on the basis of what has been said so far, he will be strongly 


oriented toward the interdenominational organization of his profession. The 


prophetic type will determine his relationships with other clergymen on the 


basis of their personal character. Like the professional clergyman, he will 


tend to disregard denominational lines, but unlike him, the prophetic type 


will also disregard training and/or technical competence. He will, however, 


be looking for colleagues with whom he can feel a charismatic affinity, 


who are, like himself, inspired in the pursuit of their calling. His 


relationships with priestly or professional clergymen are unimportant to him 


and he will not be interested in interdenominational ministerial associations 


which include modernists, "unbelievers," and those who regard the ministry as 


a "profession" rather than as a "calling." 
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When the priestly-type leader is in doubt concerning an issue or problem, 


he will seek advice or perhaps a decision from an official of his religious 


body whose legal authority exceeds his own. The professional type, under 


like circumstances, would consult with his colleagues who in turn are his 


status equals though they may be differentiated on the basis of competence. 


The prophetic type will go to his charismatically endowed colleagues, not 


19 
for consultation, but for help through collective prayer and meditation. 


Relationship with the 
Denominational Body 


Everything which has been said of the priestly type so far points to 


a close relationship with the denominational body. In the ideal-typical 


case, he is a subordinate officer in sn ecclesiastical hierarchy, looking 


constantly toward the hierarchy for direction of his work and using 


denominational role models in patterning his own behavior. He will feel 


that he is accountable to his denominational educational materials. 


The professional type will regard himself as being under no such obligation 


to ecclesiastical authority. His relationship (and that of his congregation) 


with the denomination is viewed pragmatically, as useful with respect to such 


matters as publication of religous literature, training of ministers, dis-


tribution of benevolences, filling vacant pastorates, etc. The officers 


within the denominational machinery are to him professional consultants 


rather than supervisors, fellow clergymen rather than superiors. He may or 


may not have received his training at a seminary of his denomination 


would he refuse to consider entering a pastorate in a congregation of another 


denomination. With respect to the prophetic type, his anti-ecclesiastical 
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approach to his work is reflected in a view of his own denominational organi


zation similar to that of the professional type. In any case, he will regard 


himself as quite independent of denominational constraint concerning his work. 


Administration and Organization 


The priestly type will have a firm hold on the organizational machinery 


of the local congregation. His traditional status gives him the prerogatives 


of leadership and inhibits criticism and opposition. If there are laymen 


who assist in the running of the local congregation they will be dominated 


either directly or indirectly by him. The professional type may regard him


self as fully qualified to administer the affairs of the congregation but 


will not pursue any policy independently of guidance by the lay leaders. That 


is, he will not attempt to provide professional services his clients do not 


desire. The prophetic-type clergyman will provide vigorous administrative 


leadership though the charismatic qualities of the members of his congrega


tion may on occ~sion create conflicts forhim. 


With respect to the organizational life of the congregation, both the 


priestly and prophetic types will emphasize activities with an explicitly 


religious character. (Differentiation between priestly and prophetic types 


in the organizational sphere will not be treated here.) The professional 


type will see what are manifestly "social" (as distinct from purely "reli


gious" or "spiritual") activities and organizations as good in and of 


themselves and as serving a religious purpose despite their manifestly 


nonreligious character. He may, perhaps to a considerably greater extent 


that either the priestly or prophetic types, emphasize the organizational 


life of the congregation, devoting his energies more to this aspect of his 


role than to the more traditional aspects. 
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20 
Application of the Typology 


The typology was constructed for the purpose of specifying interdenomina-


tional and other variations in the roles of contemporary religious leaders. 


Specifically, it was hypothesized that religious leadership of the priestly 


type is characteristic of those religious bodies with strong sacramental 


and doctrinal emphasis (~., Assemblies of God, Christian and Missionary Alliance, 


etc.); and that professional-type religious leadership is characteristic of 


those religious bodies which exhibit neither sectarian exclusiveness nor 
21 


doctrinal and sacramental emphasis (~.,Methodist, Congregational, etc.). 


It was further hypothesized that the above relationships would be true for 


both the clergy's and the parishioners' conceptions of the religious leader 


role. 


The hypotheses were tested in a study of the organized congregations in 


a small community. With respect to conceptions of their own roles by the 
22 


twelve clergy, the hypotheses were generally substantiated. With respect to 


conceptions of the roles of the clergy by their parishioners, the hypotheses 


were also substantiated but not to the same extent. The responses of the 107 


parishioners interviewed differentiated most clearly with respect to the 


highly symbolic aspects of the clergyman's role and status, ~., the neces-


sity of ordination for administering the sacraments, the significance of the 


clergyman's role in the worship service, the meaning of the clerical vest-


ments (or their absence), e~c. 


In general, and this is based on the initial, exploratory interviews as 


well as on the later study, the variables out of which the typology of 


religious leadership was constructed are intercorrelated in approximately 


the manner indicated in the descriptions of the types but the magnitude 
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of the intercorrelations is not high. It would appear that the priestly and 


prophetic types are breaking down but that a truly professional role-type has 


not yet emerged. Particularly for the parishioners was the image of the 


clergyman an ambigl.lous one, many parishioners indicating that they thought 


of their minister or priest simultaneously as occupying an official status 


within the church, as divinely called to his work, and as an intellectually 


trained professional. Significantly, many of the parishioners who viewed 


their clergyman's role most consistently in professional terms appeared to 


experience the least urgent need for his services and to have a relatively 


low regard for his authority. 


The typology of contemporary religious leadership as set forth here is 


only tentative and applies primarily to the Christian clergy. Additional 


investigation and experimentation with its application are necessary before · 


the extent of its validity and usefulness can be judged. Undoubtedly a number 


of changes would be necessitated if the typology were to be applied to leader


ship in the other world religions, say Judaism or Islam. 
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21rraditional designations of denominational structure such as "episcopal" 
and "congregational" were indicated by the preliminary investigation to be 
less important in determining the character of the role of the clergy than 
such variables as degree of sacramental and doctrinal emphasis and degree of 
sectarian exclusiveness. Thus, for example, the roles of Methodist and 
Congregational ministers are much more similar than are the roles of Lutheran 
and Congregational ministers despite the fact that there is a presumably 
sharp structural difference between the Methodist and Congregational Churches 
and a much less distinct one between the major Lutheran bodies and the Con
gregational Church. For an interesting treatment of the ambiguities of 
structure in a "non-authoritarian" denomination, see Paul M. Harrison, "Weber's 
Categories of Authority and Voluntary Associations," American Sociological 
Review, XXV (Apr., 1960), pp. 232-237. 


22 
Responses of the twelve clergy with respect to 26 separate facets of 


their roles were coded as "priestly," "prophetic," "professional," "non
priestly," and "nonprofessional." In 131 instances the hypotheses were 
directly substantiated; in 62 additional instances the responses we r e con
sistent with the hypotheses; in 62 responses were contrary to the hypotheses; 
and in 57 instances the responses could not be coded in terms of the typology. 
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WHITE POWER AND THE NEGRO IN AMERICAN HISTORY 


Dr. William Hanchett 


(Public lecture given for the Division of 
Humanities, San Diego State College, 


July 17, 1967) 


The purest function of the historian is to 5tudy and write of the past in 


its own terms and for its own sake. But he is also entitled, now and then, to 


examine it with the interests of the present in mind, and in the case of some 


grave national problem, like a war. he has a definite responsibility to do so. 


For the problems of the present have grown out of the past, and we can't expect to 


deal with them intelligently unless we understand the nature and process of their 


growth. Ideally, we should deal with all of our problems intelligently, but it 


is particularly urgent that we should bring the full power of our intelligence 


to grapple with the problem of wars, because wars are matters of life and death 


for individuals and for societies. 


It is becoming increasingly obvious that a war is being waged within Ameri-


can society right now, another civil war, one group of citizens against another 


group. But so little is the true character of this civil war understood that some 


people, apprehensively reading about the latest race riot in their papers, think 


it began only recently, with the Supreme Court's decision about segregation in 


the schools, perhaps, or with the messianic poses and marches of Martin Luther 


King, or with the uncompromising militancy of Stokely Carmichael. Even many whites 


who sympathize with the Negro's drive for equal rights, disapprove of the methods 


now being increasingly employed. The Negro should work through the courts a~d the 


legislative halls, they say, and not in the streets. He should not throw rocks; 


violence and lawlessness will only hurt his cause. 
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The fact is that there is nothing new about violence in American race relations. 


The race war which has been raging for so long in America has been violent from the 


beginning--from 1619f that is--and for the last 100 years it has been lawless as 


well, the Negro being deprived of the legal rights which the white majority itself 


wrote into the Constitution. The only thing that is new in this civil war between 


the races is that the Negro is beginning to use the white man's weapons to fight 


for the rights which his whole tragic history--and his enemy's--indicates he can 


win in no other way. 


The use of these weapons, furthermore, is in the best American tradition. How 


can we celebrate the destruction of private property in the Boston Tea Party and 


make heroes of the patriots who took pot shots at British redcoats from behind rocks 


and trees, while self-righteously condemning the smashing of windows and looting of 


stores and occasional sniper attacks on the local police? If the men of the 


American Revolution were heroes because they were willing to fight and die for 


their liberties, are not also those men of today who are fighting for their liberties? 


Certainly, it is no more intelligent to deal with today's Negro rebellion by calling 


out the national guard than it was for George III to try to suppress the colonial 


revolt by calling in the Hessians. 
r 


"When a long train of abuses and usurpations ••• evinces a design to reduce 


men under absolute despotism," states our Declaration of Independence, 


it is right, it is their duty, to throw off such government 
and to provide new guards for their future security . 


Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governwents long estab
lished, should not be changed for light and transient 
causes; and accordingly, all experience hath shown, that 
mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are 
sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the 
forms to which they are accustomed. 
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American Negroes have been patient, but the evils from which they have so 


long suffered are now insufferable--the closer you get to freedom the more 


desperately you want it--and they are therefore acting on the strength of their 


heritage as Americans by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. 


If white men tremble or become belligerent before the threat of black power, it 


is because they are largely ignorant of the history of white power. The 


ignorance is, to be sure--like that of the good Germans who didn't know what the 


Nazis were doing to the Jews--largely willful, but there is a chance that it 


may be dispelled before it is too late. In this instance, what we don't know 


may kill us. 


Americans who detest slave labor as it exists in totalitarian nations tend 


to feel rather differently when they think about it in the United States before 


the Civil War. Our slavery, they believe--and they are simply reflecting the 


claims of ante-bellum apologists, postwar romantic novelists, and Hollywood 


scenario writers--was different, better. Studies by Frank Tannenbaum (Slave and 


Citizen, 1946) and Stanley M. Elkins (Slavery, 1959) comparing slavery in English


America with slavery in Spanish and Portuguese-America agree that it was different, 


but conclude that it was worse, not better. The slave in the United States, without 


the institutional protections provided to Latin American slaves by Crown and Church, 


had "no rights which the white man was bound to respect," as Chief Justice Roger 


B. Taney put it in his Dred Scott opinion. The slave of the United States was at 


the mercy of his owner, or his owner's deputy, who possessed absolute power over 


him and who was obliged by circumstance to exercise it ceaselessly. If he did not 


the slave ceased to work, since his only incentive to labor was the fear of 


punishment. It was therefore necessary to keep the fear real and alive in order 


to get any labor out of him. 
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But Americans like to associate tyranny with their enemies and not with 


themselves, and recall not men wincing under the lash but stories of the touching 


love and affection between masters and slaves. They think of white children 


being raised by beloved but sharp-tongued black mammies with hearts as large and 


as soft as their bosoms, of grand and imperious butlers managing family, hands, 


and guests with the firm and unchallengeable majesty of born aristocrats, of silly 


and indulged maid servants taking liberties with the women of the household and, 


perhaps, allowing them to the men. Such stereotypes were, of course, exceptional 


even among the household servants, and the household servants were only a tiny 


minority of the total slave population. 


The vast majority of the nearly four million slaves who lived in the United 


States in 1860 were field hands, farm laborers, who did not associate with their 


white families very often under any conditions and very seldom, if ever, on a basis 


of affection or intimacy. Usually they had dealings only with overseers, men who 


had no vested interest in them as property but who did have an interest in seeing 


to it that they got the crop out. If the overseer relaxed his enforcement of 


discipline, if he indulged his work force, he wouldn't get much work out of it and 


would soon be out of a job himself. From morning bell to nightfall, he had to keep 


on top of his workers every moment. 


Of course, kind masters, like Andrew Jackson, instructed their overseers to 


treat their slaves humanely. In 1829, President Jackson wrote to his overseer 


from the White House rehiring him 


on the express condition that you treat my negroes with 
humanity, and attention when sick; and not work them too 
hard when well, and that you carefully attend to my stock 
of all kinds, and particularly to my mares and colts, and 
see that they are well taken care of .•.• 


For the basic assumption of slavery in the United States (and of its 


successor, segregation) was that Negroes were inferior beings, less t han men. 
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Latin Americans could treat slavery as one of the simple, hard facts of life which 


capricious fate had imposed on some for the benefit of others, and then ameliorate 


the slave's bad luck by extending him certain rights and privileges. But no citizen 


of the United States, nurtured in the ideal that resistance to tyranny was obedience 


to God and that all men were created equal, could square it with his conscience if 


he enslaved a being he believed to be like himself. American slavery in the 


nineteenth century--that century of emancipation all over the world--was utterly 


dependent upon the conviction that the Negro was not really a man, but only a high 


level farm animal, and that God intended him to be the white man's slave, nothing 


more. 


To those whites who lived in the slave society, this conviction was early 


learned and constantly confirmed; the inferiority of the Negro slave was proved 


by his carelessness and irresponsibility, his laziness, his odor. The results of 


slavery were thus arguments in its defense. The Negro was careless and irresponsible 


because he was allowed to assume no responsibility for himself; he was lazy because 


he received no reward for his labor; he smelled because he could not bathe and, 


treated like livestock, did not care. His masters retarded his development by 


force, and then justified holding him as a slave because he was retarded. Suddenly 


and unexpectedly, a way out of this paralyzing white powerbind came as an incident 


to the Civil War of 1861-65. 


All Americans should know (but do not) that the Civil War was not fought to 


free the slaves. But of course it was fought because of the slaves. Of all the 


issues dividing North and South, there was only one not capable of being compromised, 


and only one with the emotional impact necessary to sustain war: slavery. Slavery 


and that phase of it so important to Anglo-Americans, race. Had slaves in the 


United States been white men, they would have been among the first and not the 
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last in the world to be freed, because their masters could not have treated them 


like livestock and slept at night. But the Negro's color made him different, and 


the difference supported the idea of his inferiority, and his inferiority made 


repulsive the prospect of having to live with him on terms of equality. Slavery 


was the way the proper relationship between the races was maintained; it was a 


matter of white supremacy or white degradation. 


The election of a Republican President in 1860 represented a threat to the 


institution of slavery, to white supremacy. The Republicans, living in a one-race 


section of the nation, and, like all men, disturbed by the shortcomings of their 


neighbors, believed slavery to be morally wrong and wished for that reason 


(among others) to prevent its expansion into the western territories. But if the 


South acquiesced in this limitation, it would also seem to acquiesce in the moral 


conviction behind it, and this it could not do without destroying itself. For this 


reason, the seven states of the Deep South, where the slave population was the 


most dense and the need for preserving white supremacy the most urgent, seceded 


from the Union upon Lincoln's election. 


After the war, Jefferson Davis and Alexander R. Stephens, President and Vice


President of the Confederacy, denied that they had fought to preserve slavery. 


Slavery, they said, was the occasion for the war, but not the cause of it. What 


they had fought for was a principle, the principle of states' rights against a 


central government which was exceeding its delegated powers. That was a cause 


worth fighting for, the cause of freedom, the cause of limited government! 


The argument is a familiar one. Opponents of the United States Supreme 


Court's 1954 decision on school segregation are still using it. The Constitution 


establishes a limited government for the United States, and the Tenth Amendment 


explicitly states that powers not delegated to the national government remain with 
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the states or with the people. Since there is nothing in the Constitution dele


gating power over the schools to the national government, education is one of those 


subjects which remains under the jurisdiction of the states. 


It is a good reason for opposing school integration, a reason which has some 


legal and intellectual respectability, a reason which has appeal to men not them


selves involved in the race problem. But what is the real reason for opposing 


school integration? The real reason is that many white parents don't want their 


children to go to the same schools as Negro children, don't want them to associate 


as classmates, as equals. They recognize that the only way white supremacy can be 


maintained is through the institution of segregation, legalized and enforced by 


state and local governments. Like their great-grandfathers before them, they 


therefore champion the principle of states' rights. 


After the fighting between North and South began in April, 1861, four more 


states seceded. All of them were slave states, of course. Isn't it strange 


that the only states which found it necessary to draw the sword in defense of 


states' rights were slave states? Not really, because states' rights wasn't the 


real reason for secession at all, but only the good reason. 


The South may have fought to preserve slavery as the bulwark of white 


supremacy, but the North did not fight to destroy it. Not at first. Lincoln 


said repeatedly that his administration would not interfere with slavery in the 


states where it existed, that he had no power and no inclination to. In his 


Inaugural Address, his very first official statement, he declared he would support 


an amendment to the Constitution explicitly denying the national government any 


power over slavery in the states. 


For a year and a half Lincoln resisted the increasing pressure to change 


his war to save the union as the world's last hope for popular government into a 
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war to free the slaves. In his famous letter to Horace Greeley, August 25, 1862, he 


stated his position with characteristic precision: 


"I would save the Union. I would save it the shortest 
way under the Constitution •••• If there be those who would 
not save the Union unless they could at the same time save 
slavery, I do not agree with them. If there be those who 
would not save the Union unless they could at the same time 
destroy slavery, I do not agree with them. My paramount 
object in this struggle is to save the Union, and is not 
either to save or to destroy slavery. If I could save the 
Union without freeing any slave, I would do it; and if I 
could save it by freeing all the slaves, I would do it; 
and if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others 
alone, I would also do that. l-Jhat I do about slavery and 
the colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save 
the Union ; and what I forbear, I forbear because I do not 
believe it would help to save the Union. I shall do less 
whenever I shall believe what I am doing hurts the cause, 
and I shall do more whenever I shall believe doing more 
will help the cause. 


The next month, September, 1862, he announced that on the following January 


1 he would issue a proclamation freeing some of the slaves and leaving others 


alone; he would free the slaves of owners in those states or parts of states 


which were in rebellion against the United States. And on January 1, 1863, that 


is what he did. The Emancipation Proclamation did not free the slaves in the 


loyal slave states or in those parts of rebel states occupied by Union armies; it 


was in effect only where it could not be enforced. A j ingle in the Southern 


Literary Messenger, published in Richmond, described it exactly : 


The slaves now under Lincoln's will 
Continue in their bondage still; 
He only means, the tricky wretch, 
To set those free he cannot catch. 


Disappointing as the terms of the Emancipation Proclamation sometimes seem 


to the champions of human liberty, the legal and political reasoning behind 


freeing some of the slaves and not others is clee r. The Proclamation was issued, 
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Lincoln explained, "by virtue of the power in me vested as commander-in-chief ••• ; as 


a fit and necessary war measure for suppressing ••• rebellion •••• " His action was 


"warranted by ••• military necessity." Since there was no rebellion in the loyal slave 


states or in those parts of the Confederate states under Union control, it would be 


difficult to justify the emancipation of slaves in these areas as a necessary war 


measure, and doing so would only alienate people whose support was absolutely 


essential. 


The Emancipation Proclamation was bitterly condemned in the South and by 


anti-war Democrats in the North. These critics now charged that Lincoln had sold


cut to radical Republicans and that he was now fighting solely to end slavery. He 


denied the charge with a vigor many Americans would find surprising in the Great 


Emancipator: the war "is and will be carried on so long as I am President for the 


sole purpose of restoring the Union. But no human power can subdue this rebellion 


without using the Emancipation lever as I have done." 


The emancipation lever worked in several ways. It greatly reduced whatever 


prospect there was that England would recognize and assist the Confederacy. So long 


as the issue between North and South remained, ostensibly, only a dispute over the 


constitutionality of secession, English intervention was at least a possibility. 


But England was the world's leading anti-slavery power, and it would have been 


almost impossible politically for it to help the South defend slavery against the 


efforts of the United States to abolish it. 


Unpopular as it was in the border states, the Emancipation Proclamation 


helped to solve one of the North's greatest problems--morale--by giving the war 


new meaning and purpose. After the Proclamation, only the North could convincingly 


identify its cause with that of humanity. The North's war began as a war for 
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self-preservation and ended as a war for freedom; the South's war began as a war 


for freedom and ended as a war for self-preservation. The exchange of moral 


leverage is obvious. 


The Emancipation Proclamation also placed at Lincoln's disposal a large number 


of fresh troops, reenforcements without which he could not have won the war. For 


simultaneous with the decision to emancipate the slaves of rebels was the decision to 


enroll Negro troops in the United States Army. Altogether, about 200,000 Negro 


soldiers served, a number roughly equal to about two Armies of the Potomac. Of 


the total number, about three-fourths were former slaves. 


The Negro soldiers were used to garrison forts along the Mississippi and 


Tennessee rivers and along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts; they acted as guards at 


contraband camps, where Negro refugees were quartered; they were put to work (like 


all soldiers) building and repairing roads, railroads, bridges, and fortifications; 


they were used as guides, pilots, and spies; and they were used in battle. In his 


massive and authoritative A Compendium of the Rebellion (1908), Frederick Dyer lists 


449 battles and skirmishes, including thirty-nine major battles, in which Negro 


troops participated. 


Although some contemporaries (and some later historians) belittled the per


formance of the Negro soldiers, their value is proved by the desire of Robert E. 


Lee and other southern generals to use slaves in the Confederate armies. But it 


was difficult for southerners to turn to colored men for salvation in a war to 


preserve white supremacy, and the Confederate Coneress did not authorize the use of 


slave soldiers until it was too late. In his The Sable Arm in the Union Army 


(1956), Dudley Cornish concludes, "As a soldier in the Union Army, the American 


Negro proved his manhood [he was not, after all, livestock] and established a 
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strong claim to equality of treatment and opportunity." 


Equality of treatment and opportunity for Negroes was a major objective of 


Republican Reconstruction policies. In order to explain how this happened to be, it 


is necessary to make two points about Reconstruction as it was conducted by Andrew 


Johnson which are seldom stressed by the critics of Reconstruction. The first 


point is that the men who held office in the southern state governments established 


by President Johnson in the summer and fall of 1865 were, for the most part, the 


same men who had served in these governments during and before the war. They were 


the natural leaders of the South, the men who had tried to lead it out of the Union 


and who had waged war against the United States for four long years. This aston


ishing fact meant that the men who presided over the transition of Negroes from 


slavery to freedom were their former masters. And that brings us to the second 


point. 


The ex-rebels who controlled the Johnson governments of the South had to accept 


the abolition of slavery by ratifying the Thirteenth Amendment. But they took the 


sting out of their ratifications by proceeding to pass what were known as the Black 


Codes, or a special set of laws dealing only with Negroes. 


The purpose of the Black Codes was the same in every state: to define a legal 


position for Negroes inferior to that of white men. There were vagrancy laws which 


defined vagrants as "all idle persons, 11 or "persons who have no visible means of 


support," or "all who cannot give a good account of themselves." The punishment 


for vagrancy was a fine, which of course, the freedmen could not pay. In lieu of 


payment they were hired out to service to anyone who would pay the fine. There 


were pass laws and curfew laws and laws forbidding Negroes to own land. Mississippi 


reenacted its criminal code for slaves and made it effective, without change, for 


freedmen. No state permitted Negroes to vote or serve on juries, and most denied 







him the use of civil courts in cases involving white men. This was freedom? 


One set of laws for white, another for blacks? 
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Who would have thought during the war that such developments could possibly 


take place immediately after the Union victory--rebels continuing in political 


power; Negroes, people freed by the Emancipation Proclamation, the Union armies, and 


the Constitution of the United States, being deprived of their freedom by their 


former masters? Having freed the Negroes, did not the United States government 


have an obligation to see that they actually got their freedom? Having suppressed 


the southern rebellion at such terrible cost, was it right, was it safe, to allow 


the nation's enemies to continue in power? 


When Congress convened in December, 1865, for the first time since the end 


of the war, it refused to admit the Senators and Representatives sent up by the ex


Confederate states, an action for which it has been much criticized. But can it 


be blamed for refusing to seat the Vice-President of the Confederacy, four Confed


erate generals, five Confederate colonels, six members of the Confederate cabinet, 


and fifty-eight members of the Confederate Congress? The ex-rebel states, 


excluding Texas, where Johnsonian Reconstruction was not yet complete, were 


entitled to eighty-four members of Congress. Seventy-four of the eighty-four men 


sent to Washington, had been prominent leaders of the rebellion against the United 


States. It was certainly not just Republican "vindictiveness" which caused 


Congress to refuse to seat them. 


The answer of the Republican Congress to Johnson's Reconstruction policy 


was the Fourteenth Amendment, introduced in April and passed in June, 1866. 


Section One made Negroes citizens of the United States and of the states in which 


they resided, and attempted to bring about an equality before the lmv for all 


citizens. This attempt is often described as an effort by vengeful Republicans 
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to oppress and humiliate the South. Of course it was not; it was an attempt to 


prevent the South from continuing to oppress and humiliate the Negroes. 
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Section Three of the Amendment dealt with those leaders of the Confederacy 


who were still exercising political power. It made ineligible to hold office all 


prewar officeholders who had violated oaths of loyalty to the Constitution by 


engaging in the rebellion. It did not declare all ex-Confederates ineligible to 


hold office, and it did not (as is so frequently alleged) deny anybody at all the 


right to vote. 


As a treaty of peace after a long and terrible war, the Fourteenth Amendment 


uas anything but vindictive. But it was premature. The jump from slavery to 


freedom was a very big jump--big for Negroes who had lived their lives in enforced 


debasement to make, and big for southern whites who believed debased Negroes to be 


inferior beings to accept. But it was a logical corollary of the Emancipation 


Proclamation, and the progress of Reconstruction under Andrew Johnson, a southern 


Democrat, showed only too clearly that without the protection of the Republican 


party, the men Lincoln had freed would be returnP.d to virtual enslavement. The 


choice seemed to be between equal rights for Negroes or no rights, and Congress 


very properly decided upon equality. 


Since the southern state governments (except Tennessee) refused to ratify 


the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress was obliged either to create governments which 


would ratify it, or to abandon it altogether. Of course it chose to follow through 


with its hard-won military victory, and with the help of Negro voters, established 


new governments in each of the ex-Confederate states (except Tennessee). 


The Republican governments of the South were violently objected to by most 


southern whites, not simply because they were imposed by force (defeated peoples 


must expect military occupation after great wars) ; not simply because many of the 
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officeholders were carpetbaggers (America is a carpetbagger's country, and after the 


Civil War there were far more southern carpetbaggers in the North than there were 


northern carpetbaggers in the South); not sinply because many of them were corrupt 


(they were no more corrupt than the Johnson governments before them or the Redeemer 


governments after them, or than other governments in the United States at the same 


time); they were objected to for one principal reason: they ratified and observed 


the Fourteenth Amendment. As the distinguished southern historian, Francis B. Simkins, 


has written, "even if these regimes had shown exemplary statesmanship they would have 


been unacc eptable to white Southerners as long as Negroes comprising any part of 


them were regarded as political equals." 


The Republican threat to slavery back in 1860, when the party was devoted to 


the moderate policy of keeping slavery out of the western territories while 


tolerating it in the states, was a theoretical, long-run threat. Even so, it 


seemed real enough to touch off one of the major rebellions of history. T,lhat kind 


of a reaction could be expected to the Republican program of 1867--racial equality? 


During Reconstruction, the white South fought against the national government with 


far greater unity than it had during the war, and the scars of Reconstruction are 


still angrier than those of the Civil War itself. 


Now, the southern armies had been defeated and d i s banded, and there was no 


possibility of reviving them. But there was still a way to fight: guerilla warfare, 


the men striking at night and in disguise, in small bands, suddenly and violently, 


against isolated or helpless targets, and then dispersing and in the daytime 


resuming normal occupations and noreinal obedience to law. Through the Ku Klux 


Klan, and organizations like it, the South renewed the war against the United 


States . The Klan's objective was clear enough : "Our main and fundamental object 


is the maintenance of the supremacy of the white race." The Ku Klux Klan was the 
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Confederacy reborn, minus the respectability of its constitutional principles. 


All men of whatever color who cooperated with the Republican governments or 


subscribed to the Fourteenth Amendment were the enemies of white supremacy. Negro 


churches and schools were burned to the ground and white schoolmarms, carpetbaggers 


from the North attempting to educate the colored race for its new responsibilities, 


were driven away. But of course Negroes, especially militiamen, officeholders, 


clergymen, and teachers, were the primary targets. Sometimes the mere act of voting 


would invite a. visit from the Ku Klux Klan. 


Imagine the terror inspired by such visits--one Negro, typically, against a 


group of armed white men who surrounded his shack and called for him to come out. 


What could he do? Hide under the floor? In the rafters? Try to make a run for it? 


If he went out--and he went out even if he had to be burned out--the least he could 


expect would be a whipping , and not a gentle one. 


But slavery had accustomed white men to whipping Negroes, and it wasn't very 


satisfying anymore. Encouraged by a few drinks, by the example of others, by their 


own anonymity, by their knowledge that there was little risk to themselves, and, 


above all, by the hatred which they felt for Negroes presuming to act like men, 


Ku Kluxers showed a lot of imagination in playing with their victims. Murder and 


mutilation were common. 


Common, not exceptional. A Georgian testified before a Congressional investi-


gating committee, 


Negroes and whites, but principally negroes, have been killed, 
whipped and imposed on in various ways. It has been very 
common for two years--so common it would take a right sharp 
case now to attract much attention. 


The report of this Congressional committee, over 6000 pages in thirteen 


volumes, is an inexhaustible storehouse of crimes and atrocities from which 


Americans have been shielded because they took place in America instead of in 
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some other country. There is no parallel in the western world in modern times 


except in the pogroms and persectutions of totalitarian nations with whom we like to 


feel we have little in common. 


The whole point of terrorism (aside from the perhaps incidental indulgence of 


sadistic passions) is to inspire terror, and the Ku Klux Klan was a huge success. 


So many thousands of men and women were subjected to violence that the mere threat 


of it became enough to drive Negroes out of the militia, out of public office, 


out of the polling booth. President Grant made some determined efforts to suppress 


the Klan and to protect Negro citizens, butgueirilla warfare (as we know), is the 


hardest kind to fi ght, and it proved impossible to put an end to the terror until 


the struggle for equal rights was abandoned. One after another, the .Republican 


governments of the South fell to Democratic white supremists. 


If the Ku Klux Klan was a renewal of the war against the United States, 


suppression of it and the enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment would have re


quired a renewal by the United States of the war agair-st the South. But by the 


1870's, after ten to fifteen years of ceaseless crisis and conflict, how many 


northerners cared enough for the Negro to carry on the fight? Under Lincoln's 


leadership, the revolutionary change from slavery to freedom had come, not because 


it was believed by a majority of the people to be right, but because it was a lever 


necessary to win the war. With the war won and fast receding into the past, most 


white people were willing, indeed, anxious, to be done with the Negro; he had 


served his purpose and was now simply an annoyance. Accommodating itself to the 


realities of the times, the Supreme Court discovered in decisions made in the 


1880's and '90's that the Fourteenth Amendment didn't establish racial equality 


after all, and every southern state assured white supremacy by passing laws 


establishing the legal separation of the r aces. A generation later, when there 
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was for the first time a significant movement of southern Negroes to northern industrial 


cities, white prejudice was responsible for the establishment in the North of a de 


facto segregation which was nearly as effective as southern laws in perpetuating 


Negro inferiority. Throughout the nation the men who had been freed by Lincoln's 


proclamation, by the victory of United States arms, and by the 13th, 14th, and 15th 


amendments were once again locked in the stranglehold of white power. And this time, 


with peace and unity restored to the white rulers, there was no chance of another 


revolutionary break-out. The Negroes were freed, but they would have to win their 


freedom on their own. 


It is possible to observe two giant strides forward in the lives and philosophies 


of two men who hated each other, though it is easy to see now that they were not 


really so much each other's enemies as they were representative of different stages 


in the Negro's struggle against white power. If it had not been for a Booker T. 


Washington, there could not have been so soon a W. E. B. Du Bois. 


Born a slave in Virginia in 1856, and raised to the unskilled labor of a field


hand, Washington attended a school for freedmen, theHanpton Institute, in the 1870's, 


where he received a manual arts education. He came to believe that other Negroes, 


the vast majority of whom were also without any skills and, what was worse, without 


much appreciation that they had skills to develop, should also be educated to a trade 


so that they could earn a decent living. In Washington, D. C., he observed the 


effects of the short-lived Radical effort to provide the same education to colored 


and white upon some Negro girls whose mothers were laundresses. When their schooling 


was over, these girls didn't want to do the work of menials, but white society would 


allow them to do nothing else. Washington bent his head. "I often thought," he 


said, "how much wiser it would have been to give these girls the same amount of 


mental training--and I favour any kind of training, whether in the languages or 
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mathematics, that gives strength and culture to the mind--but at the same time to give 


them the most thorough training in the latest and best methods of laundrying and other 


kindred occupations." In other words, Negroes should be educated for the role 


they were to play in American society, the role of manual laborers. It was a mistake 


to educate them to be too proud to be laundresses. 


Washington made his most famous statement of his educational philosophy in 


Atlanta in 1895. "Our greatest danger," he said, speaking of Negroes, 


is that in the great leap from slavery to freedom we may overlook the 
fact that the masses of us are to live by the productions of our hands, 
and fail to keep in mind that we shall prosper in proportion as we 
learn to dignify and glorify common labour and put brains and skill 
into the common occupations of life •••• No race can prosper till it 
learns that there is as much dignity in tilling a field as in writing 
a poem. It is at the bottom of life we must begin, and not at the 
top .••• It is important and right that all privileges of the law be 
ours, but it is vastly more important that we be prepared for the 
exercise of these privileges. The opportunity to earn a dollar in a 
factory just now is worth infinitely more than the opportunity to spend 
a dollar in an opera house. 


It was of course precisely what the white man wanted to hear: Negroes would 


voluntarily give up, at least for the time being, the foolish pursuit of equality, and 


assume their rightful positions at the bottom of the social and economic pile. 


Washington's Tuskegee Institute prospered on the gifts of white philanthropists, 


and Washington himself was showered with honors and prestige. "The most distinguished 


southerner since Jefferson Davis," Du Bois called him, and today one still occa-


sionally hears the epithet "Uncle Tom," a white man's colored man. 


But in Washington's time, what alternatives were there between slavery, which 


had been abolished, and equality, which had been tried and abandoned? Slavery 


in the United States was about the most oppressive in history precisely because it 


denied the manhood of its Negro victims, demoralized their character. If, after 


emancipation, the first need was the teaching of skills which would enable them to 


work as other than mere brutes in the field, it is slavery which should be cursed, 


and not the man who recognized the necessity. 
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Lincoln understood the problem, and that is one of the reasons he was so re


luctant to free the slaves. "If all earthly power were given me," he said in 1854, 


"I should not know what to do, as to the existing institution." War forced him 


into emancipation, and emancipation forced him to consider making a place for the 


freedmen in a society which had degraded them, and then despised them because they 


were degraded. Under the circumstances, he believed there had to be a halfway 


house between slavery and freedom, and what he came up with was a system of appren


ticeship. The states could make temporary arrangements for their freed people, 


"with the view of ••• modifying the confusion and destitution which must, at best, 


attend all classes by a total revolution of labor throughout whole States." 


Exactly what type of temporary arrangements the states could make, he did not say, 


except that education must be provided, and that he would not permit any "abuse" 


of the freedmen. 


Andrew Johnson was a different kind of man, and Congress was goaded into its 


premature attempt to establish racial equality. For the fact that something like 


Booker T. Washington's program, publicly financed or sponsored, was not started in 


the 1860's instead of the 1890's, perhaps John Wilkes Booth was responsible. 


A manual trades education for Negroes was a big step forward from slavery, 


but it was a big step backwards from equality, and tha t is of course why Du Bois 


denounced Washington. 


Du Bois was born in Massachusetts in 1868, the descendant on his mother's 


side of a slave who had been freed for fighting in the American Revolution. A 


contrast to Washington in almost every way, he was a slender and aristocratic man, 


who earned B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard University, and who was 


disgusted at the thought that a young man should be forced into a menial trade 


simply because he was bla ck. He did not disapprove of the manual arts for those 
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best fitted for them, but wished to provide education in the liberal arts and pro


fessions for those capable of them. A professor of history at Atlantic University 


at the turn of the century, he was more interested in training the Talented Tenth, the 


future leaders of the race, than in educating of the Negro masses. 


Perhaps the biggest obstacle in the education of the Talented Tenth was the 


sense of inferiority imposed upon all Negroes by the arrogance of white power. 


Practically everything Negroes knew about themselves and their race came from the 


lips of the white man, and it was all slanted to justify the institutions, first of 


slavery, and then of segregaLion, de jure and de facto. Du Bois sought to overcome 


this obstacle in his own books of history, some of it (inevitably) slanted in the 


opposite direction, in scores of articles, some of them reprinted in 1903 in the 


impassioned collection The Souls of Black Folk, and in his regular monthly columns 


in the journal of the NAACP, The Crisis. In tens of thousands of Negro homes the 


reading aloud of Du Bois's column was a monthly ritual. There was simply nothing 


else like it, nothing else to replace shame at being a Negro with pride, nothing else 


which could so stimulate individuals to strive upwards, nothing else to give recog


nition to those who had achieved. 


One of the founders in 1910 of the NAACP, he was virtually forced to leave the 


academic profession because his school could not raise operating expenses--white 


men preferred to subsidize Booker T. Washington. He therefore resigned, and became 


full-time editor of The Crisis, significant title. 


If Du Bois was an inspiration to others, he himself became discouraged and 


embittered with American society. As an educator he knew that the future of the 


Negro in America depended upon education. Yet the schools provided for Negro 


children were vastly inferior to those for white children, and nothing could be 


done about it--white men appropriated and spent the school funds. Higher education 
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for Negroes was largely dependent upon white philanthropists, and white philanthro


pists, as his own experience showed, were not much interested in educating the 


Talented Tenth. How to break out of this vicious circle? 


Du Bois became increasingly radical: if white men deprived Negroes of the 


education they needed to grow into equal citizenship, then perhaps revolution was 


the only way, after all. A generation ahead of his time, Du Bois left the NAACP in 


1934, and began to flirt with the Communists. He was too independent a thinker, 


too much a rugged individualist, too much a Son of the American Revolution, to wear 


the blinders of party discipline, and he once referred to American communists as 


"Jackasses." But there was, at least in theory, no color line among them, and 


Marxism offered one way out of a vicious economic circle. In 1961, at the age of 


ninety-three, Du Bois finally joined the Communist Party. When he died two years 


later, he was in Accra, Ghana, where he was engaged in establishing a national 


university. He is buried there, at Christianborg Castle, not, as you may have read 


locally, in the Kremlin. Perhaps someday his body will be brought home and his 


memory paid the honor accorded to other American fighters for democracy and justice. 


Washington was the father of second class citizenship, a necessary step in the 


progress out of slavery. Du Bois was the father of equal citizenship, and it is 


clear that his children will no longer be put off. They will have their freedom. 


How they get it depends entirely upon those who are denying it to them. "Community 


or Chaos?" asks Martin Luther King in his most recent book. 


The choice is Whitey's. 





